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This thesis explores the relationship between participatory action research (PAR)and
family literacy in the context of an urban poor Filipino community. It provides an overview
of the field of development and argues that participatory approaches to development may
address barriers that have limited the effectiveness of past development initiatives. A review
u!' literature on family and adult literacy. particularly in communities in the South. provides

background for the case study. The c a r study describes the collaborative development and
imp1emt:ntation of a ct~mmur?ity-basedfinlily litrrac). program which directly supported

n~c~thers
and their young children. Utilizing the PAR approach resulted in the researcher
and local participano: gaining shlls and confidence in hmilp li~eracyprogramming and ird

to the sustainability of the project. The program was effective in confirming and increasing

tamily literacy practicr.~among at least six fanlilies and encouraging these families to
prac ticr newly-learned family literacy slulls.
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Between years as a teacher in British Columbia, I traveled extensively throughout Asia.
Africa. Central and South America. Though I revered every one of these experiences, and

despite wvzlling .close to the people'. I never reconciled my privileged position. I &o felt
I was only beginning to understand people who are culturally and economically different

from me. In an attempt to obtain deeper inowledge abbot other people in other places. I left
Canada and went to rhe Philippines where I taught in im international school in Manila.
Surely. living and interacting in this setting would ficilitate my learning ahout Asian
cultures'? However, though I was gaining tremendous knowledge as an educator. I
associated almost exclusively with North American and Europan teachers and foreign
sen1ice employees.
I was concerned about 'cocooning' myself away from the culture and poverty of the

Philippines. In order to combat this concern. wilhin the fist few months of my firs1 year in
Manila. I began volunteering with a French nun-government organization (NGO)who
prwided a home. basic needs. and suppon for street children. For three years. once
weekly. I did arts and crafts activities with ten or more girls who had been previously

involved in the sex trade. Interested in bn~adeninpmy experience with local NGO's. 1
1.11lunteeredwilh the Bukils Pdad Social Centre during my last year in Manila. I worked
with children on literacy and English skills once weekly. Volunteering with both of these
organizarions provided me with a tiny window into the richness of Filipino culture as well
as the complexity and challenge of the poverty that impacts seventy percent of the people in

this country. My experience at the Btkas Palad Social Centre. in particular, confirmed my
passion and interesr in development work .
Two years ago. I left the Philippines to begin a master's program in development education
at the University

of Calgary. I was interested in gaining theoretical understanding of the

field of development in order to better understand how countries in the North support poor
communities in the South. I was awarded a research grant through the Canadian Bureau of

International Education - Canadian International Development Agency which allowed me to
return to Manila and work 'on the ground' in a more intense way with members of the
Bukas Palad Social Centre and the community. During my seven months in Manila, I

acquired more cultural understanding than I had in four years as a teacher in the
international school . Though I did not Live in the community . I wveled by local transport,
discovered tasty. low-cost meals sold by women out of their homes. and managed to learn
a few Tagalog phrases. I witnessed the challenges of poverty every day and miweled at the
ingenuity. tenacity and resilience of the people I worked with and encountered. I also
realized that though I had learned much ahout the culture of poverty in an urban poor
setting in the Philippines. as an educated. privileged Canadian. I realized that I will never
fully unders~mdthc nuances of this culture nor comple!ely reconcile with the disparity
belwern the rich and poor within the Philippines and across the world. However. despite

this lack of undcrsunding. I learned that worlung collaboratively with diverse groups of

people can lcad
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poveny allcvia~ion.

Tnis journey of pursuing my master of ans degree would not have happened without the

support of many wonderful people in my life. Most significantly, my sister. Melissa Innes.
has been instrumental m every step of the process. She recommended that I initially enrol in

the program and later on, despite my inhibitions, encouraged me to apply for a research

grdnt. Through emails. Melissa offered invaluable advice and insight while I was living in
Manila. Over the past months. she has responded to a daily barrage of questions about
aspcch of m y thesis. Throughout this entire journey. she has been unfailing in her

conlldencc in me.
Gill and Bob Lnnes's efforts working alongside marginalized people from Canada. Africa.

end .Asia uispend my interesr in t h s field. As my parents. they have supported my

aspiration to pursue my master's degree. sensing before I did that this experience would be
uimshm~ativrfor me. Though I had finally moved back to Canada. they accepted that I
only stayed a year brhre moving overseas again. They believed in the importance of family

litcracy and had complete confidence that I would f i i s h the thesis in my own way.
Without being fully aware of his academic accolades and years of experience as a
participatory practitioner in development education, upon first meeting Dr. Mathew
Znchariah. I naively asked him to he my supervisor fur my MA program. I had not even

heen accepted into the university! Little did I know then how privileged I would he to
work closely with Dr. Zachariah. Not only did he introduce me to Paulo Freire and Serge
Latouche. he had a way of m A n g me answer my own questions. And when I lost myself
in why I was doing what I was doing. he steered me in the right direction with only a few
clarifying words. Above dl. after many years of working and thinking in the field, he
remains an optimist. Dr.Z;lchariah holds an unwavering hopefulness and respect for the
capacity of oppressed people to work collabordtively with development experts from the
North in addressing poverty eradication. His hopefulness has influenced my attitudes about

development.

Anhony Nezic wholeheartedly endorsed the notion of family literacy in developing
countries. Having just returned home from working overseas. he helped me revise and edit
my C.B.I. E. research grant proposal. His encourigement and critical input facilitated my

receiving the research grant.
1 would also like to thank the Canadian Bureau of International Education (C.B.I.E.) and

Canadian International Development Agency (C.I.D.A.) for awarding me the research
grant. .4s a master-s student. it offered me a rare opportunity to conduct primary research in
a developing country. Also, funding the notion of family Literacy programs indicated to me

that perhaps education initiatives. despite two decades of Failure. are being reconsidered by
C.B.I.E. as worthy of research and by C.I.D.A. as important development goals.

I was not completely on my own while conducting research in Manila. My wonderful

brother. Guy [nncs. as well as my generous friend Elhel Wolt'e. listened often to the
challenprs of moving between the excessive expatriate world and the world of poverty on a
daily hasis. They were sounding boards to my constant questions. revelations, and

frustrations. Jenny Tasonda. as cultural interpreter and valuable friend. set me straight
whcn I was confused about cultural nuances. Peter Deacon offered insight into

development initiatives currently underway in the Philippines and their success as

puticipatt~ryendeavours. He also gave me opportunities to try my hand at development
cducution work. Most importantly. these four individuals encouraged me to relax. laugh.
and simply appreciate the research experience.

Jocl Shapiro. as academic and friend. agreed to read the final draft of this thesis. despite

being on holidays! His philosophical comments and gentle critique contributed
signiricantly to the outcome. My mother. Gill Innes. offered timely encouragement as she
proofread the final draft .
My deepest thllnks goes to community workers at the Bukas Pdad Social Centre. including
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Fern. Zedna. S h m n , T i a , Darcy, and Edith (not their real names). These individuals
tirelessly worked with me to develop and implement an effective family literacy program.
Without their commitment to the importance of participatory processes and to learning more

about the concept of family literacy, h e case study of this thesis would not have been

possible. I must also hank the mothers and children who participated in the program.
Tosether with community workers, mothers readily allowed me into their world in an
open. and completely trusting manner. Though we all learned from each other, I learned
much from these women about -community', giving, and the rut o i celebrating small

miracles.
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This , then. is the great humanistic and historical task
of the oppressed:

to liberate themselves and their oppressors as well.

- Paulo Freire. P

e d w of the O~pressed

1. Introduction

For the past four decades, wealthy counuies in the North' have provided support in the
form of -development aid' to poor countries, generally located in the South, in an attempt to

close the gap between the rich and the poor. Historically, development theorists and
researchers, ensconced in Northern universilies and institutions, have created various plans
or 'blueprints' for ways poor countries can become developed. These blueprints have been

rooted in First world industrialization: development theorists and researchers have argued
h a t underdeveloped countries will achieve modemisation by fi~llowingthe same road to

indus~dizationused by developed countries. Development prictitioners, as experts. have
largely approached aid provision using one of these 'macro' blueprints. They have
attempted lo graft Western notions such as modemisation. capitalism. democracy, and

good governance onto poor coun~ies.

Throughout this thesis, I will use the terms developed and developing, North and South, First
Worid and Third World, and centre and periphery interchangeably. When using the terms
'developed', 'North', and 'First Worid', and 'centre', I am referring to industrializedcountries in
Europe, North America, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand. When using the terms 'developing',
'South'. 'Third World', and 'periphery', I am referring to select countries located in Africa, Asia,
South and Central America, and the Caribbean. All these terms have limitations. Though, like most
present-day literature, I use "developed' and "developing" most frequently , I recognize the
assumptions implied by using such terms: there exists a universal notion that people worldwide
want to emulate industrialized nations' perception of 'development' they are willing to shed
traditions and popular knowledge in order to gain modernisation and economic stability. However.
many poor communities want to hang onto their diversity and culture and avoid social ills
associated with modernisation. Using the terms 'Norlh' and 'South' is shorthand for referring to the
fact that industrialized countries are located in the Northern hemisphere while poor countries are
located in the Southern hemisphere. However, there are many exceptions to this generalization
(eg. Australia is located in the southern hemisphere). 'first World' and 'Third World', terms
established after the second Worid War, set the stage for establishing an ideological framework
which has dictated the relationship between the superiority of industrialized countries over other,
less privileged countries. World Systems theorists overcome the dominance and uniformity
assumed by terms such as 'Third Worid' or 'developed' by referring to countries or communities as
centres (eg-Canada),peripheries (eg.the Philippines), peripheries of centres (eg.the Canadian
Aboriginal), and centres of peripheries (eg.the Marcos family of the Philippines) (Shannon, 1989).
Though these terms are more neutral and acknowledge internal diversities, they are readily
misunderstood and not commonplace in the literature. For these reasons, I recognize the
reductionism implied in all the terms discussed above. However, for the sake of clarity and
efficiency , these terms will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis.

-
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First World donor aid initiatives have met with varying degrees of success over the past
fony years. Despite effort and enterprise on the part of development agencies, today "[tlhe

500 richest people on the planet now control more wealth than the poorest three bdlion"
(Loeb. 1999. p.46). Clearly. the gap between the rich and the poor has widened.
Sustainability of some projects. after donor aid agencies have fulfilled their 'commitrnent'.
has not been well-established.Too many development projects, especially at the macro

lr vel. have culrninafcd in failure. In some cases, these F d t d projecls have led to finhering
situations of poverty llnd marginalization within communities. Obviously, here are many
complex obstacles tro the successful implementation of development projects. Perhaps
theorists. researchers and practitioners from ihr North have not fully grasped the

complexity of issues surrounding poverty alleviation in the South.
Not only

have development experts from the North misunderstood the challenges of

povcny alleviarion. the world has changed markedly over the past forty years. The Cold
War is over. yet we are now encountering the effects of globalization. urbanization,

~n\~ironrnentd
degradation. and a worldwide AIDS epidemic. Oppressed communities are
not just rcad about in the international section of newspapers: they now exist on the edge of

our own communities. As well. people in poor cornmunifies located in both the Nonh 'md
South are tinding their vuices and beginning ~ospeak out, as experts, about their notions

of development.

.4dult literacy programs in poor communities in the South have been implemented within
this development context. Litericy has been considered by many development practitioners
as a cridcal precursor to economic, political, and social development. Literacy initiatives
have. in part. been responsible for improved literdcy rites worldwide in the last twenty

years. However, today there are approxirnakly YO0 million illiterate adults (Lind and

Johnston, 1990 as cited in Ahadazi, 1994). Research outlines the barriers to achieving
literacy acquisition. Studies report h a t most illiterates do not actually enrol in programs.
Women. in panicular, have little time to explore literacy acquisition because of childrearing,

domestic. employmmt, and community responsibilities. If illiterates do join a program, on
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average, fifty percent drop-out. Even if individuals complete literacy programs, they may
not be functionally literate. Furthermore. if 'neotiterates' do not use their newly acquired
skills. they may lapse back into illiteracy. These findings indicate that many First World
adult litericy theorists and practitioners do not understand the unique social and cultural
factors associated with iiteracy acquisition in other communities. Not surprisingly, due to
the well-docummrrd ineffectiveness of litericy programs in the 1970's and 1980's, and

despite Thud World government requests. donor agencies such as the World Bank have
refused to support large-scale literacy projects.
Bascd on failed development experimcna. including adult litericy initiatives. alternatives to

approaching drvelopn~rntand literacy must be considered. Paulo Freire, Iiberdtory educator
and South Amencan development practitioner. is a voice from the South that has been and

continues to he highly respecred by many First World development expens for the past
thirty ycars. He offers alternatives to top-down development prdctices by suggesting that
oppressed people then~sclvescan begin critically looking at their situations of oppression:
and by collaborating with their 'oppressors'. and through acquiring relevant skills. can not
only ilchicvr emancipation but regain their humanity. Participatory processes as alternatives
to iraditional approaches to development* whereby members of communities actively and

critically participate together with practitioners from the Nonh to design strategies leading
lo poverty alle~~iation.
have developed from Freire's pedagogy.

Not only do alternative approaches to development exist. but other approaches to literacy
have also surfaced. Concurrent to many adult literacy initiatives failing in developing

countries, the notion of 'family literacy' was emerging in the United States. While adult
Literacy focuses on individuals, the concept of family literacy targets literacy interactions
and practices among hmily members. Programs support families as a whole, and children
and adults sepwately, in learning and practicing literacy behaviours in families' homes.

premise underlyine farnilv Iiteracv is that litericv is an inter~enerationalskill. The
International Literacy Survey (O.E.C.D.,
1997) conducted in counrries in the North,
indicates that education and likricy levels of parents are strongly correlated with predicted
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Literacy levels of children. as well as to family income and health sums. Beginning in the
early 1980's, family literacy programs surfaced in many peripheral American communities
where poor and/or minority groups were not fully benefiting from public education.

Though varying widely in models and methods. and not without socio-cultural limitations,
rhesr .4rnericm family Literdcy programs attempt ro interrupt the cycle of illiteracy among at-

risk families. in mimy instances, these programs have been successful in supporting
families in overcoming illiteracy. The nature of these program has ird parents, especially
mothers. despite their literacy levels, to enrol and participate regularly mostly because they
rwognize the benefits to their children.
It

is the contluencc of these issues that provides the impetus md foundation for this thesis.

Based on my reading on development and literacy. I began to ask questions around the

relutionship between the notion of hmily litericy. participatory processes. and development
iniriativcs. Are parricipatory processes to approaching development more effective than
uaditional approaches? Could employing participatory processes lead to the development of
hmil y li terac y models that are more socio-culturdly sensitive'?Could socio-cultural models

oi t'dm il li tcr~cyaddress illiteracy in developing communities'? Further exploration of this
f!

type of literacy program in communities in the South seemed feasible. valuable md worthy
ol' investigation. Hence. the rvolutiun o l my thesis topic and question.

My research question is as fi~llows:
How does participatory action research (PAR) enrich the process of

developing and implementing an effective family literacy program in

an urban poor setting in the Philippines?
I have chosen to use pilrticipatory action research as my research melhodology because it is
a well-documented example of a participatory prucess. It embraces the notion of

community members working collaboratively with external researchers to improve
situations of poverty and oppression. This methodology has been widely used in both the
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Norrh and South to facilitate the process of social change. I chose this participatory tool

over oth2r qualitative and quantitative tools because, based on the historical context behind
the scholarly field of development. as a researcher from the North planning to investigate

literacy in a community in the South. I could not gain an understanding of the complexity
of these peoples' lives without working collaboratively with them. I would need to position

myself as an equal participant in the process, at l e s t in terms of power and knowledge.
Related to PAR'S subscription to equal participation is its promotion of a reciprocal
r xchangr of knowledge which leads to both 'researcher' and 'subjects' benefiting from the

process. not just researchers alone. as characterizes most other forms of research. Equally
si~nilicant.thest principles o l PAR are among a compilation of principles which may lead
tu this research project being sustainable after my p u t in the process comes to an end.

.Aftr.r considering several sources. I borrow from other proponents and theorists to develop

my own definitions uf 'liter~cy'and ' h i l y literacy'. For the purpose of this thesis.
'literacy‘ is the rungr ofskills rrrld comprtencir.~- cognitive, affecatirv, and behaviourul

-

\rhich moblt.~inrli\*idzcirk to jitnction r f t c t i r ~ in
l ~society within the context oj'rhe wider

ror~ir~rlo~in(Ioctrl. regionctl, nat~oncr/.N

I ?global)
~
in

order to improve their q l l d i h of'lre

~ n rl7cr
d t qft'soc-icn.. I define 'Family literacy' as the m i r e range oj.activities and practices
dtcrt trre inrrgr-trtrdb7m rhr dflily

lifr ofcrjitmil~,irtckddining purents, children and r.rtended

$uuii\. r,rt.,~rbr,:v,r o pror~mre1 i t c . r ~ I~argue
~ . h a [ literacy-related skills are not Limited to

reading and writing tasks alone but also may include skills in numeracy. storytelling.
drawing. playing games. and singing songs.
Afirr completing an extensive review of the literature. I conducted research 'on the ground'

in an urban poor community located in Manila, Philippines. I collaborated with Bukas
Palad Foundation. a well-established non-government organization (NGO) with many pre-

existing highly-effective community outreach programs. Almost all Bukas Palad employees
were members of the community thus holding a deep connection with and compassion for

people they worked with. Members of the community, in turn, uusted this organization in
their endeavours to address poverty-related consequences such as tuberculosis,
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malnourishrnent, poor education and limited housing. Bukas Palad community workers
strongly endorsed and were familiar with participating collaboratively with foreigners. Over
thr seven rnonrh field study, several Bukas Palad facilitators and I developed and
implemented a socio-cultural model of family litericy.
This thesis is comprised of six chapters and follows a three-fold process. Firstly. I
investigate the work of f w r influential development rheoris~who position themselves at
vuirious places along the development debate continuum. Collectively. their work provides

an historical context for development theory and practice. and aniculates the diverse
solutions posed to overcome current development dilemmas. Based on arguments
presc'ntrd by these theorists. I sugges t that participatory approaches to development may
overcome some barriers presrnrly inhibiting the success of development endeavours.
Secondly. I explore literature surrounding the underpinnings of family literacy. I review
bath Lmily literacy programs located in the Nonh and hose few programs in developing

communities found in the literature. Finully. I repon on the fusing of participatory action
research with Family literacy program development and implementation through 'hckly
describing' my field work and findings. Combining these three parts leads to augmenting
and adding to the literature on the notion of PAR and lamily literacy in developing
comrnuni~irs.Below is an explication of this three-fold process as it unfolds in five
chapters.

Particiontorv Action Research in the Context o f Devrlogment Th-

In Chapter 2. I present the work of four development theorists who collectively represent
h e present-day notion of development theory and practice and its inherent complexities.

Largely from a theoretical perspective. John Maninussen (1997), a Danish development
studies cxpm. sets the historical development context. I summarize his interpretation of
modemisarion. dependency, and sociological and political development theories. His
exploration of alternative forms of development are outlined along with tentative solutions

to the development debate.
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Moving from a uaditional to a postmodem perspective, Jane Parpart (1995), a Canadian
development academic, critiques development m d its relationship to gender. She analyzes
the notion of the Northern development 'expert' llnd argues that postmodern feminist
thinking has much to offer the discipline of development.
Both Maninussen and Parput offer solutions to development vastly distinct from French
political economist Serge Latouche ( 1993). Latouche contends that development initiatives
are globidly insignificant u d fundamentally only benefit the 'grand society'. He sees

tremendous ingenuity in 'outcasts', those living on the periphery of the centre. He argues
that these i n l i ~ r n ~societies
d
have the capacity to define ilnd solve their own development
shilllenges without h e misguided support of members of the grand society.
Finally. Freire. positioned in the South as a deveii~pmenttheorist and practitioner. suggests
drvelopmcnt initiatives should hegin with people in developing communities. He argues
that the oppressed can become 'conscientized' about contradiclions existing in their worlds
and can [Asaction against these oppressive elements (Freire. 1970). This process of
achicvinp conscientization can be facilitated by those 'oppressors' who demonstrate 'true
solidarit).' behind ihc oppressed. Both the oppressed and their oppressors must work
ct~llahorudvclyto achicve 'praxis' - a cycle of reflection that leads to action- which in turn
can lead t ~ emancipation.
,

Frrire's work influenced the emergence of participatory processes in development theory
and practice. I also explore the literature on these processes. I outline principles of

participatory action research and discuss recurring themes found in the literature on
knowledge. pmicipation. and the researcher-participant relationship. I also outline reasons
for using participatory action research in this research project.
Familv Literacv. Adult Literacv and Basic Education

In Chapter 3. I present rcsearch related to family literacy theory and practice. I rely heavily
on Ruth Niche's ( 1990) influential work on the diverse research base, including studies
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from adult education and early childhood education. hat underlies American family Literacy

programs. Nickse ' s typology of family literacy programs is elaborated. I also describe

H.S.Bhola's historical anthropological interpretation of family literacy which addresses the
culturally ~ansformativenature of families.
I summurize four studies. as examples of family literacy programs in marginalized

c~)rnmunitirsin the Xonh. Three studies discuss .Amcricim programs while the program
described by the fourth study is located in the United Kingdom. These four studies were

chosen from numerous ones found in the primar!ly . h e n c a n family literacy literature
hccause they typify the diversity of family literacy programs that exist and provide a

program dcscrip~ionand evaluation.

I in\*cstigatclimily literacy progrdms as they occur in developing communities. I located

four studies related to family literacy. The two most informative studies discuss and
evaluate programs located in Turkey and Chile. However. I recognize that these two
counuirs might be best catcgorizrd as hencum the Third and First World and not as

dcibelt~ping
counuics. The lack of data on programs in developing countries gave me
impctus to further explore the notion of family litcricy in this context.
Though little infonuation was found an t'amily literacy in Third World countries. much has
hem written on adult literacy and basic education initiatives in these settings. I describe

Helen .-2badzi's (1994) literature review on adult literacy program constraints and her
suggestions for improving the effectiveness of these literacy programs. Her work furthered

my understanding of literacy in communities in the South and confirmed my assumption
that literacy needs and issues are different in these communities than in peripheral

communities in the First World. These differences are related to the degree and
permanency of poverty and its consequences experienced by people in communities in the
South.
The "World Conference on Education For All" at Jomtien, Thailand in 1990, is discussed
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in this chapter as the outcomes of this conference provide rationale for the need for broader

forms of basic education models in developing communities. These broader models include

involving parents in their young children's education.
I close Chap~er3 with a critique of family literacy. I review theorists who challenge

assumptions about the universality of literacy and its merits. I also describe Sondra Cuban
and Elisaheth Hoyes* ( 1989) discussion about the implications of family litrr~cyprograms

fur women.

The P h i l i ~ ~ i n and
t ? ~ the Bukas falad Social Centre

In Chapter 1. I providc some background information on the Philippines. I repon on

Philippine demographics. its varied ethnicity and language as well as i~ vibrant history and
improving economy. Literacy rdtes and needs as well as a discussion of literature

addressing harriers to literacy acquisition in an urban poor Filipino setting are described. I
summanzc significant political milestones. over the past twenty years, h a t attempt to
addrcss thc crisis in public education. I dso elaborate on the present status of basic

education and nonfom~illeducation in the Philippines.
Hilung painted the backdrop to my research setting. I describe my partner organization, the
Bukas Pdad Foundation. I aruculate the histr1ric.d context and extensive and effective
present day activities of the Buksls Palad Social Centre. I also describe the Trarno
community where the social centre is located. Working collaboratively in a largely open and

trustt-ul mllnner w i h B u k u Palad community worken led to greater understanding, on my

pan. of the "fine balance between hope and despair" (Mistq, 1995. p.268) that
characterizes the lives of poor people. As well, observations of the work carried out by
devoted. empathetic community outreach workers employed with this NGO confirmed my
faith in the capacity of microprojects to specifically and efficiently address issues related to

poveny eradication in developing communities.
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Ln the latter part of the chapter, I describe the methodology and rescarch tools used in the
data collection phase of this research. We employed a panicipatory action process to
develop and implement the family literacy program. To document this process, qualitative
tools such as semi-structured interviews. questionnaires, session planners. and log entries
were utilized. Quantitative tools included an attendance roster. Data collected from these
tools are reported in the case study and findings chapter.
In order to protect the anonymity of local facilitators and participants, I have used

pseudonyms throughout this thesis. Ail direct quotes taken from interviews and
questionnaires arc exact. without correcting for English usage and spelling. I have not
altered the quotes because I feel they are more authentic and informative in their original
ti)rm .
The Bukas Polad Familv Literacv Program

Chapter 5 provides a 'thick description‘ uf the case study. My reconnaissance mission is
drscnbed and local Ficilitators are introduced. The outcomes of a series of planning

mectings in Octoher. January. and March describe the development phase of the family
litericy pro-ject. Imponant decisions are collabotatively made during these meetings which
determine [he evolution uf the suucture and nature of the program. The structure of

individual sessions. which include Parent Talks. Child Care. and Family Activities. is
described together with examples of activities. The roles and responsibilities of local

facilitators increased as these sessions progressed. Pre- and post- research project
interviews are summarized as well as issues around recruitment md retention. I discuss
efforts made to establish cllnnections with other NGO's addressing literacy and education

in the Philippines as well as attempts at connections with a local public school. A
discussion about the potential for the sustainability of the Bukas Palad Family Literacy
Program closes this chapter.
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hlercing Theory With Practice
In the concluding chapter of this thesis, I articulate how development and family literacy

theory discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 relare and apply to the case study. I also discuss ways
the pr~cticdexperience adds new insight to these two bodies of literature. Firstly, I address

findings associated with PAR. I show that by employing participatory action research. a

trusting relationship be tween local facilitators and myself was established which led to local
Iicilitiitors becoming committed to h e research process md to the benefits of family literacy
in heir community. I also demonstrate how participatory action research results in local

hcilitators and myself acquiring new slulls efficiently and effectively. We leamed to value
each others' knowledge and we created new knowledge by developing and implementing a
socio-cultural mode1 of t i i l y literacy in this urban poor Filipino community. We used
prasis - retlr'ction which leads to action - a critical PAR principles to improve individual
scssions and the program in general. I identify the extensive time required to create change

when using PAR and the difliculties we experienced in approaching a truly equal level of
participation between myself. as external researcher. and loccal facilitators. These challenges

f i ~ r nthe
~ limitations identified by employing participatory action research.
I also iuuculilte findings ilssocia~sdwith family literacy literature, especially literature about
programs located in dcvelopinp countries. I demonstrate how this program qualitatively
dr.monsuates 'cllectiveness' among six regularly-attending families. I define
'cifcctivenrss' in this context as e~+iduncc
of'confirminy,incruusing, anrUor ocqltiriny
$rnri!\. liturcrq prcrcticrs Recruitment and retention challenges and how these experiences
add and offer new insight to the literature are explored.

I close the chapter md thesis with lessons leamed as a result of investigating the literature
on PAR md literacy acquisition endeavours in developing countries

as well as my 'on the

oround' experience of collaborating in the development and implementation of a family

cS

literacy program in m urban poor Filipino community. Based on these investigations. I
argue that tmily literacy programs have the potential to overcome baniers to literacy
acquisition, especially if family literacy, as an essential concept, is integrated into adult

Litrrdcy progrim1 models. I share my attitude shift about development and my liberation, in
small ways, as an individual as a consequence of this research experience.

This thesis is a combination of intellectual investigation, grounded experience, and personal
exploration. It invrstigarrs the relationship between parricipatory action research and family
Literacy initiatives in un urban poor developing community. Little in the way of published
rcsc~rchis av;iilablc on rhis relationship. This thesis augments and offers new insight into
theory on both participatory action research and family literacy. It is a piece of work that

demonstrates promise in the capacity of poor communities. with the committed support of
dr \.c.l~)prnr
nr practitioners. to address and change situations of poverty and oppression.
These changes may lead to less disparity between communities in the North and the South,
narrowing the gap between the rich and the poor.
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2. Partici~atoryAction Research in the Context of Develo~ment
Theorv

Roughly seventy percent of the world's population live in Asia, Africa. Latin America and
the smaller islands in the southern hemisphere. A large number of these people live below
the poverty line: "measured by the common standard of $1 a day, 1.3 billion people in the

dc\-doping world live in extreme poverty" (World Bank Atlas, 1998, p. 15).The field of
development research. theory llnd practice. has attempted lor the past forty years to provide
various explanations for the patterns of development and underdevelopment in communities
in the South in order to eliminate or at least reduce poverty in these communities. This field
has seen considerable debate lion1 its beginning. and in the past decade some would argue
that the Iield o i development has been in a state of crisis (see. for example. Martinussen.
199 I. Latouchc. 1993. and Marchand & Parpan. 1995). Despite development efforts.

poverty and illiteracy rates continue to be hgh. AIDS has become endemic in Africa and
Asia. urbanization is cholung major world cities and environmental degradation is prolific.

Dcivelopmcnttheories and approaches havr largely been unable to explain the complexities
of communities in the South. Donor aid initiatives. relying on these theories to bring about

dcrclopment and modemisation. havr resulted in many failures. Alternative solutions are
frequently dchated in the literature and the dialogue continues unabated.
Xlmy thr~~risu
and practitioners have conuibuted to ihr field of development theory and

pwcricr . I will pull from the work of four development theorists to outline the historical and
prescnt context of the development discipline. John Mllninussen ( 1997), a Danish
development studies expert. provides a comprehensive review of development theory and
research. Jane P q a n ( 1995 ) , a Canadian development academic, looks at the development
tr~ckrecord and argues for listening to voices from the South. as equal 'development
experts', in order to decide why and how development should take place in developing

communities. Serge Latouche (1993), a French political economist, is critical of the
Western notion of development. He argues for post - development where members of
informal societies take full control of their own development. Finally, Paulo Freire (1970),
though one of the earliest development theorists and pr~ctitioners,continues to directly
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inform the development debate with his influential work Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Ideas

emerging from Freire's work provide the foundation for participatory action research
(PAR). a development tool that emerged in the South as a way of encouraging participation
in defining and solving problems among local community members. PAR addresses some

of the concerns identified by Martinussen, P q a r t , Latcluche and others. Because I
conducted field work in a poor community in meuo Manila, PAR seemed an appropriate
methodologicd tool to acheve community participation. knowledge exchange. and
sustuinability. An elaboration of PAR as it is presented in the literature will follow the
dcvr lopmen t thcory discussion.

John Martinussen
John 4lartinussr.n t 1997). defines development studies and research as "the societal

rcpn~ducdonand transforn~ationproccss of the developing countries. in conjunction with
rhc intcrnationul faclors that influence these processes "(p.4). Martinussen states, however.

hat "...many resemhers have clairl~edhat development studies in the last decade have
hecn caught in a serious crisis. because mainstream theories have not been able to properly

csplain the puttems oi transforma~ionand stagnation in developing countries"
Ihrlaninussen.19Y7. p.3).

Mardnusscn reviews these mainstream theories as well as

emerging alternative theories of development.
2.1.1 h~lodemisarionTheories

.According to Muninusssen. in the 19JOTs.various trdditional development theories

rrnrrpd as subdisciplines of c1;lssical economic ilnd swio1ogic;lYpolitical development

theory. "h~lodernisation"themists, proponents of triaditiond economic theories,were
primarily concerned wirh how uaditional values and social structures broke down and were
replaced by more modem ones. They viewed h e increase in wealth brought about by
economic growth as cenud to the solution of development problems. According to
Mrutinussen."throuph economic dominance and political control, the industrial countries
have actively tried to graft their own 'modem' and development-promoting cultures on

backward societies" (Martinussen. 1997, p. 56).
Conversely, early structural economisrs, largely Latin American academics, were
concerned with the underlying reasons for the economic stagnation in Third World
countries, especially in Brazil and Mexico. These theorists saw basic economic structures
as a kind of steel frame which could not be easily changed through capital and growth in
production a
d consumption. External hctors were considered determinants of the

dr\vrlupmmtprocess. They argued for the cenualizing role of the state and encouraged
foreign investmenis and international loans.
2.1.2 Dencndsncv Theories

Ci~mpctingwith these classical economic rheorists were the dependency. and later the NeoMarxist theorists. Maninussen explains these theorists believed hiit the mosi significant
barrir rs to growlh and progress were not the develo pment-impeding aspects of wditional

societies. as asserted by modernisation theorists. but economic domination of rhese
societies by indus~rializedcountries. Neo-Marxist theories emerged in the 1980's in
response to the inability of the original Marxist theories to fully explain the causes and
dynan~icsof drvclopment and undcrdcvelopmcnt. Neo-Manist theorists realized the

lin~itauonsof applying one simplified conceptud framework to the complex mulwdceted
societies making up the Third World.
..

2.1 .t Sociolo~gicaland Polltlcal Theories

Sociological and political theories emerged in the 1960's as an attempt to explain politics
and political change in the Thud World. Many of these theories emphasized concerns

around sute-building and nation-building. For example. the Weberian-influenced class and
state theories clain~edthat the strength of cenain social classes, as opposed to economic
processes alone. were primary to the state and regime. Political scientists also argued for
various forms of decentralization as pan of a country's democratization efforts.
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2.1 -4 Alternative Development - Civil Society and Petlple- Manaped
Develo~ment

Maninussen outlines some of the emerging notions of alternative development He states
that despite on-going attempts by development theorists in both the North and the South to
better understand economic. political, and social factors affecting the Third World,
emerging theories remained unable to fully understand the needs of these communities. Nor
did these theories address the agency of the poor. Perhaps hose people actually living in
central .U-ricim villages or urban slums outside IZlo d r Janerio could contribute to the
process of solving some of their own problems'? Martinussen discusses the notion of civil
socicry. thc infom~alsector. and "people - managed" development in the context of
;11r~m;~tivc'
theories ot' de~clopmcnt.
Civil society theories. as discussed by Martinussen. addresses the agency of the poor.
Thcsc theorics esphin the challenges of nation-building and ethnic identity issues as they
relate to drvrloprncnt pmctiocs. Many development theorists today have s h i h d away from

rhc market or state and now ti~cuson civil society in the bmad sense of the term, positing
the household as the core of civil society. The interactions of citizens within households
and the interactions within local communities ilnd outside Cormal political and economic
s!.stc.rns arc. considered. The household is not only defined as a unit of consumption. but
also an imporumt unit of production. Households are considered locally limited units that
cntcr into wider spheres of activity. "olir'n through social networks where inter~ctionsare
hued on mutual uusr. reciprocal exchange and social obligations - altogether different from
the fomls o l interaction in the market economy" (Martinussen, 1997. p. 313). Women

otten play dominant roles in these interactions.
The informal sector has k e n incorporated into theories of civil society (as well as into more
conventional theories). Economically defined. the informal sector comprises at least four
distinct groups: the self-employed. casual workers, workers employed by small scale firms
not regulated by authorities. and "outworkers", hose who work in their homes under a

putting-out system (Sweeten. 1994,as cited by M;lrtinussen,lY97).Until the 1970's it was

assumed by mainstream development theorists that this segment of society was bound to

disappear as a result of economic growth and suuctural uansformation. However, these
expectations were not fuUilled. 1ndeed.this sector experienced greater growth in
employment than in the formal sector in many developing countries. Consequently. interest
by theorists and prictitioners grew in reaching an understanding of this process and various

rhrorisrs since then have attempted to explain why h s sector continues to grow in Asia and

Mric a.
Despite the resourcefulness of the informal sector. Martinussen reminds us that
de\-clopmcnt theorists h a ~ elittle confidence in the agency of the poor. Many theorists are

almost universal in their insistence that "existing authorities or large organizations of some
hnd or another ..." (Maninussen, 1997. p. 33 1 ) must be responsible for implementing
strategies leading to dcvrlopment. Very few theorists emphasize the role of individuals.

both men and women. as independent actors and facilitators of change. Maninusseen states
that proplr - t~~luttr,yrdclr~~rlopnto~r
: is development which focuses on ordinary citizens:
it

starts and is controlled by civil society. Proponenu of this approach. including David

Konrn ( 1990) and Robert Chambers ( 1993). recognize the remarkable, yet often
disrcgardcd ways in which individual men and women have managed their own
drvclopmcnt at thc micro-level and h e imponance these individuals play in development
theory and policy construction and implementation in b e future. This approach to

dcwlopmcnt reduces the importance of the corporate capitdist economy and the state. Guy
Gran ( 1983). one of the most prominent people-managed development theorists, asserts

that the most important aspect of a development approach involves empowering poor and
oppressed social groups through milking use of Paulo Freire's "conscientization" process.
According to Grim. recognizing the power of local people, as Freire began doing thirty
years ago. may he the most cftrctive and logical approach to development issues. Freire's
work will be summarized later in this chapter.
Martinussen offers tentative solutions to the development dilemma. He suggests there
Martinussen uses the term "people-manageddevelopmentnto discuss development initiated
and carried out by local people. 1 will assume Martinussen is referring to what Orlando Fals-Bor&
(1991 ) and Robin McTaggart (1991, 1993),among others, refer to as "participatory developme$
discussed later.
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should be more rigorous formulation of development theories. He argues that there is need
for "a far more comprehensive debate and careful reflection on the theory of science

positions (implicitly) adopted by development research and on its methodological
principles' (Martinussen. 1997, pg. 357). He also recognizes that development theorists
md practitioners are frusuated with the lack of progress in the field of development over

the past Sour decades. Some of Lhese researchers are supporting powerful attempts to revive

monodisciphnary, pnmanly economic, theories of development. Marunussen warns that
these theories simply do not grasp the complexities of the Third World and will not lead to

more successful development initiatives.
Maninussen's description of the evolution of the field of development contextua.hlrs the
currcnt development debate. Rs critique of mosrly mainstream theories provides deeper
insight into the challenges associated wirh Northern development theorists grappling with
complex issues surrounding communities in the South. Now moving away from the

traditional field of development. Jane Parpan (1995). looks through rhe postmodem lens to
critique notions of gender as it relates to development.
2.2. Deconstruction of the Develo~mentE x ~ e r t: .Jane Parpart

lane Parpan together with Marianne Marchand (1995) in their article on development,
gcndcr and posunodernism concurs with Martinussen's summary of traditional
dc~clopmenrtheory and practice and its present state of crisis. Parpart and Marchand argue
hat thc development enterpri~e~whether
rooted in liberal or Marxist perspectives, has been
inlluenced by Enlightenment thought. According to Parpan and Marchand, "[bloth
[perspectives] saw development as a fairly straightforward, linear process, in which a
nation or people moved from underdevelopment, which was equated with traditional
institutions and values, to full development, i.e.modern / rational I industrialized societies
based on the Northern model" (Parpart & Marchand, 1995, p. 11). These academics argue

that development today is reinforced by the predominantly American version which
attempts to provide effective prescriptions for Third World development with the goal of
malung the world modern, i-e. as Western as possible.
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In a related anicle. Parpan (1995) discusses gender and development issues as they relate
to rhc notion of the "development expen". Parpan argues that h e "development enterprise
for the most pan has been predicated on h e assumption that certain peoples and societies

are less developed than others, and that those more developed, i.e.more modem, have the
exprrusr md howledge to help the less developed (or developing) achieve modernity "
(Parpan. 1995, p. 22 1). The notion of the "expert" as purveyor of specialized knowledge

became increasingly important in the industrialized world. Essentialiy, this knowledge.
primxi1y Western scientific know ledge. was considered universally valid and applicable to
dl: it k c a m r the dorninanr form of knowledge.

.According to Parpart ( 1995). dominant knowledge became owned and controlled: not
cvcqonr could qualify us an expert. Not surprisingly. development experts emerged as

csscntial to the development enterprise. They usumed a critical role in the process of
collecting. controlling. and trimsfemng knowledge between the Nonh and South.

However. large minsueam developmenr pro~rctsin the 1960's and 1970's experienced
dramatic failures. resulting in the development establishment, including its experts. being
heavily criticized. Even today. despite contradictory evidence. the N o h and its expens

con~inucto he viewed as superior to people in the South.
For ihcsc reasons. Parput agrees with Martinussen that alternative 'people-managedT

practices to mainstream development have emerged. She explains that "new voices, very
olicn tiom the South and from women. are entering the development debate" (Parpan.

1995. p.237). These scholars and practitioners are arguing that development theory and
pr~cticrmust be sensitive to differences within groups and must address layers of
oppression based mainly on race. class. and gender. Only then can the complex lives of

pruple in peripheral communities be understood and their problems addressed. Parpart
argues that postmodern feminist thinlung has much to offer the discipline of development.
It encourages people to think outside of their conceptual frameworks and recognize that

differences must be more than just heard.

2.3 Post

- Develooment and the Informal Societv:

S e ~ p eLaouche

Serge Latouche (1993) is highly critical of the motives behind, and outcomes of,
development initiatives promoted by those living in developed countries. Like Marthussen
and Parpart. Latouche assens that the field of development is in a state of crisis. He states

that "[tloday, however, the great hopes placed in development have obviously been
dashed*' (Latouche. 1993, p. 39). Indeed, he suggests that "economic development

produces maladjusted people" (Latouche, 1993. p.30). He believes that we in the
industrial world have undergone a moral reformation. namely overvaluing consumerism to
the exclusion of more irnpowt aspects of our culture and that this obsession will
eventually lead to our demise. Latouche provides many illustrations supponing his notion
of the foundering of the 'grand society'. For example. Latouche points out that with
increased technology and efficiency. developed communities have anticipated increased

leisure time. However. in our consumer-corn pulsive strir ty. even time has become
economized because of i ~ utilit}
s
value - this means that at all costs. time cannot be lost or

tvilsted. In fact. Latouche argues that we enjoy less leisure time ihan our parents lrnd
grandparents.
2.3.1 The Demise of Development

Latouche argues that the gnnd society is a failed promise to its members. However, as
'privileged' humans. we feei we have an obligation to support the "outcasts" including the
"new poor'' (those who have lost their jobs to technological advances), Aboriginal

minorities. and members of h e "least advanced countries" in their attempt to enter our
grand society. the industrial world.

Latouche is skeptical of the developed world's real motives behind development aid. He
sees our interest in extending a helping hand to those less fortunate "so as to help them not

jusr to survive but to enter into the club of the strong" (Latouche, 1993, p. 1 13) as just

mother example of the myth of the grand society. Development aid, argues Latouche, is
unquestionably profitable for donor agencies in the North. According to Latouche. "(alid
ends up itself becoming a veritable 'business"' (Latouche, 1993, p. 114). However, he

sees the impact of this aid as. at best. globally insignificant and at worst very negative;
indeed he suggests that aid fails to achieve its objectives. Latouche does acknowledge that
aid is not "necessarily bad, or even irnpropei' (Latouche, 1993, p. 1 14). He cites examples

of small-scale projects suppclrted by NGO's that have been successful in improving the
well-being of local populations in the long term. Yet, summarily, he argues for the notion
of port-drr~rlopnlmt, whereby the most effective aid First World development agencies
can offer communities in the South is melhods oi combating the "infernal (aid] machne and

to impede some of its mechanisms" (Latouche. 1993, p. 116)
2.3.2 The In~enuiryof' the Informal

More importantly than the grand society's essentially self-motivated desire to provide aid to
the 'outcasts'. those living in informal societies on h e periphery of the centre. is the

underestimated capacity of the outcasts. Unlike Maninussen's earlier discussion about the
'inft~rnmalsector' of society. Latouche refers to this group o l peuple as members of the
'informal societ):' - a form of social life not an economic sector. The most obvious
examples of existing inh~rmalsocieties are the slums of Rio dc Janerio. Mexico City, or

Slanila - people living on the periphery of a developing megacity. However. such societies
also cnisr in communities in the Nonh - the Muslim community in the Spruce CMf area of
northwest Calgary or the Sisika Indian Reserve in southern Alberta may be considered

examples of local informal societies. According to Latouche. informal societies, especially
those located in the Soulh. have managed to create 50 - 804 of urban jobs in most Third
World cilies by not following the law of economic maximisation, but of social
maximisation (Latouche. 1993, p. 134. 138). Latouche states that the informal society has

creatively responded to Limitations that life has presented to its people. Ir is much more able
to improvise and be resilient than the grand society. Furthermore, these societies have
demonstrated that much true wealth has been found in social solidarity.
Though the informal society has tremendous potentid to solve its locally-defied
development problem in its own ways, Latouche warns us that the informal society should
not be co-optcd as an "other" deveiopment solution. Indeed, he argues that the informal

society can be an alternative to development. as in post-development. in contrast to
creating alternative development solutions. Relatzd to this concern. Latouche views
informal societies as providing hope for our futures as members of the grand society. He
argues that a synthesis between modem society's dynamism and the solidarity of
"

traditional communities thus appears necessary and desirable" (Latouche. 1993, p. 23 1).
Those in the informal society have a cultural richness that societies in the North should
come to recognize. appreciate. and perhaps adopt.
Though Latouche's viewpoint is markedly different than most development academics and
theorists. his perspective. p~iculilrlyabout the rapacity of the informill society, informs

my research with the Bukas Palad Social Cenue.who supports those living in the informal.

2.4 Roots o f Particisatorv Develo~rnent:Paulo Freire
Paulo Freire (1970). considered one of the most intlurntial development practitioners and
likratory educators in the field of development. would not agree with Latouche's concept
of "post development" and the assumption that people from the centre should not be

involved in helping those on the periphery solve somr of their problems. However, he
~vouldconcur with Latouche about the capacity and ingenuity of those living in informal

societies. Yet. Freire sees local people. initially with rhe support of "'external agents" or
"animators*', collaboritivel y developing and implementing solutions leading to the

alleviation of oppression within local communiries. As discussed later in this chapter, many
core principles outlining the notion of participation of "grassroots" people and participatory

development are rooted in Freire's works.
Unlike somr theorists. Freire has had many pounded experiences. His influential work.

P e d a-n o p of the 0 messed 11970), is based on his experience working in north-eastern

Brazil with illiterate peasants in the mid1960's. According to Mathew Zachariah, Canadian
development academic and practitioner, within forty-five days "Freire and his team were
able to teach 300 peasants and labourers to read and write" (Zachariah, 1986, p. 34). These

peasants also became more critical about reasons for their oppression. Freire has also
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worked on literacy and emancipation in many other developing countries.
Freire argues h a t m y siruation whereby one individual or group exploits another individual
or group in their pursuit of self-affirmation as responsible individuals constitutes
oppression. Freire believes that "every being, no matter how 'ignorant' or submerged in
rhe 'culture of silence' he (sic) may be. is capable of looking critically at the world in a

dialogical encounter with others" (Shaull in ~nuoducuonto Frelre, 1970. p. 13). In Frelre's
pedagogy. external researchers interact with representatives of h e community through a

process of "dialogic. didactic comn~unicalion"and "authentic participation". These
con\.ersations - retlecrions on the context of thrsc people's lives - eventually lead people to
LAC
action to make change. Freire calls this reflection - action process "praxis".Praxis is
the method local people use to become "conscientizrd".
Though Frcirc did not develop the notion of conscicntization. he is recognized for bringing
it inlu Lhc. li~ldt)f development li teraturc.

According to Zxhariah. "[cjonscientization

respected the dignity o f the illiterate adults. began 'where they were at'. and gave them a

sense of confidrncc about what they could accomplish in this world" (Zachaiah. 1986.p.
36). By engaging in this process. individuals critically relare themselves and their work to

nilturc a d culture. Withour fear. individuals engage in knowledge exchanges that may
reshape each other's social reaiiry. They perceive their social. political. and economic

contradictions. Achieving conscientizalion may enable oppressed people to gain the
capacity to challenge existing power structures. becoming agents in their own social
transki~rmation.Though conscientization as a movement is not very evident today. it was a

"ridicd theory of politicd education and action" (Zachariah. 1986. p. 36) and is
particularly informing to this research project as I interacted closely with oppressed.
illiterate people.

***
Based on arguments presented by Maninussen, Parpart, and Latouche. development theory
and prictice is being challenged equally by some groups of Northern experts and
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communities in the South. Martinussen. from a waditionid research paradigm, suggesu that
development theory should be constructed with consideration for ontological,
epistemological. and methodological posilions. Parpart supports alternative approaches to
development that are managed by people in the South. Latouche suggests that
'development' must be defined and addressed by members of informal societies alone
without the inherently misdirected support of Western development agencies. Paulo Freire

has great confidence in the capacity and ingenuity oT local people w o r h p collaborativrly
with externill researchers to achieve change. Freire's notions of authentic participation.
praxis. and conscientization provide the foundation from which participatory action

research and o h r r participatory development 1001s have emerged. The remainder of this
chapter centres around PAR. its principles and debates.
2.5

Particiaatorv Action Research

Panicipatury action research (PARI can be discussed as a methodological research tool
used in participatory forms of development. But PAR is more than a tool. It can serve a
broader. greater purpose than a method for researchers to collec~and interpret information.
Unlike traditional rcscarch methods. PAR. as a way of thinking, may deeply impact the
wa! hoth researchers and subjects view their own md each other's worlds. As will be

discussed later. PAR proponents such as Orlando Fals-Borda and Robert McTaggert
believe that the PAR process can lead to oppressed people mobilizing togelher to change

their situations of powerlessness.
2.5.1 Reasons h r the Emergence of PAR

In h e 1950's and 1960's traditional research heory and practice was based on empiricism
and positivism with a heavy reliance on insuument construction and rigor. According to

Budd Hall ( 1981). a former secretary-general of the International Participatory Research

Network, scholars from the South began obtaining training in the North leading to this
dominant paradigm also exrending to the developing world (Hall. 1981).
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Rajesh Tandon ( 1981). writing from an Asian perspective, argues that two basic motives
were behind the emergence and growth of panicipatory research. Professional researchers
found the classical research paradigm insufficient as well as oppressive. Specifically, they
challenged concepts such as the value-neutrality of the researcher. objectivity.
universalism, and the researcher's unilateral control over the research process. Critics
argued that the study of people and social phenomena cannot be carried out in the same way
researchers investiga~enatural sciences.
Tandon argues that the second motive behind panicipa~oryresearch was the pervasive
exploiting of a large majority of people ns subjects in classical research experiments.

People have been treated as objects without their knowledge or person being considered

valuable. Knowledge. as we will discuss later. was and will continue to be a source of
ptjwer. Puticipatc~ryresearch emerged as rn attempt to halance the power of knowledge.

rhrough validating other than what was considered superior h r m s of knowledge. in favour
of oppressed peoples' knowledge.

Though Tandon and others consider the emergence of PAR as a response to the fiulure of
uaditional scientific and development policies. Fals-Borda emphasizes that "although the
crisis or 'devrloprncnt' and in discourse is every day more widely felt and discussed,
hecause PAR began much bel'ore. the alternative rise of PAR should not be interpreted as a

response to it" (Fals-Borda 1991, p. vii).
Comn~unitiesin the Sourh through their own initiative, are mobilizing to create successful
development efforts and resisting colonial and neocolonial practices. As discussed earlier,
Paulo Freire had developed participatory forms of liberatory education in Brazil (Freire,
1970).Freire became insuumentd in bringing together current ideas on participatory

research around the world by collaborating with other organizations in Latin America, the

United States. and Africa. As well. according to Hall (lOc)l, 1993), the term "participatory
research" was fist used in Tanzania in the early 1970's by teams of students and workers
inrent on learning reasons behind unemployment and malnourishment in the Tanzanian
coastal region.
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Essentially then, PAR emerged through people in the South mobilizing together to address
their situations of poverty and oppression. As discussed in the next section. PAR'S roots

are inextricably linked to its meaning and purpose.

2.5.2 Detininc PAR

Rrflrcung its local and contextual nature. definitions of PAR vary in the literature.
However. prominent participatory action researchers from communities in both the South
and North generally concur about its essential meaning. Orlando Fals-Borda. a Columbian

who has practiced and written about PAR in the Latin American context for twenty years
dtlincs PAR according to what it is not.. According to Fals-Borda. PAR is not exclusively

research-oriented. adult education or sociopolitical action . PAR involves all three aspects.
These aspects can he combined in an "experiential methodology" that implies gaining
serious md reliable knowledge upon which to construct power for h e poor and for their

organiza~ionsand movements (Fals-Borda. 199 1. p.3). Another prominent Latin American

PAR resrarchrr. regional secreory of Consrjo de Education de Adultos dr America Latina.

Fnncrsco Vio Grossi ( 198 1 ). emphasizes the community's involvement in the research
prt~cess"in the analysis of their own reality in order to promote a social transformation for
the benefit of the panicipants. who are oppressed" (p. 43).

>lost researchers in developed communities view PAR similarly to researchers in the
Sourh. Indeed. in wedthy countries. PAR is being utilized to emancipate oppressed
peoples on the periphery of the cenrre. Hall ( 198 1) agrees with Fds-Borda and others that
pmcipatory research is most commonly described as an integrated activity that combines
social investigation. educational work. and action (Hall. 1981). Ausualian Robin
McTuggart states that participatory action research is a form of action research in which

professional social researchers participate together with members of communities in
studying and uansforming those communities. Additionally, he emphasizes that "if we
decide that something is an example of participatory action research, we are suggesting that
it is Urly to have improved the lives of those who have participated (McTaggart, 1997,

p.26). McTaggart also warns that PAR can mean quite convadictory things to different
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people. To minimize this con~adicrion,it is important to discuss terminology used to

describe PAR.
2.5.3. Confusion of Terms
Is PAR different from participatory research. participatory rural appraisal, action research
and other participatory approaches to development?A consensus is not evident in the

literature. Fals-Borda stares there is little significant difference between PAR and
panicipatory research . However. Fals-Borda prefers to emphasize the action component of
PAR since "we are talking about action - research that is pmciparory, and panicipatory

research that unites with action [for transforming reality]" (Fals-Borda. 1991, p. 10).
McTaggan (199 1). recognizing PAR as a form of action research, notes that Scandinavian
colleagues are surprised by the .4mcrican insistence on adding the term "participatory" to

"action research". Scllndinavims question how action research can be possible if it is not
participatory. MuTaggan considers the distinction significant as there are many examples of
11cln

-participatory action research in the United States (and I would suggest in Cmada as

well). Later. in the opening of his 1997 text on PAR, McTaggan is even more emphatic
ahoul h e distinction. saying that the addition of the term "participatory*' is now necrssun
to distinguish authentic action research horn all other research effons and methods

attcmpiing to inform action in some way.
h4cTaggu-t also emphasizes hat the word "action" should not need to be stated in the

context of participatory research because participatory research is usually about actions
people take upon themselves to transform their lives. However, again McTaggart believes
adding the word "action" serves as an important reminder "that it is participants' own
activities which are meant to be informed by the ongoing inquiry. no1merely the future
research directions of ex temal researchers" (McTaggart, 1997. p. 2). Participants, then. are
not "acted on" by researchers but "act" themselves. with the support of researchers, to
make changes in their lives.
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Greenwood. Whyte and Harkavy (1993) in their discussion on PAR as both a process and

a goal enhance the debate by refusing to c l d y temx. They argue that "clear and absolute

distinctiuns between [ PAR. field theory. action research, action science, and sociotechnical
systems theory1 do not exist because they each have multiple dimensions" (Greenwood et
al., 1993. p. 178). They argue that dl of these approaches involve various theories. models

af human behaviour, and ethical and political commitments. Indeed. practitioners who

claim to operdtr under the same terms often differ broadly in method (Greenwood, et al..
1993).

Throughout this ihesis. I will use h e terms PAR and panicipatory research interchangeably

paralleling the usc of Lhr terms in most of h e literature. However. I concur with McTOaggart
ahout his concerns about co-optation and misuse. In the field. I used the term

"partxi patory action research (PAR)" almost exclusively as it served as an important
reminder ro a11 participants that the research method we were engaged in was both

prrrticiptrro~?.and was meant to lead to ctcrior~ m o n g all participants.
2.5.4 Princinlss of PAR

.As with its historical context and definition. b e Literature varies in its discussion of specific
PAR principles. These differences of opinion from around the world reaffirm the nature of

PAR as lm evolving and locally developed research tool. McTaggan ( 199 1. 1997) offers

the most expansive description of PAR. Though he is writing from a First World
academic/empIoycr (i.r. Xerox sfaft) perspective, McTaggart's elabor~tionof PAR
principles is usefill in the contexl of my research cxperience.They also generally coincide
with other discussions of PAR principles found in the literature. In consideration of
context. I have substituted McTaggart's term "worker' for "local participant".
McTaggm (199 1) supports descriptive accounts of PAR because these "concrete cases can
be useful to make extrapolations to different cases" (p. 169). However, he also argues that

oenerd
e

principles can provide guidance in assessing the appropriateness and validity of

descriptions. Principles can also %ad to planning for concrete action. Following is a

summiuy of McTaggm's key principles of PAR.
Identification of the Individual and CoIIective Project: PAR is concerned with both
individuals and the culture of groups being committed to change themselves,
individually and collectively. McTaggan sees the role of both researcher and local
participant us being interested in improving their own work and in helping others do
the s m e .
and studyin2 discourse. nracticc. and social or_panization:McTaggart.

citing McIntyrr's work (198 1). w m s that we must recognize the relational tension
betwren social prictices and institutions. Individual identity as well as institutional
culturc come about through "mutually formative didectical intrrictions"
(McTaggart. 1993, p. 173). Obviously there can he enormous differences between
l ~ r d i n qctrmmunity life and institutional forms of a university. As a Canadian
university researcher working in an urban poor Asian setting, I would confer with
McTaggan's point. McTaggart suggests h a t we must examine these inrerdctions
care fully in order to reveal new ways of describing situations: this examination is
the only route to praxis.

C h a u the culture of workin g o u s. institutions. and society: MoTaggan
$1

discusses actual relationships that exist between academics. the participatory action
research group itself. and the local participants and their community. The
relationship between academics and local participants can remain largely
imperialistic unless significant energy is directed at maintaining reciprocity of
relations within the PAR group and maintaining control of the project and its staff.
As McTaggart exclaims. "[wlhen status and power inequities exist. these must be
suspended to allow collective work to begin, but combated in the course of that
work" (McTaggart, 1991, p. 174). Indeed, he sees the role of the academic as

enabling people to see what they already intuitively understand about their own
subjectivity - for example. how they have been gendered, colonized, and
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Westernized. McTaggart sees that participatory action research involves groups
working together to change their language, their modes of action. and their social
relationships. McT0aggart'sdiscussion of this researcher-participant tension is
repeatedly discussed throughout the literature and will be elaborited on later in this
chapter.
-4ction md Reflection: Inherent in participatory action research are its small

beginnings. PAR is a self-reilecrive spiral of cycles which includes planning.
acting. observing. reflecting and then further planning. implementation. observing,
and retlecting. The group as a whole uses the initial reconnaissance and reflective

periods to decide how and why individuals and the group should proceed.

Lnterestingly, the relationship between action llnd reflection in the form of "praxis"
was developed by Paulo Freire in [he late 1960's. Freire. however, is not

recognized by McTaggart or many others as significant to the thinlung behind
participatory action research.
Unifvinc the Intellectual and Practical Pn1iec.1:PAR is about people critically
participating and collaborating in all phases of a research process. It is a systematic

learning process that allows oppressed peoples to "theorize about their prachces"
(McTagpart. 199 I . p. 170) by being inquisitive about their worlds.
Knowledoe Producdon: The value of different peoples' knowledge is at the core of

participatory research. Three types of knowledge are produced: knowledge
developed by local partlcipmts. knowledge shared by the group, and knowledge
developed by academics. Though these forms of knowledge are connected, the
knowledge produced by local participants is most significant and should concentrate

on improvements. from participants' perspectives. in their lives. More about
knowledge production and popular knowledge will be discussed later.
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Enaaeine the Politics of Research Action: McTaggart reminds us that PAR is indeed
a political process because it involves people m A n g changes that will also affect
other people. These changes may be resisted by both local participants and others.

However. through PAR, by learning to critically analyze situations. researchers and
participants can l e m more about patterns of conflict which can enable them to

overcome some of these resistances.
Msthodolo~icalResourcc~:Participatory action reseilrch draws on the research

melhods of phcnomen~~logy.
ethnography. and case study. Participatory action
researchers aim ro uncover people's subjective experience of their situation.
Infom~ulionis collected using naturalistic research tools such as participant
~~bscnation.
interviews. and field notes. Ways of validating information include
rriangulauon of observations and interpretations. and through participant
confirmation. Participants objectify their experiences through persond journal

writing where they reflect on both the practices h e y are studying and the processes
of studying them. McTaggart sees the academic prnicipant's role as, when
appropriate, bringing social theory to the group's attention. But he warns that this

hi~wlt'dpt.must be shared with care to avoid "academic imperialism".
McTapgart argues that these core principles provide an effective guide to assessing the
\*didit!' of case study examples. Others argue similar chiu'dcteristics as being integral to

participatory action research (see. for example. Hall. 198 1 and Greenwood et al., 1993).
2.6 Elaborating Themes of

PAR

Several themes emerge in the participatory action research literature. Most of these concepts
McTag pan discussed in h e preceding section. However. because of their significance to

my own field work. they will be elaborated here. Issues around knowledge and power,
participation. the researcher/suhject relationship. and the ultimate objectives of PAR will be
summarized. This discussion forms the critique of PAR as reviewed in the literature.

2.6. I Knowledge

Unlike in c1usical research paradigms, different forms and values of knowledge are
discussed repeatedly in the PAR Literature and go beyond 'knowledge production' as
simply a principle of PAR. as suggested by McTagpart in the last section. Without
becoming deeply em~zshedin an analysis of the construct of different types of knowledge
and its production. I will look at knowledge in two related ways

- the value of popular

knowledge and the role of PAR in collahoratively producing new knowledge wtuch may
lead to social transformation. But first the relationship between knowledge and power will
he addressed.

Kncnvlerj~~e
and Power

Knowledge leads to power. Tandon ( 1988) explains that during this century. the

developmmt of the dominant form of knowledge production has become a fast-paced
modern enterprise which has led to the dismissal of popular knowledge. He points out that

"contn~lover knclwledge and over rhe system of production of knowledge has been
tclditio.nally used as one of the ways lo control poor and oppressed people" (Tandon.
1988. p. h ) . Y e ~popular
.

systems of knowledge and knowledge produclion have existed

cllonpsi Je dom inilnt systems of knowledge for centuries. Popular knowledge has been the
syslrm 05 producing knowledge for the purpose "of the daily survival of poor and deprived

people" (Tandon. 1988. p. 6).' Because popular knowledge has been dismissed. and

because knowledge is linked to power. those who own and control popular knowledge
have suffered a loss of power over their lives. communities and cultures. This loss has

occurred primarily in the South as well as in several communities in the North . This IOSS
of power has led to abject poverty. oppression, and loss of human dignity and respect.

Panicipatory action research enables local people to recover popular knowledge as well as
produce new and valued knowledge. Ultimately, by regaining and acquiring this
Y ~ ISL this form of knowledge only owned by oppressed people and only for daily survival? I would
qualify this definition and purpose of popular knowledge by saying it is not necessarily knowledge for poor
or deprived people alone. I argue that popular knowledge is universal: all people own and value some form
of contextual howledge. Popular knowledge may be used for purposes beyond survival. For example, my
maternal grandparents' experiences living in India in the 1930's is contextual to me and adds to my
understanding of the purpose of colonhlism to those living hefare me.

knowledge. these communities can regain power leading to emancipating their situations of
oppression.
Ponular Knowled~eis Valuable
How is popular knowledge relegitimized'? Fds-Borda (199!) considers the "critical

recovery of history" and "valuing and applying folk culrure" as two imponant PAR
techniques used to uncover popular knowledge. Through these processes. it is hoped that
local people will begin to see the value and importance of their knowledge.

Franco Vio Grossi ( 198 1) expresses this valuing of popular knowledge in a different way.
He sees pmcipatory research as a way of initiating a process of "'disindoctrination' to

allow peoplc to detach from their own cultural elemen& the elements that have been
imposed on them and are functional to the status quo" (Vio Grossi. 1981, p. 46). Through

this process. people will he better ahlr to see their own position and take action to

~n*c.rcl)rnc.
their oppression accordingly.

8
Tandon ( 1988 ) and Hall ( 198 1. 19931 agree with FJs-Borda that relegitimizing people's

knowlcdgr is an important outcome of PAR. As well. these theorists consider

cullahoratively creating new knowledge as one of the most significant purposes of PAR.
Paralleling Parpan's critique of the development expert discussed earlier in this chapter.

Tandon explains hiit along with the emergence of the dominant form of knowledge
production came specialized professional researchers from elite institulions. These
researchers. considered the only producers of knowledge. were "uained" to carry out
research on poverty and development using "objectivity" and "neuuality"in the manner of
the classical research paradigm. PAR researchers differ considerably from classical

researchers because they not only atrempt to recover lost knowledge but involve local
people as equal panicipants in the process of producing new knowledge (Tandon. 1988).
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How is this new knowledge created? Hall (1981) sees PAR'S roles as integrating local,
"rdw and somewhat unformed" knowledge of ordinary people with dominant knowledge

and cxpenise to perhaps create "reflected" knowledge (p. 12). Fals-Borda (1991) argues
that many forms of collecting and in~erprethgdata should be used. More importantly
though. he stipulates that this knowledge should be systematically shared with the

community members because they own the knowledge. Community members should
decide on whar

pan of the information is important and haw it should be disseminated.

Tandon ( 1988). Fals - Borda (199 1). Hal1 ( 198 1 . 1993). and McTaggart (1993). all concur

that oppressed peoplcs' producing and valuing popular knowledge and producing new
knowledge lead to social transli~rmationand social movements. Franco Vio Grossi
(

198 1). however. warns that some proponents of panicipatory research believe that populu

wisdom is crll that is necessary for social translimnation. According to Vio Grossi. [tlhey
"

argue that the people have all the answers because they have the real knowledge. Nothing
1s

iunhcr from the uuth. If that were the case. we would not nerd ... participatory

research" ( Vio Grossi. 198 1. p. 46). However. Vio Grossi agrees that the expressed long
tcml objective of

PAR is that local people will independend y solve old problems by

producing new knowledge.

Having discussed the importance of recovering popular knowledge and producing new
knowledge by involving researchers and local people in a collaborative, dialectical process,
1 will now examine the notion of participation as it relates to PAR.

2.6.2 Participation

Based on my review of the literature. Greenwood r t a1.( 1993) are the only researchers who

discuss the possibility of PAR not being appropriate in certain contexts. The authors state
hat "discussions of participatory action research generally fail to distinguish two imponant
dimensions: the participatory intent of the research process and the degrees of participation
actually achieved by a particular project" (Greenwood et al., 1993, p. 175). These authors
ague that participation cannot be imposed on a research process; PAR is a process that
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must emerge over time and is largely controlled by the local context. Greenwood et al.
discuss a continuum identifying the role of researchers in the research process. 'Expert

researchers', where the external researcher has full control over the process is at the
opposite end of the continurn to 'participatory action research' where conwl and
implementation of the research is a collaborative process between researchers and members
of the community.

How do local palplc. participate in development projects'? Cornwall (1995. as cited in

Bomemisza. 1996) and Pretty et al. (1995, as cited in Moetsabi. 1999) both pmvide similar
typologies that describe various levels of participation. Looking at the typologies c1;uifies
the level P.4.R holds if practiced in its ideal f ~ mAccording
.
to Pretty et al.. there are seven
1t.vt.l~of panicipation with least participation being defined a1 the top of the chart. and the

tughest level of participation located at the bottom of the chut."Passive panicipation", at the
top of the chart includes people piuucipating after being told what is going to happen. The

Iifth level of participation is "functional participation" where people form groups to relate
predetermined ohjecrives of the project. l h s form of panicipalion often only occurs later in
3

pro-iect after mqjor decisions have been made. Organizations or communities tend to be

reliant o n external researchers. but may also conduct research independently. The sixlh
level of panicipation. "interactive puticipation", describes people involved in joint analysis

which often culminate into forming or strengthening local organizations for social
transiormation. "Self-mobilization" is the highest level of participation where local people
panicipatr amonps1 themselves and independently of external institutions. They take
initiatives leading to collective action addressing inequitable situations. Participatory action
research. in terms of optimal levels of participation. should fall close to the bottom end of
the chan. Ideally. groups involved in PAR have or will gain tools to conduct their own
research leading to mobilizing themselves to effect change.
In his arricle on PAR principles, McTaggart (1991) addresses the corruption of the meaning
of the term "participation". He reminds us that PAR is essentially a group activity.
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However. as we will discuss later, in most PAR contexts. people of differing levels of
power md influence, md with different skills in language are meant to come together
rollaboratively. Worlang in a fully participatory manner may prove problematic in some
cases.
McTapgm (1991). clarifying the concept of PAR. separates the terns "participation" from
mere "~nvolvement".Summanly. the term "involvement" means to "include" while

"participation*' means to "share, take put" (Sykes, as cited by McTaggm, 1991).

McTaggm claims that people are often involved in research but with little ownership over
Ihc thcory or practice. Conversely. aulhentic participation in research involves "sharing in
Ihc way research is conceptualized. practiced and brt~ughrto bear on the Life-world"
t McTagpart. 199 1.

p. 17 1).

How can P.4R researchers be sure individuals are participating authentically in the process'?
Tmdon ( 1988) uu~lincssrverd indicators of authentic participation. Local people must

puticipurr: in setting the research agenda. deciding upon uaditional (i.e. interview) and non-

~raditionnl(i-e.storytelling. songs) research tools. and in collecting and analysing data.
Pcoplc must pilrucipate in conuolling the use of the data and "the whole process". By
"whole procrss". McTaggm ( 199 1) interprets Tandon as meaning that local communities

have the right w change the PAR research methodology altogether and McTaggm insists
t h a ~"[nlot to recognize the inevitability of this is to engage in cultural imperialism"
I McTaggan.

199 1. p. 17 1 ). McTaggan's warning is importat because to be truly

'participatory' as an external researcher may involve not conducting research at all or
conducting it in a form that is not valued by institutions or funding agencies in the North.

McTagpan's point is not found elsewhere in the PAR literature I reviewed.
Sithrmbiso Nyoni (199 I), in h s discussion of PAR in the context of Zimbabwe, candidly
discusses the reality of attempting full participation in a PAR process. He sees participation

as "*anactive and dynamic process that dues not try to hide what is actually happening"
(Nyoni. 1991. p. 1 12).1t is not a smooth or easy development process because local
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participants become aware of the outside world's impact on their own lives which has
contributed to their oppression.
Nyoni discusses his involvement as head of the Organization of Rural Associations for
Progress ( O W ) . In this example, discussions and dialogue iunong members of the
organization must be continual and involve deoonsfructing and changing power inequities
both inside and outside the organization. He states that "true participation" calls for

continual rerhvllung and re-uticularion of the whole process until the final goal is obtained:
[his process requires patience and perseverance and asks people to "find the answers within

themselves" (Nyoni. 1991. p. 1 14).
Co-On~ine
- Particination

Hall ( 198 1).Via Grossi ( 198 1), and Stiefel and Wolfe (198 1) discuss the potential misuse
ul' (he concept of participation. Hall. in his summary of hemes emerging at a PAR

ct~nkrencrin Yugoslavia. describes conference participants' discussions about important
disunctions berwcen participation and manipulation. Conference participants cited examples
of organizadons and institutions that. under the guise of "participation". have manipulated

communities l i ~ purposes
r
o~herthan social tr~nsformation.However. authentic

parucipator), research. kcause it encourdges participants to be critical and maintain control
of the research process "explicitly rejects manipulation" (Hall. 198 1. p. 1 I).
Vio Grossi (198 1) also discusses how participation cm be a tool of manipulation. Many

researchers see increased participation by local people u beneticial because it better informs
their analysis of the data - it irnpn~vesthe external researcher's final product. Yet, Vio
Grossi sees these researchers as actually "participant observers" who use new words to
utilize old techniques where researchers alone produce new knowledge by researching on

subjects. Used in h s manner. participation is being co-opted in the interests of researchers
and external institutions done.
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Stiefle and Wolfe (1994) discuss the vigorous adoption. or perhaps co-optation, of the

importance of panicipatory practices by international agencies. The World Bank and
oqanizarions me C.I.D.A. and USAID now consistently emphasize the importance of
'participation' in policy and project guidelines. However. most examples reveal that
panicipation is considered a niems to achieve externally defied project goals rather than
an md h a t empowers the community. Community involvement in these projects is
predominantly aimed at maintaining exisdng power structures rather than transforming
them.
Whether or not we use the label *co-optatione.it seems that some organizations and
institutions. for a multitudr. of reams, utilize participatory research processes for different
purposes than those argued by Rls-Borda ( 199 l).Vio Grossi ( 1981), Tandon ( 1988) and
others. However. I suggest that using participatory research processes that lead to social
transformarion within communities may he presently outside the realm or capacity of some.

especially large. donor aid agencies. Yet, these organizations. perhaps for h e first time. are
at least-recognizingthe impc~nmceof local people participating, by being actively included.

in estrmdly-determined development initiatives. Furthermore, though PAR proponents
may argue thest' projects are not authentically paniciparory, these projects may still lead to
immediate and specific poverty alleviation in communitics. Perhaps with time and more
Yoicrs.

especially from the South. demanding authentic participatory research practices.

these lurgr donor aid agencies may involve locai communities more significantly in the

development process. As panicipatory development proponents argue. this
reconceptualization of development may lead not only to short term poverty allevation, but
to social trmsformation and more sustainable consequences of development efforts.
Authentic participation involves both external researchers and local people. As touched on
earlier. establishing authentic participation can be challenging when people come from
different positions of power and are from different cultures and social class. The literature
addresses this challenging relationship between researcher and local participan~,and
provides practical suggestions of managing this dynamic.
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2.6.3 Researcher I Participant Relationship

Freire. in his earliest work. alerted privileged. educated researchers to the complexities and
vulnerabilities of the oppressed. He states that the oppressed feel an irresistable attraction
towards the oppressors and their way of life. He is concerned that the oppressed, instead of
suiving for liberation. tend to themselves become oppressors. or "suboppressors" because
they are seduced by the world of the oppressor (Freire. 1970, p.49). In the role of external

researcher. Freire's warnings are important to consider.
Fals-Borda ( 199 1) defines the essence of participation as breaking down the relationship of
submission and dependence connected to the triditiond researcher - subject dichotomy.
Rahrnlln (199 1) adds that "[ijr is not easy to esublish a truly subject - subject relation at the

very outset with people who are traditionally victims of a dominating suucture - the inertia
of traditional attitudes and images of the self and of others may keep the people implicitly

subordinale in a research (aswell as decision-making) process in whch formidable outside
rt.searcher/activists are present" (Rhrnan. 199 1. p. 17).
Vio Grosss's ( 19881 takes up questions external researchers ask themselves and others as
L h ~ enter
y
a local community. He states Lhat researchers frequently ask questions like "

How do I nerd to behave in order to lead the community to conduct the PR process by
itself' and "What is my role as participatory researcher'?"(Vio Grossi. 1988, p. 47). Vio

Grtasi acknowledges that it is difficult to offer "recipes" for the relationship between

exrema1 researchers and local people. Local people undersmd how and why outsiders are
different and itre quick to assess an outsider's reliability and long and shun term
commitment to the community. Indeed. Vio Grossi w m s researchers to avoid activities
such as tidung on responsibilities of manual labour as the researcher - local people

relationship will not be based on becoming more "native", but on the loyalty of the
outsider.
Freire ( 1970), Rahman ( 199 I), Vio Grossi ( 1981) and Tandon (1988) also discuss the
challenges external researchers face in trying to avoid imposing their own images and
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ideals, both consciously and unconsciously. onto the research process. Indeed. Vio Grossi
and Tmdon argue that psychological, emotional. and social class barriers will always limit

external researchers' understanding and adopting of people's perspectives. As external
researchers from privileged backgrounds.we are simply not, nor will we llkely ever be.
part of h e oppression experienced by poor people in developing communities.
Freire ( 1970) offers a solution to the external researcher-local pmcipant tension. He

suggests rha~dl panicipilnn in a process of social transformation must become liberated.
External researchers must become uansformed themselves by critically analyzing and
wanting to change their own positions of privilege. As 'conver~'.these individuals must

genuinely commit themselves to the people and constantly re-examine themselves and their
values. Taking this notion a step further. Freire sees that Lhe great humanistic task of the
oppressed is not to only liberate hemselves hut to facilitate the oppressors' liberation as
well. Frrire's solution is panicularly informing to me in my position as an external

res~uchcr:his expectilti~nsuf researchers in the PAR process seem daunting but present an
imponan[ personal challenge. This notion of researcher transformation will he further
discussed in Chapter 6.

Rahrnun ( 199 1) offers a similar solution to this researcher-local participant difference. He
suggests that putting local people in full control of the research process may alleviate the
resnlrchrrs' inability to understand local culture and their tendency to impose their own
values upon the process. They take responsibility for defining the inquiry while "outsiders"

hesome available for consultation at the initiative of the people. As Rahman sees it, "[tlhus
made independent and masters of themselves, the people experience their capability and
power to produce knowledge autonomously" (Rahman, 1991, p. 17). Only then is a subject

- subject relationship actually possible. Rahman views PAR as having the potential to go
beyond the subject - subject principle md facili~atepeople controlling their own research.
Fds-Borda(l99 1) concurs with Rahman. arguing that evidence of PAR'S success occurs
when externai researchers become redundant and the transformation process continues

without them.
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During my field work, I repeatedly asked myself and others what our final objective should
or could be around the project - and should our particular PAR endeavour be achieving

more 'action' than it presently was?What do other researchers and practitioners say on thls
question'?
2.6.4 Whar is the Ultimate Obiective at' PAR?

Achieving specific actions - wherher its resuucturing the organization of an American

manufiicruring company (Greenwood et all 1903) or mobilizing Bogota child labours
(Sdazar. 199 1) - should be determined and accomplished through the PAR process itself.
But are these actions the final outcome of PAR'! The literature does not provide a clear
answer lo this question.
Vio Grossi.writing in the early 1980's on participatory research. argues that the concept of

si~rialtransformation as it relates to panicipatory research should be clarified. He assens
that participatory research d ~ nots lead to just any action, "it is llnked closely with a

particular field of action hat intends to lead to change in the functional conditions that
engcndcr poverty. drpendclncr and exploitation" (Vio Grossi. 198 1. p. 36).
Fals- Borda ( 199 1 ) agrees with Vio Grossi. describing PAR as ultimately "creating its own
tield in order to extend itself in time and space. both horizontally and vertically. in

communities and regions" !p. 6.1.The prtsess moves from a micro to a macro level
acquiring a political dimension. Indeed, Fals -Borda believes the final evaluation of PAR is
the moving into this political dimension which applies theory to action. PAR can lead to the

creation of a new type of state which is not as demanding and controlling but motivated by
positive values and a "truly democratic human ideal'' (Fals-Borda, 1991. p. 6).
Tandon (1988), however, does not see participatory research as leading to political action
or social transformation. According to Tandon. "the primary objective of participatory
research is the productio~~
of knowledge and encouraging the poor and oppressed, and

those who work with them, to generate their own knowledge and control the means of
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production of knowledge" (Tandon, 1988, p. 12). Social uansformation cannot be (and
has never been) a direct outcome of panicipatory research. Tandon asserts that social

transformation requires interventions such as organization and mobilization that go beyond
controlling and producing knowledge. Thus. participatory research only makes a small,
but important contribution to social change and cannot lead directly to social
rr~nsfom~ation.
However, Tandon asserts that participatory research is linked to specific
social movements including environmental, labour. women's and human nphdpeace

As with other aspects of PAR. the debate about the ultimate objectives of PAR continues.

Howcvcr. from my point of view as an external researcher using the PAR process , I have
gained a sense of Fals-Borda's use of concepts such as the "truly democratic human ideal".
despite their ideal and abstract nature. I argue that the value of these ideals is that their
achievement is meant to he crpproochrd. but are not necessarily possible to fully achieve.
Though Tandon's argument seems more pragmatic and feasible when compared to Fals-

Borda's position. d l fom~sof knowledge creation may be uansformative because acquiring
nc\v knowledge impacts how we think which changes how we behave. Therefore, if social

transformation can he defined as changing the way we do things. in individual and/or
global ways. then producing new knowledge as a direct outcome of PAR results in PAR

~ndredhaving the potential to be socially uansformative. I concur with Vio Grossi that
P.4R is linked to action a bring about change in the concrete situations that create poverty
and oppression. More discussion on this topic, based on h e case study experience, wiIl

lake place in Chapter 6.

To summarize.PAR theorists generally agree on several core principles underlying PAR.
Unlike in the classical research paradigm, PAR theorists critically address and challenge
issues m u n d knowledge ownership and production. They discuss obstacles researchers
and local participants have authentically panicipating and dialoguing through the PAR

process. especially when these individuals come from vastly different backgrounds and
experiences. Is PAR an appropriate tool for my researcher purposes?
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2.7 PAR as a Research Tool

Based on the literature reviewed and my own experience working with individuals from
other countries. I chose PAR as the methodological tool for my research. I understood that
if Iwere to use PAR. local people. together with external researchers. participate to defme

and address local problems. Unlike in the classical research paradigm, I would not be a

researcher simply t d m g informaticm from 'subjects'. and subjects would have a larger role
lhan sulrly providing infurn~ationfor me. A reciprtxi~yof knowledge would perhaps take

place whereby I would l e m from local people. possibly in the manner Freire suggests

where I. as the researcher would become liberated by local people. and local people may

g i n information lion] me that will be useful to them in the future. In a related way, due to
rhe nature of the PAR process. sustainability of the project, critically important to me.

appeared ro he more feasible using the PAR process than traditional research frameworks.
Local people may use knowledge they have gained from this process to continue the family

literacy progrim independently of me. Their skills acquired rhrough this process may
eventually result in broader social change in the community. For these reasons, I chose

PAR over other methodological frameworks.

A more in-drph discussiun of specific methodological tools used to facilitate and document

the PAR process with be discussed in the fourth chapter. The next chapter will address
hmily and literacy theory and practice. and basic education and adult literacy as these

issues relate to developed countries.

3. Familv Literacv, Adult Literacy and Basic Education:
Theorv and Research
As my research question addresses the development and implementation of a family literacy

program. it is important to fully understand the notion of f m i l y literacy as it is presented in
the literature. This chapter will provide various detinitions of literacy and family literacy as

well their historical context. I will d s o discuss research from many diverse disciplines
which support family literacy initiatives. An explanation of family literacy program types
will be summarized. Following this section will be a discussion of evaluations of family

litrlracy programs in both developed and developing communities. Issues around adult
literacy initiatives and basic educarion in developing countries, as they inform his research.
will be shared. Critiques of family literacy programs and policy will conclude the chapter.

3.1 Definitions
3.1.1 What is Meant hv "Literacy"'?

How is literacy defined by researchers. practitioners. donor aid agencies. and government

census +collsctors'! "Litericy" as a concept or a shll has been defined in a variety of ways
and the literature reveals litllc consensus. For example. Hautecoeur ( 1994) defines literacy
as "tl~~rq-thing
10 do

with the written word" (p. 1I ). World Bank researchers state that there

are three widely accepted alternative definitions to litericy. one of which states that an

individual is literate when "s/he can write and read a short. simple statement related to
everyday life" (World Development Report. 1997, p. 225). Southgate (1972. as cited by

Taylor. 1983) defines "literacy" as "the mastery of our native language in all its aspects, as
a means of communication" (pg. 87).

From mother perspective. H.S. Bhola ( 1996). in his critical analysis of the concept of
family literacy both in America and internationally, offers what he calls "new

understandings of literacy" (Bhola. 1996.p. 35). He moves beyond the primarily schoolbased definition of literacy and suggests that family literacy prdctitioners adopt a semiotic

theory of litericy. Semiotic theorists see literacy as the uniquely human capacity to make

symbolic transformations of reality first through spoken language and then through
linguistic codes. With literacy has come the "ability to make second level symbolic
transformations of reality already symbolically transformed, thereby adding a new potential
to the inherent capacities of the members of the human species" (Bhola. 1996, p. 35). This
capacity enables the newly literate person to more effectively interact with their envirbnment
including its economic, social. political, ilnd cultural aspects. The newly literate person can
begin challenging the literate agent of the state, of the church, and the civil society.
While in Manila. I in~enfiewedFrank Lopez. executive director of ANTEP (Association for

Yon-Tradilional Education in the Philippines) to l e m about the ANTEP education
programs. During this interview, Lopez articulated his organization's working definition of
"functional literdcy" which is also used by C.I.D.A.and the Department of Education,
Culture and Sports (DECS)in the Philippines. It includes "the range of slulIs and
competmcies - cognitive. afkcdve, and behavioural - which enables individuals to develop
their potential. make critical and informed decisions, function effectively in society within
~ h conrcxt
c
of the wider community (local, regional. national, and global) in order to

irnpn~verhe quality of life and that of society" (Lopez. personal interview. Dec. 13,1998).
These definitions of litericy provide a broader conceptual framework within which

definitions of Family Iiterdcy can be unders~ood.
3.1.2 D e t i n i n ~"Farnilv Literacv"
A s with "literacy'*, there is no agreement about the definition of h i l y litericy among

researchers and practitioners (for example. Lloyd. P. 1996: Skage, 1995: Morrow, L.
M..1995).Morrow (1995) contends that "the complexity of the concept may keep it from
ever having one drtinition that is embraced by all" (p. 7). Both Marrow (1995) and Skage
( 1995)

cite the International Reading Association's Family Literacy Commission's

definition: "family literacy encompasses the ways parents, children, and extended family

members use literdcy at home and in their community" (Morrow. 1995. p. 7 and Skage,
1995, p. 9) The commission discusses the equal imponance of naturally occuning and
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purposefully initiated literacy activities in the home. It suggests that nor just reading and
writing but activities such as drawing, making lists, and telling stories are considered

Literacy activities and these activities may reflect the ethnic. racial. or culnrral heritage of the
Families involved. Ramarumo (1994) as a South African. defines family Literacy as "the
entire range of activities and practices that are integrated into the dady Me of a family to

promoLr learning" (p. 3).
For the purpose of this research. I will define both literacy and family literacy. Though the

literature discusses stages of literacy development such as basic literacy or functional
literacy. for the purpose of this thesis I will use a more general definition of literacy.
Adapting ANTEP's definition of functional literacy. I will define literacy as the range of

skills ard competencies

- cognitive, ajfective, and

behavioural

-

which

enables i~rdividualsto function effectively in society within the context of
tlte wider cummunity (local, regional, national, and global)

in order to

iinprove their quality of life and that of society. I borrow from Ramarumo's
work to define Family literacy. For the purposes of this thesis, it can be understood as the

entire range of activities and practices that are integrated into the daily lifc
of o falhmily, including parents, cltildren and extended family members, to

pronlote literacy. Activities may include reading, writing, numeracy. storytelling.
drawing. playing games. making lists. and playing music: though this list is not complete

and may exclude important and unique literacy practices in other cultures. I consider these

activities examples of activities that promote literacy.

3.2 The Emergence of F w l y Literacv P r o m
The concept of parents intluencing their childrens' education was articulated as early as
1908 by Huey. He wrote that children's learning in school "all begins with parents reading

to their children" (as cited by Morrow. 1995. p. 6).
Sharon Skage, an Albertan, produced a comprehensive manual for family literacy
practitioners. which includes a detailed summary of the historical context of family literacy.
She states that though h e term "family literacy" was coined by American D e ~ Taylor
y
in
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her 1981 doctoral dissertation, the concept of family literacy developed earlier and
elsewhere. The importance of fostering a partnership between home and school first
emerged in the 1960's in rhe United Kingdom and programs surfaced here in the 1980's.
In 1969, the .'Home Instruction Program for Preschool Children" (H.I.P.P.Y)was
developed in Israel and targeted educdondly-dsadvantaged mothers and their children
&rough home-based educational initiatives. This program was introduced to the United

States in Arkansas in 1982. The concept of family literacy exploded in the Unired Srates
throughout the 1980's. According to Laurel Puchner (1997) and supported by Cuban and
Hayes (1996). the Arnericm hmily literacy movement grew out of concern about the
inefficiency of adult litcrucy programs. global competitiveness, school success for children
and teenagers. and the social disintegration of the family. In 1902, the Even Start Family
Litcracy Program became pan of national Elrmcntary and Secondary Education policy.
Farnil\*Lirtlr;lcv in Canada

The Canadian wend in family literacy initiatives is similar to the American one. In 1981. the
Toronto Board of Education established Parenting Centres in inner city schools. A program
t i ~ mothers
r
with low literacy skills was developed during school time at primary schools in

hlontrcal in 1983. Throughout the 1980's and 1990's. programs have been developed and
trnplrmc.n~edacross the country. including Saskatoon. Brooks. Calgary, Nova Scotia. and
Winnipeg. In 1994. the firs1 Canadian National Conference on Family Literacy was held in

Ottawa . In 1993. the Family Litericy Action Group was formed in Alberta (Skage. 1995).
3.3 Research Substantiating Familv Literacy Initiatives

Ruth Nickse and H.S.Bhola. hoth significant influences on family literacy research and
practice. substantiate Family literacy programs by citing research from other disciplines.
3.3.1 Research From Other Disciplines: Ruth Nickse

Included in Niche's (1990) influential work on family and intergenerational literacy is a
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discussion on the research base underlying family and intergenerational' literacy programs.

According to Nickse (1990), "the concept of family literacy is rooted firmly in a substantial

base of research from related but diverse fields" (p. 15). Nickse provides a sampling of
studies in adult literacy education, emergent Literacy. cognitive sciences, early childhood
development and education, and family systems theory which support the importance of
family literacy.
Adult Litsr~cvEducation
Researchers have found that parents' education affects how well their children achieve. For

example. low literate parents may have limited vocabularies that. in turn, inhibit
development of vocabulary in their children (Kerka. 1991 ).Other studies inQcate that
though parental variables such as intelligence and socioeconomic class do not explain

differences in children's early reading ability. this skill seems to be enhanced if children
have been read to and have parents that model reading themselves. Nickse argues that

chldren who miss storybook Lime are not "literacy coddled" and start formal education less
prcpurcd for reading tasks. Therc may be intergenerational t'I'feca that begin and often
maintain a cycle of low literacy among pllrenrs and their children. These studies provide a

"compelling argument for equal priority on education for parents" and that "family literacy

programs that do not provide Literacy instructions for parents might well heed this finding"
(Sickse. 1990. p. 16).
Nickse also reports on evidence that intergenerational and family Litericy programs retain
adult students longer than adult-only Literacy programs.
Emer~ent
L~tericy
Nickse discusses the correlation between literate parents and the development of children's
literacy. According to a widely quoted report from the United States Department of
Intergenerationalliteracy programs differ from family literacy programs in that adults and children
work together but they may not be related. For example, a program where a group of adults act as
reading models for a group of young children is considered an intergenerational literacy program.
These programs are intergenerationalbecause they span age groups (Nickse, 1990).
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Education. parents are their child's first and most influential teacher (Anderson et al. 1985

as cited in Nickse. 1990) and conceptual and development literacy occurs during the fiist

years of a child's life (Sulzby and Teale (1987) and Teale (1986) as cited in Nickse, 1990).
The social context of literacy can be more important than a family's economic status.

Nickse cites several studies indicating that culturally-specific literacy may be valued and

practiced among new immigrant or inner-city families. Though imponant to children's
literacy development, Lhrse Fmilies may not value or pricticr "schuol literacy'. in heir

homes thus resulting in their children potentially experiencing future difficulties in school.
For esample. Taylor and Dorsey Gaines (1988) dtrument a wide variety of verbal Literacy

activities in Black middle class homes that are not regarded as valuable in schools (its cited
in Nickse. 1990). Nickse argues that early childhood family literacy programs are very

important in communides where school literacy is not practiced often in the homes.
Cwni
- ti t'e Science

Cognitivr science. as a recent and multidisciplinary science, changes and increases our
understanding of how learning d e s place. According to Nickse ( 1991 ), cognitive
scientists argue h a t "knowledge and int'ormation-processingskills are socially developed
and disuihuted within society both in and out of school and that cognitive ability is shaped

significantly by the culture and society into which the child is born and reared" (p. 19).

Cognitive development is directed by social groups who value cenain skills and provide
rnc~tivationto learn these skills.
External factors found in a culture may inhibit or enhance individual achievement, in formal
education fur example, regardless of individual intellecrual capacity. Cognitive scientists

suggest that educational programs must consider cross-generational consequences and the
social nature of cognitive development. Nickse claims that knowledge gained from
cognitive science research suppon the significance of diversing family Literacy programs

and the importance of situating them in nonschool settings where social networks thrive
(for example, libraries. community centres, churches, and clubs).
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Earlv Childhood Develonment

Findings from early childhood development research reinforces the importance of family
literacy programs for young children, especially children at biological or environmental

risk. According to Nickse. those who srudy the impact of poverty on developn~enthave
found that frtmilirs living at a low socio-economic level are more hkely than other families
to suffer from stress. depression. and frdctious parent-child relationships.

Preschool and Elementarv Education

Research has indicated that. regardless of the economic status of filmilies. early intervention
is more effective when parents participate in the program. However. as supported by

cognitive science literature. studies addressing the value of parent involvement in schools

indicate that long-term intervention is necessary in order for parents to "change their belief
systems and think and act in new ways about child development" (Nickse. 1991.p.20).
Funhcr. Niche citcs findings indicating hat though literature suggests the importance of

pclrcnts as partners in education. the power relationship between parents and educators
remains strained and fanlily litcracy initiatives may include deiiing the roles of parents and
suff and ti~stcringlinks between the school and the home.
Family Svstsms Theory

Another area of study that supports the notion of hmily litericy programs is family systems
Ihrury. "Fmilirs" according to these theorists are defined as "any social unit wilh which im
lndi vidual is intimately involved. unlimited by generationill or physical boundaries'*
(Walker and Crockc:. 1988 as cited by Nickse. 1991. p. 21). Every family,with its spoken

and unspoken rules. is unique. Families work hard to remain homeostatic and are
subjected to recursive causality meaning that children can influence parents as much as
parents affect children's behaviours. Of course. families exist in the context of communities
which can influence the family's response to a family literacy program intervenlion.

3.3.2 Historical An t m o l o g j c jcal Research Base:

BS.Bhola

H.S.Bhola ( 1996).in his critical analysis of the concept of family Literacy both in America
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and internationally, also agrees that the practice of W i l y literacy is guided by theory from

a multiplicity of sources. He further acknowledges that coupled with this "theoretical
borrowing" has been a pragmatic understanding of the problems of the family. But Bhola
asserts that "borrowed concepts ilnd pragmatic practice [have] remained fragmented: , and
lhough there are recent theoretical attempts to aggregate the concept of family literacy,

integration of theory has not yet occurred.
BhoIa advocates Ernnianuel Todd's 1987 study The Causes of Procress, a model outlining

rhe progress of nations, as a foundation for a promising theory of Family literacy that
addrcssrs cultural transformation. Through an historical anthropological development lens
and supported by quandtative data. Todd renounces the economic model of development,
stating that development cannot be measured by indicators such as GNP or energy output.

Development is intellectud, not materid. Todd replaces the economic model with an
anthropological model where the 'hmily structure' is considered primary. According to
Todd's findings. individuals who have time and opportunity to acquire knowledge

accumulate "cultural capital". Possessing cultural capital enables individuals to challenge
the literate agent of the sutr. the church. ilnd civil society. These individuals not only invest

cultural capi~alinto their own lives but into the lives of the families in which they are part of
as well as the

ones h e y will raise. Progressive family t y p s (,for example. where women

postpcjne motherhood to gain more educalion and maturity) positiveiy impact cultural
development whch correlates signiticantly to 1iter;lcy rdtes in a society. Improved literacy

rates lead first to political, then to demographic, and finally to economic u;lnsformation.
According to Todd. h e measurement of the spread of mass literacy, which is in a sense a
measure of "the advance of the average mind ..." (Todd, 1987, as cited by Bhola, 1996, p.
38). is the best measure of development in a society.

Extrapolating from Todd's anthropological research, Bhola argues for an "ideal practice of
family litericy" by focusing on the family more than. but not to the exclusion of, its

individuai members. He suggests that practitioners choose thefnmily as the preferred
social space for the delivery of the program. Though Bhola does not clarify 'social space'.

perhaps he means practitioners should deliver programs in or near families' homes.
community halls. schools or churches. Curriculum should view the family - as a whole - as

the lramrr. foster c u l ~ r dand knowledge capital of the family, and critique power
relationships withn the family with respect to gender and age, as well as those that exist at
an institutional level between the family, the school. and the workplace'. The curriculum,

whlle teaching school-like literacy, should also suppon nlultiple accesses to knowledge and
education. Family literacy prilclitioners should be aclivists on behalf of disadvantaged
hmilirs through pressuring schools and workplaces to support families more effectively
and fair1y.

.As Nickse and Bhola have explained. research from a vllriecy of disciplines abound in
thcoreucal suppon of hmily literacy. After discussing how actual programs are grouped.

~~utcornrs
c ~ examples
f
of family literacy pnlgrams will he presented.
3.4 Familv Literacv Pro-

Typology

The litcriturr reports an abundance of programs, predominantly in North America, that

r~pit'ylhrrnsclves as family literacy iniriatives. There is a considerable variance among
these programs (see. for example. Lloyd. 1996 and Skage, 1995). Again Ruth Nickse
(

1900) offers the most comprehensive explanadon of this aspect of family literacy

programs. She argues that classifying programs is an important first step towards
conceptualizing fdmily literacy.
When distinguishing between various family literacy programs. Nickse uses an

organizational matrix wiuch exmines programs across two critical dimensions: the type of
program intervention (direct or indirect) and the type of participation (primary participants
receive direct service with secondary participants benefiting indirectly). Each program type
will be summarized, along with its advantages and limitations, below.
Though it is again difficult to know exactly what Bboh means about critiquing power relations, perhaps
he is suggesting that timil y Literacy practitioners discuss and straregize about various dominate/subordinate
roles. However. is it within the redm of the role of a family literacy practitioners to analyze and perhaps
challenge dominace/subordinate rc~leswithin families'?In my view. such discussions may be inappropriate.
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Twe L: Direct Adults - Direct Children

This type is a highly structured intervention and requires intense participation by parents
with their pre-school children. Parents attend literacy classes and learn skills in parenting
and child development. Parent and child activities are a key feature. Children receive

preschool or other direct instruction. Attendance is monitored. Professional adult basic
education and early childhood teachers work together as a tern1 to facilitate the program.
This rnudrl is effective for nun-worhng parents. The family dynamic is very powerful

because of the high degree of interaction. However. Limitations of this model include the
need for qualified specialists and permanent space in a local setting.
Tvpe 2: Indirect Adults - Indirect Children
Both adults and children participa~ein this model. Pmcipation is less intensive or

s~ructured.Literacy is promoted for enjoyment alone. The curriculum is not sequential and
families can attend sporadically. if necessary or preferred. Formal literacy classes are not
provided b u adults
~
may receive tutoring. Libraries typically offer this type of family
1itcr;lc.ypro,oram.
These programs may improve attitudes about litericy but do not teach reading or writing

skills to adults or children in an intensive. sustained way. Unllke Type 1 programs.
specialists nor space are required on a permanent basis.

r v n r 3: Direct Adult - Indirect Children
Adults are the main target of service while children may not participa~eat all.The cuniculwn

may include literacy or English as a second language instruction with a family literacy
component involving, for example. techniques around how to read to children. Parents
may take materids home to work with their children.

Parents in Type 3 programs are not disuacted by the presence of children and have more
time to develop bonds with other parents. However, parent I child interaction is never
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observed in the program setting, limiting parents receiving feedback about interactions

with their children.

D n e 4: Indirect Adults - Direct Childreg
Chldren are rhe primary beneticiaries in these progrdms and we usually enrolled in a preschool or e1ernrnur-y school program. Parents' level of participation is usually related to

their skill and confidence level. They do not receive litency insuuction.
The advantages of Ty pe 4 programs are h a t children ;rre captive and parents recognize their
role in their children's literacy development. However, not addressing parents' own
lircracy needs may be a lost opportunity.
Though Nickse warns researchers and pracdtioners that using a typology tends to simplify

phenomena, she argues h r adopting a classification system that can cliuify distinctions
hrtnern programs by key components. A classification system faciliutes program
research. planning and training. She reminds family titerxy educators that the typology

does not completely account for mixed model types and the wide variation within each
type. Nor should the classification system suggest that one type is superior to mother.
Thuugh considered ground-bre&ng to the development of an organizational srructure for

tdrnil! literacy programs. Nickse's work has been criticized for being too broad in its
classilication of programs.Skage (,1995) points out that "it can be argued that virtually any

Literacy or rducaiional program can be included [in this classitication system]" (p. 11).
Kalherine Ryan. Suzanne Knell, and Barbara Geissler (199 1). in their paper presented at
the 1991 American Education Research Association annual meeting, evaluate Nickse's

family literacy program typology. They argue that criteria including the 'family' as the unit

of participation, and literacy activities being offered to both parents and children, and

parents and children together. define family literacy programs. However, most programs

are not able to meet the full range of criteria, indicating that family literacy should be
considered an evolving concept.
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I agree with S kage's criticism of Nickse's typology in that it may be too broad to

effectively characterize family Literacy programs as philosophically different from other
litrracy initiatives. Ryan rt al. make valid points regarding the essential premise of family
literacy. The 'family', not individuals as wiih other literilcy programs. should be the focus
of Family literacy progrilms. Family lireracy practitioners should attempt to provide direct

instruction. even in some small way, tu the family as a whole. as well as to parents and to
children done. Ohenvise. important opportunities for learning may be missed. However.
if one considers the inherent limitations of typologies in general, as pointed out by Nickse

herself. then Nickse's typology may be useful as clanlication for academics. practitioners.

and funding agencies involved in theory development. and the design, implementation.
rnc~nitoringand evaluation of family literacy programs.
3.5

E x a m ~ l e sof Familv Literacy Prorrarns
in Develo~edCountries

Discussions of family literacy programs abound in the literuturr, pimiculxly in im
American context. Yet. though there appears to be a strong research base in a variety of
disc~plinessupponing the idea of fiimily literacy. there is a shomge of studies regarding h e
actual rfll.cbti\*rnr.ssof existing family literacy programs. According to Nickse (1990). the

literature on hrnily literacy programs reveals that it "lacks [its own] theoretical md
conceptual base" (p. 51). Sharon S h g e (1995) claims that most research studies are
qualitative in narure md lack empirical data. Elsa Auerhaoh ( 1989. 1995). based on her
experience in developing family literacy programs, states there is a gap between research
and the implementation of programs. Laurel Puchner (1997). in her doctoral dissertation
comparing family literacy in the United States and Mah, states that American family literacy
initiatives are supported by little empirical evidence that demonstrates programs actually
fulfill their goals (p. 6). Though there is Little in the way of published documentation about
the effectiveness of hrnily lileracy, one should not assume that few family literacy

progrms are effective. It is possible that family literacy prdctitioners simply do not have
the necessary resources or opportunities necessary to publish their findings.
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Below is a sample of research available on family litericy programs found in the literature.
These studies were chosen because, u n k e others. they provide informative program
descriptions as well as use rigorous tools to measure impact. This sampling should also
inform the reader of the wide specuum of programs that exist in the North. It is imponant

to note that though there are descriptions of Canadian family literacy programs in the
literature (for example. Skage. 1995). 1 was unable to locate studies reporring program
impact.

3.5.1 Summary of the American Even Stan Studies

In 1988, the Evrn Start Family Literacy Program was legislated under the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act and was reauthorized under the Improving America's Schools
Act as part of the national Title One funding in 199-1.The purpose of h i s legislation was to
promote program development llnd implementation throughout the United States which
would "... help break the cycle of poverty and illiteracy by irnpro~lngthe educalional

opponunitirs of the Nation's low-income families by integrating early childhood education.
adult lirrracy or adult basic education, and parenting education into a unified family Literacy
program ... (P.L. 103-382, Sec. 1201 as cited by Gamse. B.rt al. 1997). In 1996, the
"

Even Stan statue was amended to require intensive insuuction in the adult and parenting

education component of programs funded by the Even Start legislation. To be eligible for
Evrn Stan funding. a family must have lm adult who is eligible for adul~education

programs or within h e state's compulsory school attendance age and a child less than eight
years o l age. The two interrelated goals of Even Start programs are to "help parents become
full partners in the education of their children and to assist children in reaching their full

potential as lemrrs" (Gamse. B. et al, 1997, p. 8). The Even Start legislation requires an

independent evaluation of the projects funded under Even Start.
The first in-depth evaluation of the Even Start project was conducted on ten projects over
un eighteen month period from 1991 to 1993 (as cited in Gamse. 1997) and assessed initial

and short-term assessment of Even Start's effectiveness on child and parent literacy. Key
findings include the following: more Even Start adults obtained high school graduate
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certificates than parents in the control group. Even Stm children achieved greater gains on

school readiness measures than control group children at the first follow-up but by the time

students entered kindergarten, little difference in readiness skills was observed.
A follow-up study to the original evaluation was conducted

in 1995, two to three years

after h i l i e s had participated in the original study. Its primary objective was to assess the
medium [rrm impac~of Even S m program participation on children in h e original study.

Only secondary sources were used for data collection and the data avadable varied
earensively from school to school. Data included subject's participation in special
programs. attendance. report card perforn~imce.and if' available. achievement scores
(though most schools did not administer achievement tests to young students). The authors
reported that "... with ihr avrulable measures. we found essentially no differences between
Even Stan and comparison children ..." (Gamse. B.et id. 1997, p. 21).
3.5.2 The Bot~kstartPilot and Lonritudinal
Studies

In the United Kingdom. Wade md Moms (1998) report on a pilot srudy and a series of
longitudinal studies involving bolh mothers and their children. In conwit to programs
funded through the American Even Start legislation. the Baokstm progarn did not provide

intrnsivc instruction in adult education or parenting. Instead. 30() families with babies

approximately nine months old. were given a free book bag via health clinics and health
vaitors which included a children's book and information about book sharing and Libray
facilities. Initial analysis of the pilot study found results o l the program encouraging.
Wade ilnd Moore conducted m intensive follow-up study on twenty-nine of the original
families two years after the pilot. Families were found to give higher priority to books and
book sharing activities than did a comparison group. Children participating in the Bookstan
program demonstrated more interest in books as evidenced by their questioning and
predictive abilities.The authors concluded that "[tlhese positive behaviours ... were likely
to be the result of regular and repeated experience of book sharing stimulated by the
Bookstan p a c k (Wade & Moore. 1998. p. 137).
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A further longitudinal srudy investigated the potential long-lasting effects of the Bookstart

initiative on children when they reached school age. Subjects included forty one of the
original 3(W) families who were compared to a control group. Standardized measures of
achievement scores were obtained for each child. Boobtart participants outperformed
chlidren in the control group on all achievement measures. Statistically significant
differences were found in speillung. listening. and mathematical scores with highly
stausdcaliy signliicant differences ti~undon reading and number usessment scores.
interestingly, the fict that ahichiln who had participated in the Bookstart program were
funher ahead in mathematics suggests that familiarity with books can have impact across
Lhe cumculum. The aulhors conclude that "[ilndications here are that early book sharing

may lead to a general superiority as well ils significantly establishing r foundation of
litrricy*'(Wade & Moore. 1998. p. 143). They also suggest that improved concentation
and attention slulls. whch can also have long term effects un learning. are fostered by

regular acts of book sharing.
23.5.3 The Familv W.R.A.P. Prorrram
Morrow and Young (1996) repon on findings from a home/school family literacy program

invol\.ing pride one through three students and their parents in an "at-risk urban American
public school district. Like the Even S w t follow-up and Bookstart studies. only childrens'

literacy levels were assessed. In this propran. children participated in a school-wide
Writing and Reading Appreciation Program (W.R.A.P.) program where classrooms had

Literacy centres with a variety of literacy activities and teachers modeled activities to foster
an interest in reading and writing. Parents were given a set of materials that contained

items similar to those used in the school W.R.A.P. program. They were shown how to
carry out a number of literacy activities with their children at home. Parents participated in
W.R.A.P. time periods in school. in monthly group meetings with other parents, and

occasionally met with a mentor on an individual basis. The mentor was r university student
pursuing certitication in education.
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Despite compwitively Limited direct parent and parent-chdd program in~ractions.the
findings of Morrow and Young's study are significant. Researchers used a variety of preand post-test assessment tools to measure progress among the children participants which
was compared against children who were only involved in the school W.R.A.P. program.

Parents' interest in fostering literacy activities at home was measured through interviews.
On dl qu;llitativt, and quantiutivr measures. children participating in bolh the home and
school W.R.A.P. program performed better than children only involved in the school
W.R.A.P. program. In particular. their story retelling skill was significantly bener than

thcir peers in rhr control group. Interviews indicated h a t those in the family group read or
looked at books more than children in the control group. Parents stated that panicipating in

the W.R.A.P. family program helped them to work more easily with their children. learn
from thcir children. and recognize that literacy can be fun.
The authurs conclude that success of the home W.R.A.P. program was directly correlated

to the collaborative efforts of the school and home. The prograrn was successful because it
was enjoynble. educational. and

"sensitive to the interests of the parents. and the diversity

of t h c ~ bnckprounds"
r
(Morrow & Young. 1996, p. 61).

3.5.4 The Tovota Families for Learninn Prorram

In 199 L. the U.S.Nadonal Center for Family Literacy (N.C.F.L.) began the Toyota
hrnilics for Learning Program through a grant from the Toyota Motor Corporation.

Philliber. Spillrnan and King (1996) describe the outcomes of this project which operated
in thny-two locations in ten cities during the 1992 - 1993 school year. Undereducated

parents attended the program together with their three and four year old children. The
children participated in a preschool program while the adults learned skills in various
academic areas. Specific rimes were allocated for parents and children to work logether,
usually in the form of parents helping their children in the preschool classroom. All
pmgrams included early childhood education, parent literacy training, parent support
oroups, and parent-child interactions with variations occurring across programs.

c'
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This research was not longitudinal in nature. However. unhke both the Even Start and
Booksran longitudinal studies, the Toyota Progrm research included data on the literacy
levels of both the parents and children. Significant findings were uncovered.
According to Philliber, Spillman and b g ( 1996). "[rletention is one of the most serious
problems faced in adult education programs" (p .560). Hence, retention of families was

documented and compared to other adult literacy programs. l'hese authors found that more
participants in the Toyota Family Literacy programs stayed in the program after six ,
sixteen and twenty weeks compared to adult-focused programs. Indeed. 59% of Toyota
Family Literacy participants stayed in the program after twenty weeks of instruction
comparcd [o 104 of the participants in adult -focused literacy programs. Retention had a
direct impact un parent li~eracylevels. Based on pre- and post-reading assessments. parents
In these programs. on average. gained more than one grdde level in reading. Participants

i ~ h oleft the program within the first fifty hours o l insnction gained very little. but those
who stayed more than 150 hours "increased their reading shlls by im avenge equal to
abour u ycar and a half of education" (Philliber, et

iil. 1996.

p. 562).

Thc outcomes of the childrens' achievement. based on an assessment of their receptive

ieocahularyand observations. also showed gains. Though the children. on average fell
wirhin the bortom 1 1 9 during the pre-test, at the end of the year their skills had increased
to

a point where the avrragc child in the program was at the 19th percentile. According to

Philliber er al. children usually maintain the same percentile at the beginning md end of the
ycar. The authors suggest that "[tjhe h c t that they were at a higher percentile suggests that
while they were in the program [the children] were advancing faster than children not in the
programV(Philliber. e t al. 1996. p. 563). Researchers observed children using 'Child
Observation Records' that measure six 'dimensions' of development including Ianpage
and litericy, logic and mathematics, and social relations. Children who participated in the
family literacy program made significant gains in all six dimensions compared to children in

child-focused programs. This result is particularly supportive of the correlation between
parents' interest in literacy and their childrens' development.
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dernonsuatcs chat direct and indirect support of parents can lead to a change in literacy
attitudes and behaviours. Where parents are directly supported, adult literacy levels may
also show improvement.

Considering the setting of my field work, lamily literacy initiatives in developing
communities are as important as evaluations of family Literacy programs in the First World.
3.6 Familv Literacv Programs in Developir)~Countries

Laurel Puchner (1993), in an anicle on international perspectives on family literacy stales
thar "... family literacy in its American form has not uaveled to the developing community"

(p. 17). In an related article published four years later. Puchnrr (1997) states that "very

lit& research on hmily literacy exists for developing countries contexts" (p.7). I would
concur with Puchner's perception as my literature search yielded disappointingly few
studies sct in drvr loping communities. Indeed. Puchner's 1997 c u e study. comparing

.

lamily literacy programs in h e United States and Mali is similar to most anicles on this
topic. Her findings report attitudes and behaviours around the notion of 'family Literacy'
hut not specific descriptions or evaluations of family literacy programs in developing

comn~unities.
Below is a description of four published works available on hmily literacy initiatives in
South Africa. Nepal. Turkey. and Chile which seem to address the concept of family
literacy as something distinct from adult lireracy or basic education initiatives in developing
countries.
3.6.1 South African Context

M.M. Ramammo's (1994) anicle describes the merits of family literacy in South Africa. As
a result of apartheid. many Black families have been dislocated, and children have been
deprived of their parents and have been denied basic education. Rmarumo asserts that

"[tlhis denial has consigned millions of Black South Africans to silence and marginahation

from effective and meaningful participation in social and economic development" (p. 2).
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Now an estimated fifteen million adults (over one third of the population of South Africa)

are lliiterate and have had liale or no formal education. Intergeneritional illiteracy is
becoming a real concern as Black parents who lack formal schooling themselves cannot,
without facilitation. suppon the literacy development of their children.
Ramarumo argues that parents play it crilical n ~ l ein providing the foundation for their
childrens' learning. Even illiterate parents can conuibute m e ~ i n p f u l l yto heir child's
drvrlopn~rntthrough activities such as oral storytelling and creating reading and writing
opportunities. Ramarumo states that though it is not the parents responsibility to do the
school's job. h e home environment should foster brhaviours such as attending to tasks
and working with others.

Presently. according to Rammmo. there are no official h m i l y literacy programmes at a
national level in Suuth Africa. He asserts that family literacy programs can empower
parenu lo facilitate their chldrens' education and stop the cycle of illiteracy in South

African families. Family litericy initiatives should be a cenwdl concern to those involved in
educating children. Ramarumo ( 1994) argues that "unless relevance of family literacy in the
cducalion of the child is firmly achinowledged. the reconstruction and development of

South African society will not bc fully achieved" (p. 10).

3 - 6 2 Neoal Context
Anna Robinson - Pant (1995). in her review of the literature on literacy programs and
initiatives in Nepal. summarizes one study on family literacy. Pant briefly describes a pilot
project in the Add Gaon region: the project included a Nepali baby book program which
contained information on childrens' health issues. a writing project (in which children
wrote down family stories), a homework club, and a school-family communication
program. According to the authors, this "programme has already proved 'much more than
the intergeneration transfer c~fLiterate behaviour that has been described as Family Literacy

in the United States'" (Man'andhar, kslie, and Shrestha, 1994 as cited in Robinson - Pant,
1995).

3.6.3 Turkish E;ICl_vEnrichment P r o m
Cigdem Kagit~ibasi(1997) writes about a longitudinal family literacy study in Istanbul.
Turkey called the 'Turhsh Early Enrichment Project' carried out with low socioeconomic

families and their children. Altogether 255 families participated in h e initial study from
1982 to 1986 with ninety mothers participating in mother training. The follow-up, in 1992.
included 1 17 participates.

The initial mothers' training pnlgram consisted of two puts: a cognitive component and a

mother-suppon component. The program lasted sixty weeks over a two year period. The
cognitive component included worksheets and storybooks designed to help mothers
promote their childrens' preliteracy and prenumeracy skills. Sessions were held in mother's
homes and through biweekly guided group discussions. The mother-support component
rilcuscd on fostering the sucii~motionaldevelopment of the child while empowering the

mother to cope with parenting problems and needs of her own.

Resulu o i these initiatives indicated that mothers' literacy skills and selfworth improved as

they read and discussed storybooks with heir children. Their slull in parenting and ability
lo communicate

with their spouses were also positively impacted. Significant differences

wcre h u n d in the children's cognitive and achievement scores on standardized measures.

Socitwmotional development of children in the experimental group also showed positive
effects.
In the 1992 follow-up study, parents and children were interviewed and childrens'

cognitive development and school achievement were reassessed. More consistent and
sustained school attendance among panicipants whose mothers had participated in the initid
mother training program was the most important finding over time. As well, children
surpassed participants in the control group on cognitive performance and attitudes, and
self-concepts around education. Mothers and children developed better relationships

m o n p each other and with the father within the family.

The positive outcome of these studies have led to expanding its application and policy

developments to other areas in Turkey. The model is being offered as a viable nonformal
alternative for communities where public pre-schools are poorly attended. Since 1992,
thousands of women and children have benefited from this project.
3.6.4. Provecti~Padres e Hiios - Chile
.-\ tbunh hmily

iitrnsy program discussed in the literdture is locared in Chde (Filp aid

Vddrs. 1993). The 'Proyecto Padres e Hijos'

(Parents and Children Project) was

developed by the Crnuo dr Investipacion y Desarrallo de la Education (C.I.D.E.). a nongo~rrnrncntdorganization. The project began in 197 1 as an alternative to kindergarten for
children living in poor rural areas. It has experienced several shifts over the past two and
hall' decades. largely as a response to significant political changes. Historically.
international funding played an important role in the project with a gridual shift to national
funding now taking place. Today. the purpose of h e project "is to empower mothers and
fithcrs in their parental role and to stirnulare children3 interactions with their family and
cnvirt~nmentin order lo promote healthy socio-emotional, cognitive. and biological
development" (Filp and Valdes. 1993, p. 21 1). In 1992. a total of twenty-seven programs
ivcre functioning. reaching 260 hmilies and 580 children.
Filp and Valdrs report on the program as it existed in the early 1990's. The Proyecto
Padres r Hijos wils organized around weekly meetings of ten to fifteen parents (usually
mothers). Two "monitors" trained by C.I.D.E.
coordinate meetings. Monitors were chosen
by local organizations in the community and the only prerequisite was that they could read
and write and show an interest in the project. Monitors promoted group discussions around

selected topics usually supported by specially designed educational materials, simulation
activities. and group activities. Parents received teaching materials to be used with their
chldren at home. The curriculum w a organized around units focused on child
development and the role parents play in providing love, guidance. and challenge. One
objective of the pruject was to create an environment where parents recovered confidence in
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their parental abilities. This in rum was expected to positively influence children's

development. The educational approach to the program was to encourage participants to
learn in ways different to lraditional school approaches. Groups were encouraged to

formulae heir own conclusions ilnd information was provided by monitors only when
requesled.
Paulo Frrire's framework for the development of a pmcipatory and active education

influenced how monitors ficilitatrd sessions with parents. His ideas acted as a catalyst
whereby monitors became aware of specific needs of individual communities and the

power cxisting in the educational process. Freire's influence led to the "creation of social

contexts in which poor people could speak (say their word), build on their experience and
orgmizz as ;Isroup to take action in matters thar affect their lives" ( Filp and Vddes. 1993.
p. !? I ).
The recruitment of families. who in prictice were represented by mothers. was carried out
by monitors using different procedures. Door to door recruitment was the most frequently
ussd strategy. Families then attended three to four meetings before the program began. In

1992. the average level of schooling of pilrticipant parents was incomplete secondary

education yet despite this relatively high level of schooling. these families were poor. The
drop out rate from the program was twenty percent.
Thc program impacted both parental confidence and children's intellectual functioning.
Based on formative evaluation repons written dter each group session. mothers reported
;m increase

in self-esteem, confidence in their parental ability, and awareness of their

child's emotional and cognitive needs. These changes became evident in new actions at
home. the school. and the community. Though not discussed in detail by Filp and Valdes,

based on studies conducted in 1976 and 1983, children demonstrated higher IQ scores,
produced more sophisticated drdwings. and were perceived by teachers to have
comparatively higher reading skills. In the future. organizers intended to further encourage

fathers to participate as well as plm to more closely orientate the cumculurn to meet the

needs of unwed mothers.
Three of the four anicles on family Literacy in developing countries provide various forms
of evaluations of family literacy programs. Tools used to measure progress are not

discussed in two of the evaluative studies. leaving Kagiticibasi's study as the most
informative study regarding the impact of family Literacy programs in this setting.
Considering this lack of data. and in support of Ranlammo's argument that family literacy
initiatives may have merit in communities in the South, there needs to be funher research
on filmily literacy programs in developing community settings.

Though there is comparatively little informarion in the literature about family literacy
initiatives in communities in the South. there is a large body of knowledge concerning adult
literacy and basic education programs in these settings. This research offers valuable
insight to family literacy programming in developed countries.
3.7 Adult Literacy Initiatives: Helen Abadzi

The Ii teruture indica~esadult literacy programs in developing communities. despite several

decades of implemrntation and evaluation. have met with little success. In a World Bank
Discussion Paper. Helen Abadzi ( 1994)in a review of the literature, comprehensively
documents barriers to rhe rrfectiveness of adult literacy programs. and offers possible
solutions to these problems. This paper informs my research as there are many parallels
hrturcn family literacy and adult Literacy initiatives and Abadzi discusses issues not

addressed in the literature on family Litericy programs in the developed world. Relevant
points in Abadzi's work will be summarized below.
Abadzi ( 1994) identities adult literacy in many poor counuies as a "problem-ridden area"
md points out that in conuast to children's education, "adult litericy programs have yielded
disappointing results worldwide" (p. 1). Consequently, despite government requests, the
World Bank rarely funds literacy projects. Abadzi identifies four major obstacles to adult
literacy. Firstly, low initial enrollments plague most programs. For complex, largely
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unknown reasons. illiterates fail to enrol in literacy programs. Secondly, literacy programs

have experienced high drop-out rates with fifty percent per class being the average.Thirdly,

many ihterates complete a course and still fad to acquire basic literacy skills. However.
Abiidzi reports that large government programs. responsible for most data on adult literacy

programs, may be less efficient and effective than smaller. non-governmental initiatives that
are locally developed but fail to publish results of their efforts. Finally, those participants
who manage to complete a literacy program and gain litericy slulls may in fact lapse back
into illiter~cydter the program has terminated. Predictably, panicipants living in urban and
p3riurban areas tend to maintain literacy slalls more adequately than participants living in

rural areas; women lapse into illiteracy more often than men. Reasons for this relapse seem
to centre

around not using the skills after they have been taught or poor program

instruction.
Xhadzi identifies scver~lhctors. grouped as variables exogenous to the learner and
variables h a t are participant-related. which limit the likelihood that an individual will

hecome funclionally literate. The literilturc indicates that agencies such as h e United
Nalions Educational. Scicntitic. and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)tend to oversupply

resources initially and undersupply resources later in the pro-jecr. Methodological and
insnc tional limitatiilns impact participants acquisition of functionally literate shlls.

Ct~nlcntconsidered irrelevan~ilnd instructors lacking in motivation and skill are two
examples of variables reported to impede literacy acquisition. Abadzi cites several studies

that have found the length of study correlates with achievement and subsequent relention.
According to Abadzi ( 1994). "there seems to be a consensus in recent publications that
courses should last at least nine months and a minimum of 300 hours in order to provide
sustainable slulls" (p. 1 1 ).
Baed on several studies. Abadzi identihs many participant - related variables impacting

literacy acquisition among adults. Some of these variables are outlined below. According to
the 'norm theory'. individuals become accustomed to cenain aspects in their lives, which
m regarded as 'normal'.Illiteracy, like poverty or poor health, may be considered normal
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to individuals and may panially explain why illiterates are not motivated to change their
situation of litrricy. Very poor people may even acquire a 'learned helplessness' believing
there is nothing they can do to improve their lives. Some adults may desire literacy for
themselves but believe they are too old to learn. As identified by one study. some illiterates
develop effective coping s~itegies.such as memorizing certain Facts or asking their
children for help, making literacy acquisition a redundant shll to them. However, findings
from other studies indicate that the more literate or neoliteratc (newly literite) adults in a
community. thc more motivated illiterates seem to be to pursue Literacy acquisition for
themselves.

Xhadzi's literature review also pmvidcs explanations for low retention rues in adult literacy
pn~grirns.Thoughparticipants may he motivated to become literate, they drop-out of
programs for a compilation of reasons. Participants may not be prepared for the effort and
time commitment required to obtain even buic literacy skills let alone functional literacy

skills. Competing priorities to literacy progrilms include lack of time to attend classes.
cshaustivc. work. and a lack of understanding of what liter~cyhas to offer. Women

cspcnencc additional barriers to attending literacy programs. They may perform a double

w-orkload involving working long hours a11 day plus being fully respt~nsiblefor
childrearing and household responsihilities.Women in some cultures may be prohibited
from becoming literate by male relatives.

The obstacles to adults becoming literate seem to be overwhelming. However, Abadzi

re\+irwssrvrd instructional and ficilitator variables rhat may facilitate improved Literacy
acquisition. In the context of my research. only those Pictors that apply to family literacy
initiatives will be presented.
The need for adult illiterdtes to be treated with respect appears integral to literacy

acquisition. Therefore. adult-centred teaching methods should be used rather than methods
typically used with children. Learners should be given opportunities to define their own
litericy needs which may diverge from what Ficilitators consider important. Adults must
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understand the purpose of becoming literdte in heir own world and feel that literacy will
enable them to solve problems more readily. Literacy instruction may be best provided to
'exisling groups' engaged in a specific purpose. such as a farmers' cooperative, rather than
to

a group assembled solely for the purpose of pursuing litericy. Reading materials should

he culturily appropriate ilnd relevant to participmts. Systematic review of key concepts

should be an integral part of instruction.
Dedicated and skilled literacy facilitators "is perhaps the single most important deierminant
of literacy program effectiveness. and must be given the importance it deserves" (Abadzi.
199-1. p. 3 1 ). Ideally, teachers shouid have as much formal education as possible.

Nrvmheless. Abadzi reports that neoliterates havs bcen used effectively in some programs.
Teacher training curricula should focus on adult classroom management issues and

insuuctional challenges. Abadzi recommends a teacher ~ainingcurricula that can be taught
to i'acilitators in five lo ten days and reviewed frequently.
Though Abadzi does not discuss family literacy initiatives specifically, her paper idenaes

key issues hat will facilitate family literacy programming in developing contexts. As we

will see. though parents generdly participant in family literacy programs for the benefit of
rhoir children. understanding how to provide literacy instruction ro parents in family literacy
programs will Ficilitate literacy acquisition among parents which may ultimately impact

literacy acquisition among d l family members.
3.8 B

~ ECd u ~ t i o ~nuc-otmes

..

of JomfiPn

Conference

Like adult literacy initiatives. the history of basic education projects in developing

communities and present day concerns is also informative to this research project. In a
collection of papers edited by Lotty Eldering and Paul Leserman (1993). issues and
challenges in basic education articulated at the World Conference on Education For AU at
Jomtien, Thailand in 1990 are discussed. At the conference, as stated in Eldering and

Leseman's inuoduction, the international community including most of the world's
governments, made a commitment to increase the educational opportunity for over one
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hundred million children who have no access to basic education and literacy. In order to
achieve this goal. "the family's educational and cultural functions must become priority

areas for research and action" (Eldering & Leserman. 1993. p. 1).
In a related m c i e , John Bennett (1993). discusses the educationd context preceding the
Jomtien conference and its outcomes. He states that education gains made in the previous
two decades had been eroded by the simultaneous population expansion. h addition.
investment in education had declined in the 1980's ultimately resulting in many chddren

around the world still not having access to basic education. Most alarming is the reality that
of the children who did have access to education in the late 1980's' fony percent of them

dropped out before becoming literate. In order to address this situation. a broader definition
of basic education was agreed upon at the Jomtien conference by the international
community. Basic education now ir~cludesboth an enlarged vision of education. and
efferdve management both at the national and school levels. An enlarged vision of
education moves beyond the traditional vision of primary schools and "would now reach
out to the

entire community from infants to adults with concentrated programs of quality

and relrvancc" (Bennett. 1993. p. 13).

According to Bennett. as a result of the conference. the World Bank. United Nations
Development Fund (U.N.D.P). UNICEF and UNESCO significantly increased their
funding of basic educadon with the World Bank and U.N.D.P.more than doubling their
basic education budgets. Reaction to the Jomtien conference has been positive with over
one hundred countries formulating 'Education for All (E.F.A.)' goals: most counuies'
goals are focused on the four year primary school cycle. However. Bennett argues that this
formal approach may not adequately respond to the socio-cultural context of various
countries. He emphasizes that the most recent successful innovations in education are
decentralized. non-formal in character and rely almost completely on community interest
and involvement. In some countries, early childhood and adult education are being
neglected altogether perhaps because ''family and community educalion are notoriously
difficult to promote (not least in a context where the media are dominated by commercial
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concerns), implement, and evaluate" (Bennett. 1993, p. 16). Bennett states that the firsst

six years of life is the foundation of an individual's physical. affective. social, and
cognitive well-being: primary school programs typically do not begin until the age of six.
Therefore. as Bennett argues. mothers are well-placed to improve the quality of life,
especially the health and education needs. of their very young chldren. Bennett cites King
and Hill (1992) as suggesling that "the education of mothers is as important in its effects
(i.e. lo\~.jknilih*
rutes, decreasd infunt mortalin.) as any other educational enterprise"

(,Bennett. 1993. p. 17, italics mine).Bennett recognizes that international NGO's such as
Save the Children have done significant work in promoting child welfare and parent

education in the context of the community. However, he argues that not just international
NGO's. but developing country education ministries as well. should establish or improve

hcalth and education services for young children where mothers are actively involved in the
process.
The information on development efforts in adult literacy and the status of basic education in

developing countries informs my efforts to establish a family literacy program in a
dcceiopinp community. The challenges of adult literdcy programs of the past must be
cunsidcred when developing a family literacy program aimed at supporting parents and
their children. The irnpcrus of broad. community-based basic education programs
recommmdrd at the Jomtien conference and oudined by Eldering and Leseman. and
Bcnnett. further c o n f i s the potential of educating mothers along with their children
through non-formal education initiatives.
After reviewing the literature on family literacy theory md prdctice, and family literacy,
adult literacy and basic education initiatives. it is now important to understand the critiques
around the notion of family literacy and family literdcy programs. Though these critiques

are rooted in the North American context. they can inform family literacy in developing
communities.

3.9 Critioues of Family u t e r a c v and Family Literacv Proeram~

Critics challenge family literacy initiatives on several levels. Below is a discussion of
overly ambitious policy makers, the inappropriateness of the "transmission model of family
Litericy", the lack of consideration of gender in developing and implementing family
litericy programs, and the potential for co-opting the notion of family Literacy in developing
communities,

.

.

3.9.1 Familv Literacv Results in Povertv E l m a t i o n ' ?

Nickse ( 1990) warns us that rhough Family literacy p r o g r i s can provide a strong
bundation for families to gain literacy skills. "family literacy programs cannot be expected

to aller basic social and economic problems faced by participating families" (p. 20) and
"improved literacy done cannot aid Families in poverty" (p. 60). Politicians and policy

makers cannot assume funding family litericy initiatives in isolation will absolve them from
other poverty-eradicarion efforts.

3.9.2 Whose I .ireracv'l

Elsa Xucrhach ( 1989. 1995) is probably one of h e most well-known critics of family

litcrac\v initiauvcs. She argues that using narrow definitions of literacy which focus on
school performance ignores impomnt literxy practices in the home. There are critical

implications for family literacy priJgrams that adopt these school-hued definitions.

Auerbach slates that American national and state policy makers and educators, frustrated
with the current challenges in the American education system, have come to blame

inadequacies within the family as the root of childrens' fadure in school. The assumption is
h a t nonmainstream families (for example, low income, cultural minorities, or families who

speak English as a second language) may lack appropriate environments for fostering
literacy development because of inadequate parental skills, practices and resources.
Consequently, it is argued that illiteracy alwqrs breeds illiteracy in an intergenerational
cycle. The objective of most American family literacy programs is to strengthen ties

between home and school "by transmitting the culture of school literacy through the vehicle
of the Camily" (Auerbach, 1989, p. 169). Rather than supporting parents in their role of
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fostering literacy in their homes, parents learn that they are deficient in many ways and
indeed may be a detriment to their chldren's educational progress.
Aurrbach examines some of the assumptions made by the "transmission of school practices" family Literacy models. She concludes that homes of nonmains~eamfamilies are
not necessarily "literac p-impoverished" but prxtice a range of Literacy activities that go

beyond school-related reading. Also. many families, regardless of literacy skills.

consistently and mutually support each other in literacy activities and have children who are
successful readers at school. In the context of this research, Auerbach argues that family
literacy programs should not function under the "deficit hypothesis" model where
practitioners assume that parents are inadequate at providing a supporuve literdcy
environment and thus must learn how to do so. Instead, she argues for a "social contextual
madel" of family literacy where Literacy activities are not limited to school-like reading and

wnring activities and parenu' litericy shlls and prictiaes are valued. She suggests that "we
draw on parents' knowledge and experience ro inform instruction rather than [ask] 'How

can we trdnsfer school practices into htrmc contexrs'?' "(Auerbach. 1989. p. 177).
Curriculum dr velopment should be sollabordtive and participatory and use Freirean
problem-posing strategies to focus on social issues and culturil practices. As issues
emerge. they should become the content of literacy activities. The god becomes increasing
the social significance of literacy in family life by celebrating a broad range of literacy

practices.
Crowther llnd Tett (1997)'s work is informed by Auerbarh's work. They are family
tilericy practitioners in Great Brilain and describe a project entitled 'Connect". Connect

recognizes that while people have different literdcies which they make use of within
different domains of life, not all Literacies are equally valued by family literacy practitioners
and policy makers. They advocate developing family literacy programs around what

participants know rather than assuming that participants are passive while practitioners are

active in the role of sharing knowledge about literacy. These authors warn practitioners and

researchers that literacy is political: they argue that an 'objective literacy' does not exist;
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"the language through which literacy is accomplished is never neutral in relation to the
values and interests in groups and classes in society" (Crowther & Tett, 1997, p. 208).
Taylor (1993)' the frsst to conceptualize and label family literacy in the early 1980's.
concurs with Auerbach, stating that " sixteen years of elhnographic research in familses and
communities have taught me that sex. race, economic status. and setting cannot be used as
significant correlates of literacy" (p. 55 1). Tidylor suggests that some of h e tenents of the
Nationlll Center for Family Literacy imply that poverty is caused by the people themselves
and that they are fully responsible for the conditions in which they and their children live.
Taylor repons that researchers and educators involved in the tirld of Family literacy are
disturbed by the political implications of the natit~ndfiunily literacy movement. For
example. Taylor ( 1993) cites a specid report published by the National Center on Family

Litericy (1990) which states "undereducated parents usually do not p a s on positive
educational values to their children. Neither. in many cases. do they provide im adequate
economic. educational or social environment" (Taylor, lY93.p.55 1). From this
perspective. parents are blamed for condilions in which they and their children live; the
notion that lamilies are forced into poverty for complex reasons and u e not poor by choice
seems to have been overlooked by the National Center for Literacy. Taylor assens that

pricrdoners must discard pre-packaged programs on family literacy and tun to research
with Families in naturalistic settings. with women. and with cultural minorities in order to

better inform family literacy practices.
Laurel Puchnrr ( 1997). in her discussion on the concept of family literacy in both the
United States and Mali.also agrees with Auerbach's critique. She states that American

family literilcy models "reflect a set of norms that have been established by mainstream
social policy*' (Puchner. 1997, p. 7). These models disregard the way that families in
different cultures and contexts Impact the development of literacy and adapt Literacy to their
own needs. She also describes several assumptions hat American policy makers and
family literilcy prdcritioners make about literacy development and support. These

individuals assume that mothers pass on literacy values and skills to their children while in
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many culrul-esextended family members and older siblings foster literdcy behaviors in

young chldren. In some families, especially many new immigrant families in North
America, children can also be their parents' teachers. Literacy slulls may be intluenced by
activities other than reading and writing. For example. oral storytelling and music, both
literacy relared skills. cany great irnponanoe in many cultures. Practitioners may also
assume that children can only succeed in school when parents do school-like literacy
activities in the home, converse with their children in school-like ways. and communicate
with their childrens' teachers. However. as many studies indicale. educators cannot assume
h a 1 parents

who do not inleract with the school do not care about heir children's

education. With many cultures. h e contrary is true. Many parents highly respect teachers
and want the best education ti~rtheir children but do not want to interfere with the
educational process. These parents support their children's education in the home, even if
h e y cannot help them directly.

Finally. in this discussion about tl~rimportance of promoting different forms of literacy,
Ypr Poortinga ( 1993) reminds us of the assumption held by many in the developed world
around the universal notion ol literacy. Pooninga suggests that the goal held by UNESCO
dnd

other ilid agencies to promote literacy acquisition around the world, independent of

culture md future aspirations. "reflects im educational philosophy that is not of dl times
and societies" (Poortinga, 1993, p. 53). Pooninga's point reaffirnls the significance of

establishng socio-cultural models of literacy where communities determine heir own

literacy needs.
3.93 A Gender Considsratiw

Sondri Cubm and Elisabeth Hoyes (1996) participate in the family literacy debate as well.

They argue that most family Literacy practitioners overlook gender issues. According to

these authors. women may be looking for a "serious educational opportunity for
thunlsulvus. aside from their children ...and women tend to be one-dimensional individuals

in Family litericy theory, research, and program practices (Cuban & Hoyes, 1996, p. 5).
"

Women's learning is often only considered in the context of their children.
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Cuban and Hayes use a gendered perspective to analyze what Elsa Auerbach (1989) calls

the "~ansrnissionmodel" of family literacy programs where parents, particularly mothers,

are trained ro pass on reading skills and other learning behaviours to their children. They
uncover several disadvantages to women participants in uansrnission models of family
literacy. Women, as conduits of literacy lor their children. are not the subjects of their own
learning and their "intellectual ahilities" are largely neglected (Fossen & Sticht, 1993, as
cited by Cuban & Hayes, 1996, p.7)".Additionally. mothers' child rearing and home

literacy practices may be devalued. Indeed. mothers report feeling parenting discussions
can be invasive.

Cuban and Hayes argue that women need to be viewed as whole persons with competing
priorities. Their view of their own complex lives may be different from that of a family

literacy prac tihoner's view. Many mothers want to change or expand their traditional roles
and it is essential that family literacy initiatives provide ilctivities that allow mothers to

explore career options. develop advocacy and critical thinlang skills,

ilnd

consider new

futures for themselves and their families.
Practidoners need to be aware that though mothers may desire pursuing literacy slulls. they
arc also lhrratrncd hy irs potential impact on women's relationships within the family and
their roles as mothers. Cuban and Hayes cite several studies that indicare some mothers see

heir family as major bamers to their own learning. For example, studies indicated that
mothers learning literacy slulls began to see their childrearing responsibilities as taking
away from this learning. Some parents wanted less rather thw more time with their

chldren during program sessions as their childrens' literilcy learning was interfering with

their own learning. Understanding and respecting the various Litericy behaviours practiced
.
Bennett's citation of King and Hill's findings, discussed in the -tion
l n i w section,
* .

presented earlier in this chapter. supports Cuban and Hayes' argument. To recapitulate, King and Hill (1992)
found that "the education of mothers is as important in its effects as any other educational enterprise"
(Bennett, 1993. p.17). Bennett adds that educated mothers can "dramatically change the quality of life of
their children and inspire social and economic progress in their communities" (Bennett, 1993, p. 17). These
comments indicate mothers should gain educational skills because they can impact their families and
communities. However, mothets own intellectual needs are not being considered. What about illiterate
women in the community who are not mothers? Should they have the privilege of acquiring educational
skills?

by women in different cultures is also imponant to women panicipm~.

Cuban and Hayes suggest a number of ways family Literacy programs can become more

valuable and meritorious to women. They recommend that practitioners encourage women
to develop critical thmlung skills through reading childrens' storybooks in a discerning
way. These skills can facilitate s critical rellection on the roles of women which can lead to

women learning to confront gender bias. Thmugh participatory approaches. leadership
shlls can be fostered through encouraging morhers ro define and articulate their personal

1ilrrac.y goals and take on leildershlp roles in the family literacy program and in their
communities. Encouraging men to facilitate family litericy programs as well as become
pamoipanu demonstrates for children that literwy is not just '*women's work". Finally.
practitioners should support mothers in their desire to pursue adult education.
j.Y.4 A Dsvelonment Context

H.S. Bhola's ( 1996) work should also be herded by family lireracy practitioners worlung
in developing communities. In his crilique of the concept of Family literacy in the context of

United Sutes and internationally. he discusses the outcome of the World Symposium on
Family L i t r r ~ c y(W.S.F.L.) held in Paris in 1994 during the Inrernational Year of the
Family. This symposium offered family literxy workers from around the world an
opportunity to share experiences, discuss problems and build solidarity through the
establishment of professional netwurks. He states that the idea of Fimily literacy.
American-style has traveled to other First World countries as well as has been adopted by
lirer~cypractitioners in Africa, Asia and Latin America. However, he feels many of the

participants at W.S.F.L. were simply relabeling traditional, long-established and often
ineffective literacy programs with the "still ambiguous program label of family literacy"

(Bhola. 1996. p. 36).
To recapitulate the critiques of family literdcy , Nickse reminds policy makers that family

literacy programs do not directly result in the elunination of poverty. Auerbach and others

argue $at the "triansmission of school practices" model of family literacy is exclusionary
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and based on inaccurdte assumptions. Cuban and Hoyes point out that family literacy

practitioners. in heir efforts ro support childrens' literacy needs, often view molhers as
one-dirnmsional. forgetting that these women have literacy needs as well.Finally. Bhola
warns Family litericy practitioners in a developing context that labeling programs as family
literacy programs may be simply renaming ineffective adult literacy programs of the past.

This chapter has discussed theory and practice behind the notion of family literacy in both

developed and developing countries. The hstory of challenges ssociated with adult
literacy programs in the Third World along with present day expanded basic education
priorities adoptcd by most developing countries confirms the need fix non-formal education
initiatives such as family literacy prtlgrams in communities in the South. The next chapier

will paint a picture of the Philippines where primary research for [his thesis w u conducted.
It will also outiinc the methodology used to collect data.

4. Context and Methpdology

1.1. The P h i l i ~ p i n e s

In order to more fully understand the context of this research project, it is imponant JO
sketch the contours of the Philippines. including its demography, people. history, and
economy. As I am researching aspecrs of lireracy, it is also appropriate to gain a bener
understanding of the situation of literacy in the Philippines.
4. I . 1 Drmoaraphics

The Philippines is im archipelago of over 7.10() islands and has a population of more than

67 n~illion.Comparing Ihr Philippine's size to Canada. it covers hall the area of the

province of Alberta. Population density in the Philippines is relatively high: in 1997,608
people lived per squarc hlomrtre compared to three people in Canada. The population has
bcen increasing rapidly. stretching resources. Recent years have experienced luge scale
migratiun from rural areas to the cities. especially Metro Manila. Nearly two-fifths of the
population are younger than fifteen years of age. Family planning programs cxis t but are
it~nccn~attld
in rural areas.
hlanila. the setring lor my research. is located on central Luzon Island. It is the capital. the
largest city and the most important seapon in the counuy. The Manila metropolitan area, or
klelro Manila. spans an area of636 square km. About 12%.of the population of the

Philippines is concentrated here. At the 1990 census. the city of Manila had a population of
1.6 million while the Meuo Manila area registered 8 million people (Canadian Foreign
Service Institute, 1998).
3.1.2 The P e o ~ l eand Lan~uaee

Filipinos are predominantly of Malay descent mixed with Chinese. Spanish, Indian, and
A r ~ ancestry.
h
Pilipino, a language based on Tagalog (the language spoken around Manila

and by almost one-third of the country's total population), and English are both official

languages. Tagalog is spokcn in 93% of Manila's households. English is the language of
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status and privilege and is the primary language of government. administration, higher
education. mass media and business. However, over the past few years a nauonalistic
movement encouraging Pilipino at universiries and in the media has emerged. There are
more than 100 regional languages. More than f o u r - f i s of the population is Roman
Catholic and the southern island of Mindanao is home to a sizable Muslim minority.
4.1.3 Histors

Recent history of the Philippines has been steeped in Western colonialism because of its
strategic location. The first Western explorer. Ferdinand Magellan. landed on the islands in
152 1 and claimed the land for Spain. Islam and indigenous animism religions were

replaced with Roman Catholicism. By the mid 19th century, afier several hundred years of
exploitation. intellectuals and students began to press for change. Joze Rizul, writer and
physician, became impatient with the slow reform process and began mobilizing others to
rcvolt. He was executed for his actions in 1896. becoming a martyr who continues to be
revered today.
When the Spaniards lost the Spanish-American War, the Philippines was ceded to the

United States. In 1901, taken by the concept of colonialism. the United States government
maintained control of the Philippines especially as it offered a military and commercial
presence in the region. During World War 11. the Japanese gained control of the Philippines
for two years. The United States reconquered the area in 1931 and granted the Philippines

full independence in 1946.
After independence. the political system was modeled after the American system, with a
separation of powers among the executive, legislative. and judicial branches and with a

popularly elected president. In the 1950's and early 1960's. the Filipino elite maintained

power and instituted some reforms, though most agriculture reforms were resisted by the

'mestizoz' (intermarried Spanish and Filipinos who were wedthy landowners). In 1965,
Ferdinand Marcos won the presidential election. Rebellious movements which had
developed among peasants during the Japanese occupation, resumed activity in Marcos'
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first years as president. In addition, Muslims on the southern island of Mindanao began
demanding change. Between 1972 and 1981. the country was placed under marital law by
President Marcos who justified the move by saying it was the last reson against complete
civil disorder.

he ended martial law, Mxcos continued his dictorial rule. However,

people were becoming increasingly alanned by the corruption of his family and cronies
while the economic situation deteriordted. In 1983. opposition leader Benigno Aquino

rcturned to the Philippines from the United States and was assassinated at the airpon.
Marcos was implicated in the plot. In 1986, Aquino's wife. Cory. after losing a fixed

clecrion. launched a nonviolent "People's Power" protest that forced Marcos to give up
power. HISfamily and allies were exiled to Hawii. Cory Aquino was elected president:
her six yeus in office were characterized by numerous coups and a struggling economy. In
1992. Fidrl Ramos became president. He was a well-llked leader who confronted prolific

corruption and lirrnly established the Philippines as an imponim~member of the

in~cmationdcommunity. Ramos' term ended in 1998 and he was replaced by Joseph
Estrada. a poorly educated. charismatic movie star cum politician. He appeals to the masses
and enjoys his position of power. hut is not as well-respected as Rmos was by the elite or
international community (Doronila. Philippine D ~ Inquirer,
Y
March 8. 1909).
4.1 .-t Econom\?

The Phlippines is primarily an exporter of rdw materials m d an importer of manufactured
goods. The economy is based largely on agriculture (rice. ctxlonuts. and pineapples), light

industries (processing of agricultural products), and services. A market economy
predominates though more intervention by the government has increased in the 1990's.
Intlation is high in the Philippines with purchasing power increasing at a slower rate.
Wages are among the lowest in East Asia (Canadian Foreign Service Institute, 1998).

The Philippines is the world's largest exporter of labour. By some estimates, 4.5 million

Filipinos work abroad, sending home $5 - 10 billion a year. Filipinos are sought after
elsewhere in Asia and in North America as domestic workers, entertainers, merchant
mariners. middle managers. bank tellers and clerical staff because of their proficiency with

English ("Different Kind", 1998).
In 1996. of 157 countries, the Philippines ranked 87th in terms of GNP per capita (US

$1(K)2) (World Bank Atlas, 1998). For the first time in years, the Philippines was enjoying
an increase in its gross national product in 1994 through 1996. It has not been as impacted

as uther countries in the region during the recent emerging market economic crisis (Atencio.
Manila Bulletin, May L2. 1999). Presently, the foreign deb1 of $12 billion, comprising
70% of the gross domestic product, is considered one of the Philippines' most serious

economic problems (Canadian Foreign Service Institure. 1998).
Despite the recent economic progress in the Ptulippines, 7 14 of the people in the
Philippines live in poverty (World Bank Atlas. 1998).
- ..
4.1.5 Literacv Rates. Needs. and Baniers to Acuutsltioq

Statistics show that 95a of the population. h o h men and women. are literate (Canadian
Foreign Senvice Institurr. 1998). Howr\*cr.despite the rcponed literacy rates. Rosario de
Guzmm. director of a regional Bureau of Nonforrnal Education. claims there are anywhere

between six m d ten million functionally illiterate people nationwide: this statistic is

confirmed by the World Bank (de Guzman, 1999. p. 3-4. Philippine Education Sector

Report. 1999). This situation has seen some improvement in the past decade. However.
according to a recent World Bank Education Sector Study on the Philippines, "despite
considerable advances in adult basic litericy and some post-literacy education, nearly half
the existing workforce has less than basic education and drop-out rdtes remain high in

elementary school" (Philippine Education Sector Study, 1999. p. 3- 1).
Because my research look place in an urban poor setting in Manila, literature on
understanding literacy knowledge and needs in this context is of interest. Maria Luisa
Canieso-Doronila, out of University of the Philippines - Manila. conducted an ethnographic
study on literacy in the Philippines. She found that literacy characteristics are very diverse

with the urban poor setring being particularly unique. Urban poor people generally come
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from one of the provinces where a different dialect is spoken and traditional or popular
knowledge is emphasized. However. much of the popular knowledge has little use in the
city. For example. rice farming and fishing knowledge is redundant in this setting.
Reading, writing. and computation are necessary in urban settings for things such as
payment of debts, writing letters of application. doing simple bookkeeping or repairing
household appliances (Canieso-Doronila, 1996. p. 99). However, literate practice is not
extensive because. as articulated by Abadzi in Chapter 3. individuals often adapt to their
situations of illiteracy. In this case. illiterate urban poor adults typically memorize
instructions to avoid reading ilnd writing.
Cm~rso-Dororulla( 1996) also identifies barriers to illiterdte marginalized Filipinos
participating in adult li~eracyclasses. In her study, marginalized groups of u dominant
majority (i.e. people from rhe provinces living in Meuo Manila slums) were reluctant to
attend classes because it was 'nakakahiya' (embarrassing). People stated their poor
eyesight or unstcady hands were responsible for their inability to read llnd write. However.
when asked why they wanted to become literate. one of the most common answers was

"to gain knowledge and understand things" (Canieso - Doronila. 1996. p. 132). CaniesoDoronilla points out that urban illiteriltes. unlike illiterales m rural areas such as fishing or
rice villages. feel rscluded from knowledge and information available to the majority. Th~s
situation is compounded when the writren language is in English md not the regional
dialect (as is generally the case in Meuo Manila). further limiting non-literite members of
h e community access to knowledge. Canieso-Doronila warns that many government

agencies and NGO's rend to disregard the complexity of reasons for illiteracy in the
Philippines and attribute poor literacy rates to poverty alone.

In summary. the Philippines is a country of beauty and complexity. Its people, of mixed

ancestry. have experienced colonization or overthrc~wby S p i n , Japan, and the United
States with Spanish and American intluences remaining imprinted on the culture today.
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Politically, Filipinos experienced mmai law along with corruption and oppression under
the Marcos regime. Fidel Rarnos. as president from 1992 to 1998. was effective in
returning the country to subility and brought the Philippines, as an economic player, to the
table of the international community. Today. Joseph Esuada. elected as president in May.
1998. is suffering criticism from both wirhin and outside the country around his inability to

govern with direction and confidence.

Undrrsrilnding the situations around basic and noniormd education and the present crisis is
important in terms of informing my own research . A closer look at the educational system
in the Philippines follouvs.

.. .

4.2 Educat ion in the P u ~ n e s

....

We shall find our way by the light of Knowledge

......

by Jose Rizal

Reverered for hs light for emancipation in the 1890's. Joze Rizd's pronouncemeni is sull
believed today. Filipmos generally hold a high regard for education, believing education

can Itad to success. Teachers are given lull responsibility fi)r bring conduits of knowledge:
it is assumed this knowledge will lead to an individual's economic security. However.

rhough education is compulsory and accessible to all. the limited tax base coupled with the
present economic situation. restrict h e government's ability to fund the burgeoning needs
of the education sector appropriate1y.

The educationd system is ri~ughlymodeled after the one in the United States. Almost all
children of school age are enrolled at the primary level. and in urban areas most advance to
the secondary level. In order to gain a full picture ofthe education context in the

Philippines, a historical background will be provided and the present situation summarized.
4.2. I yjSforica1 Context

The Philippine educational system is anchored in several legal documents including the
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New Constitution of the Philippines, the Educational Code of 1982, and the Medium Term

Plan of the Country (Sunaria, M.C., Guerrero, J.S. & Castano, P.M..
1989).The history
of the debate about ianguag of instruction will also be discussed.

The New Constitution i 1987)
Unllkr other countries in the region. education priorities are mandated in the Constitution.
The Education Code of 1982 became the educational provisions of the 1987 Constitution.

Contents of Aruclr XIV of the Constitution includes establishing llnd maintilining a
complete and adequale system of education that is free for elementary and high school
students (Sutaria ct al.. 1989). X key provision of the Constitution requires that the State
"issign the hghrst budgetlry priority ro educalion" and access to educalion is the
guarinterd "right Tor dl**(PhlippineEducation Sector Study, 1999). Since then the
government has taken a number of important steps. some but not all have been consistent
with the constitutional mandates.

The Medium Term Plan of the Country (1987 - 19921

Education was recognized as "the most imponant instrumen[ for national development"
t Sutaria et

al. 1989. p. 4). Educational objectives in this plan included bolh democratizing

access to education ;md improving the quahty of education and training opportunities.

L a -n w ~ of
e Instruction
Determining the appropriate language of instruction has been a complex and highly
controversial issue. After independence from the Unired States, a variety of languages and
dialects were used depending upon the region. In 1974. in response ro the lack of language

standardization. the Bilingual Education Policy was established. This policy stipulated that
**allsubjects in school from grade one to fourth year high school, except for Science and

Mathematics (taught in English because texcs were only available in English). and English
language class. would be taught in Pilipino" (Gonzalez, A., 1982, in Guingona, S . (Eds.)

1982). Pilipino, English, and in some cases local dialects. are all languages of instruction
in public schools today. Mmy argue that students receive subquality instruction in English

now. despite the fact that it is generally viewed as a critical slull to the economic
development of the country.
As indicated above, education has been given priority by the government. Has this

emphasis on consrirurionill and development policy trimslated to real educational
opponunitics for poor children and semi- or illiterate adults'! As my research project
focuses on family literacy, gaining accurate knowledge about ucnral educational
txpenrnces of children md nonformal opportunities for adults informs my work. A
summary of basic and nonfomd education initiatives follows. After h i s discussion. I will
look at hctors contributing to thc present crisis in the education system.

4.2.2The Status of Education in the 1980's and 1990's

In late 1980's. an educational congress. the Congressional Commission on Education
iEDCOM) was mandated to review and assess h e entire educational system. The document
"Making Education Work: hAgenda for ref om^" authored by Angus et al. ( 1991) was

one of the outcomes of this congress. Over the past year. in-country representatives of the
World Bank have assessed the present status of the education system. The "Philippine
Education Sector Study" ( 1999) represents the culmination of heir findings. These two
documents are the most reliable data to date available on the Philippine education system

(Deacon. personal communication by interview. Dec. 5. 1998) and together are my

principal sources of information on the status of education in this counuy over the past two
decades.

The Depilnment of Education. Culture and Sports (DECS)has responsibility for the
formulation. planning. implementation, and coordination of basic (primary and secondary)

education. Basic education is compulsory for children six yean old through to thirteen.
However, according to the EDCOM report. schools were not accessible to all pupils in the
1980's. This past decade has seen an improvement in ths situation with universal net
primary enrolment rates and secondary enrolment reaching 644. by 1997. Cycle completion
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rates are also high. especially at the secondary level where nine out of ten students who
enter grade seven finish all four years.
Despite improved enrolment rates. issues of retention inequity exist between the rich and
the poor. The EDCOM authors ldcened the formal school system to a "giant sorting

machine which keeps children from well-off city families and throws out children from

rural and poor families" (Angara et al. 199 I. p. ')).Today. the situation persists. Though
there is little difference in enrolment at the grade one level. those who are 'rich' stay in

school to grade six 95% of the time whle one out of four from the poorest third of the
population drop-out (Philippine Education Sector Study. 1999). As discussed in Chapter 3.
students who leave school in the early gndrs often lapse into illiteracy (Canieso-Doronila.
1996).

Not only is there disparity between h e 'haves' and the 'have nou' in the education system.
there is increasing concern over the poor quality of school hcilities and teacher
competency. Today. Bny eight percent of elementary schools do not have water while
6 14 of schools have no elrcuicity. According to the EDCOM report, most teachers do not

haw the minimum qualifications necessary for teaching. In 1990. only 1 1% of the
examinees passed the Philippine Board Examination for Teachers llnd the highest scores on

the examination were obtained by non-education graduates. In a 1991 study, teachers
performed only 9R- better than their students and alarmingly, teachers had lower scores in
Filipino that students. According to members of EDCOM,"[tleachinp, because it is
perceived as a poorly esteemed profession, doesn't attract or hold the best" (Angara et al,
199 I. p. 21).The Philippine Education Sector Study indicates that inadequate school

Picilities and poor teacher competency has led to poor achievement by students. Again.this
situation impacts the poor more signil-icmtly than the rich. Indeed, some public (and
private) primary and secondary schools in the Philippines "rival those found anywhere in
the world' (Philippine Education Sector Repon. 1999, p.3-2). However, generally, only
the wealduest Filipinos have access to these leading institutions, either by residential
proximity to good public Ficilities or because families can afford private institution fees.

Nonformd Education
Nonformal education (WE).in the Philippines. refers to any systematically organized
educational activity carried on outside the framework of the formal school system which is
designed to provide alternative leming to out of school youths and adults (de Guman.
1999. p. 6). NFE began as a civic movement in the early 1900's with the occurrence of
educationill lectures in towns and villages.Today, programs characteristically combine

literacy training with livelihood skills and are usually seen as creative and indigenous

rffi~ns!o attain education. The bulk of the NFE literdcy programs are delivered by DECS.
through its Bureau of Nonformal Education. and by a few national NGOs. However.
ascordins to the Philippine Education Sector Srudy ( 1999). "(1Jinancia.l support provided to
the NFE subsector by Government has always heen limited" (p.4-2). In 1998, NFE's

share of the total education budget was only 0 . 2 9 and is only enough to cover 17.O()0
learners. As mentioned earlier in this chapter. there are an estimated G - 10 million
functiooally illiterate youths and adults in h e Philippines today.

Cnsis in Education
According to ihr EDCOM Report Highlights." [[]hequality of Philippine education is
declining continuously" ( A n p a et al. 199 1, p. xii). The rducarionill commission repon
ideniiried many barriers to quality education. Most significantly. the aurhors state that in the
198O's.Lhe Philippine govemment was spending 20%less of the national budget on
education than it was in the 1960's. In 1990. as a percentage of the gross national product,

the Philippines invested 1.3% in education, "the lowest in ASEAN [the Association of
South East Asian Nations]. and much lower than the Asian average of 3.3.2" (Angara et
al. 1991, p.3). Though basic education is the biggest pan of the education budget, it

comprised only 66% of the total budget which was about 20%less than the average
allocation for basic education in Asia in the 1980's (Angara et al, 1991). The EDCOM
report predicted that even if the government decided to increase the education budget, the
budget would still not be able to meet the ever-widening requirements of basic education.
A rzcent news article in Nation Todav articulates the present situation. It reports a plea
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made by the Education Secretary, Andrew Gonzales to the private sector. Gonzales states
that the 1999 P8 1.29 billion (Cdn $3.24 billion) "is bur a pinance ... and that the 1999

DECS [Department of Education. Culture, and Sports] budget was only enough to handle
approximately 30 percent of the total requirement of 21.000 classrooms leaving a shortfall
of 15,0(W) classrooms and .... leaving the country 9000 teaching positions shon"

(Villanueva. Today, Nov. 27, 1999)
Drspile the present educational crisis. h e World Bmk. in another recent news article,

commmded the Filipino government for giving thimcial priority to education. The article
quo~csVinay Bharghava. World Bank country director. as saying, "[tjhe governmen1

nghdy emphasizes rural development. education. md strengthening of institutions at dl

levcls to improve h e implementalion of pro-poor projects" (Atencio. Manila Bullem, May
12. 1999). The government has delegated another commission. the Presidential

Commission on Education Reform, which has been given a year to study the Philippine
cducaoon system (Atensio. Manila Rullrtin, Feb. 5 . 1999). Hopefully, recommendations

from this commission will lead to budget reforms that will begin to improve the present
swtus of education in the Philippines.

With a deeper understanding of the Philippines including its land. people, history.

rctlnomy. literacy chartlc~eristicsand needs. and education system. it is now appropriate to

contcxtualizs my research partner organization. the Bukas Palad Foundation. located in a
squatter area of Meuo Manila.
4.3 Bukas Palad Foundation

The Bukas Palad Foundation, a Christian-based NGO, has social centres located in Tramo
and Tambo, Pasay City. Metro Manila. It serves disadvantaged people living in the vicinity

of the social centres. This NGO demonstrates integrity and dedication, offering support to

thousands of needy families. The goal of Bukas Pdad Foundation is "to love the person
and help him or her discover his or her dignity and self-worth as a child of God to develop
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hisfher potentials fully so as to become self-sufficient. a responsible and productive
member of the h i l y and community" (Experience of Bukas Palad, pg. 2).A summary of
the Bukas Palad Foundation and its history and present programs will be discussed below.

My information resources include several year-end reports and information pamphlets,

inten~iewnotes with the ti~undarion'spresident and community workers, notes from
quarterly report meetings I attended. and observations recorded as log entries.
4.3.1 Historical Cantext

Members of the Focolare Movement. an Italian-based spirituili movemmt founded by
Chiara Lubrich in the 1940's. came to the Philippines in 198 1. This movement. with

members now living in many countries worldwide. works to alleviate poverty and help
people grow spiritually. Lubrich and others. disturbed by the widespread poverty in

Manila. became commitled to deviating the situation by creating a social cenlre in a slum
area of h e city. This commitment led to the development of Buku Palad Foundation, Inc.
a non-~ovsmment;llinstitution whosc motto is "Malaya uyong tumanggap hukas palad

tayong ,n~aghigay(Freely we receive. freely we give)". The theme underlying the motto is
thc assumption that there is not a person too rich to receive nor a person too poor to give.
In 1983. n dilapidated warehouse in Trarno was donaled by a fanlily close to the Movement

and with the support of the cornmunip and 'Divine Providence'. the warehouse was
translimned to a social centre that was open to all in its vicinity. Becoming connected to the

community was difficult for the Focolare members initially as they lacked social work
skills. However, to facilitate this process. members visited people in their homes to

establish rappon. Eventually. families began coming to the centre and offering help. A
weekly medical clinic was the first service provided. Today, seventeen years later, the

foundation has served 3ofX)fiimilies in the community.
4.3.2 Bukas Palad Todav

Presently. both the Trarno social centre where I conducted my research (hereafter referred
to as the Bukas Palad Social Centre for purposes of clarity), and mother centre in nearby

Pumaque are operated by the Buka Palad Foundation. Vastly different than other local
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institutions. the organizational suucture of the Bukas Palad Foundation is 'flat'.
Adminisrritors and workers alike do not hold titles and little preferential status is enjoyed
by those who have the most responsibility. In an effort to ensure full participation by
community members. only nine of the sixty-four workers are from outside the community.
Eight programs providing thirty-three services are offered to members of the community
through the centres. Services include small interest-free loan programs: job slull and
placement programs: a variety of medical and dentill clinics run by vdunteer doctors,
dcntisa. and midwives: nutrition ilnd herbal medicine programs: and "adoption at a
distance" programs (locd fan~ilirsreceive financial support from FocoIare families abroad
for school fees. uniforms. md supplies). In 1995, a fifty unit housing complex was

constructed with the support of the community t i ~ social
r
centre workers and other local
families. One of the largest. most effective services ofired is the early childhood education

program serving 400 children. The prc-school is taught by local women trained by other
earl! education NGOs.
4.*3.?Characteristics of the Tram0 Communitv

The area around the Bukas Palad Social Centre is polluted, noisy and bustling. Children

run rhc narrow streets playing with nlillreshift toys. Adults loiter outside their homes
spcuking in Tagalog (the common language in Manila) to neighbours. Unkempt dogs and

roosters are abundant. Few cars and trucks pass through the area because of the congested
streets. Public schools are within w a k n g distance for most children. Public health clinics,
though not always open, are situated in the centre of the community. 'Sari-sari' shops (little
kiosks mn by Families from the front of their homes) sell food and commodities from the
market. Basketball courts are found every few blocks. Small chapels are on most comers

as most Families, especially female members. are devoted Roman Catholics. Newspapers
are available at a kiosk a distance away but books and magazines are not sold in the

vicinity.
Most fanlilies served by the social centre are squatters who pay relatively exorbitant rent to
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an "owner" for very small rooms with no running water. Many of these rooms congregate
on the canal. which was once flowing with water, and is now an open sewer. The stench,

especially during the heat. is unbewdble. Electricity through Pasay City has just been made
available to the canal community with the help of the Bukas Palad Foundation: individual
lamilies are responsible for their consumption. Running water comes from central taps and
families are charged by the bottle. Rooms are stacked atop of each olher crealing immense
cn~wding.Many of these homes are made from bamboo and discarded material (i.e.
particle board from construction sites). They do not withstand tropical rainstorms or
ryphoons which occur frequently in Manila.
Formal employment for most squatters and many others in the community is largely
temporary. People works as construction workers, tricycle drivers. office custodians, and

salesclerks. The recent economic crisis in Asia. though not as severe in the Philippines, has

impacted upon the poor in this community wilh many men.in particular. suddenly out of
work. As wilh most inli~rmalsocieties. many Pamilies provide services. for il fee. to others

- as lusher women. tricycle drivers. manicurists. garbage collectors, h o d vendors. and
sari-sari owncrs.
It was within h e context of the Trm~ocommunity and in collaboration with the Bukas

Palad workers that I developed and implemented a family literacy program using PAR as a

methodology. My reasons for choosing this research methodology. as discussed in Chapter
2. include my interest in working as an equal and in a pilnicipatory manner with local

community workers. I hoped through this process we would acquire reciprocal knowledge
and create the possibility of a family literacy program that would be sustainable after the

completion of my research. I used severill qualitative md one quantitative methodological
tool. What li~llowsis a brief explandon of h e benetits and limitations of each tool.
4.4

Methodolory

The research tools used to address my research question were primarily quilli~tivein

nature. and included semi-structured interviews. questionnaires, session planners and log
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entries from field observations. Quantitative records of attendance patterns were also
maintained. The interviews together with session planners and log enuies investigate the
effectiveness of h e family litericy program. Questionnaires. session planners. and log
entries documented the participatory nature of h e project. Below is a description of the
tools and their inherent strengths and limitations in the context of this research.

Brti~rediscussing research tools. it is important to clarify terms I will be using in this
chapter. the case study and in the findings chapter. 'Local facilitators' refers to the three
and hen live women from the Bukus Palad community who participated in developing and

implementing the hrniiy literacy program. When I use the term 'fiicilitators'. I am referring
to local facilitators and m ysclf as a group. I am the 'external researcher'.
4.4.1. Interviews

Pre- and Post- Research Proiect Interviews

In order to gain inti~mationabout family backgrounds and literacy needs. interviews were
conducted by local hcilita~orsand myself in families' homes. This setting was chosen as
Lhc most appropriate place to conduct interviews because it eliminated families having to

makc a trip to the centre. It allowcd t'or more privacy enabling parents to talk reasonably

candidly. We were dso able w milkc important observations about the families'
surn)undings. economic situation and literacy practices: in panicular. being in people's
homes enabled me as a Canadian researcher to better undcrstmd the context in which
parcnts md their children were living. As well. other program planners (i.e.midwives,

teachers) from the centre typically obtained infomation in ths manner and it was important
to hc consistent with them. We conducted fifteen pre-program in~ervirws.
Post-research project interviews were conducted after the thirtieth family literacy session.

The purpose of these interviews was to gain information about the impact of the family
literacy program on Families in the community. Eleven interviews were conducted. Local
facilitators and I conducted the interviews.
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I compiled and interpreted data from the tifteen pre- research pn~jectinterviews to gain as

much information as possible about individual and family literacy skills, attitudes and needs
in the community. However. only four of these original families attended rhe program on a
regular basis to the thirtieth session. Two other families joined shortly after the first session
and also participated in the program regularly until the thirtieth session. These six famles

attended at least half of the progrdrn sessions. In order to demonstrate program
effectiveness. I only used data from post-research project interviews of these six families.
I designed a question sheet as a guidr li)r the interview processes which local facilitators

approved. Pre-research project in trrview quedons (Appendix A) investigated parent and
chldrcn backgrounds and educational rxpcnences. Questions illso solicited parents' input
ahout the purpose and conlent of fimily literacy programs. Post-research project interview
qursrions (Appendix B) addressed a variety of topics including knowledge and skills
mothers and their children gajncd by attending thc family Literacy program.

Local facilitators and I conducted the intcmirws following a semi-structured format. We
used the set of questions as a guidr during cach scssion. .A11 inter~~irws
were conducted in

Tagdog. the local language. Any intsrviews I conducted w e n done in Tagalog with one of
the facilita~orstrinslating for me. 4
1questions on the guide wcre asked each family, unless

inappropriate. and answers were translnrcd and recorded in English on the question sheet.
Addi tiond questions were asked by in~erviewcrsand parents when elaboration of

information was required.
Local facilitators. after observing how I asked clarifying questions and recorded responses.
became very efticient at conducting in~erviewsindependently. As well. rather than simply

visiting families ;ls they had in the past. local facilitators began using the semi-structured
format and notetaking when conducting interviews for other Bukas Palad programs.
Though this tool had many benefits, especially fur contextualizing the community.
informing rhe process of dcvrloping and implementing the family literacy program, and
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investigating the effectiveness of the program. it was not without limitations. Though local
facilitators became better at translating questions and responses verbatim for me, my most
informative interview was conducted with a mother who spoke English tluently. This
experience indicated I was missing information during other interviews because of my
inability to speak Tagdog.

Secundly. my presence as a foreigner in the squatter area was novel and immediarely
apparent to neighbours. Visiting homes led to some parents md children feeling
uncomfortable. In these siluations. parents would not answer questions in drprh or would
only provide ansa7ersthey perceived I wanted to hear. Neighhours asked families why I
was there which made some families uncomfonahle. My presence. then. biased

infomation obtained tiom several interviews.
A third limitation involved the lack of rigorous consistency in questioning. Some parents

had difficulty expressing their cxpericnces because they exist in the present rtnd are
generally not highly literate. Some parents found aniculating their p u t educational

experiences or specifying skills Lhcy learned as Fimily li~ericyprogram participants

challenging. In some ins~ances.interviewers would often prompt parents by providing
~uccrstionswhich parents would repeat back to the interviewer which would then be
bb

recorded as the parent's response. This prompting challenged the validity of some parents'
interview responses.
A fourth problem is the time and human resources personal interviewing, translating, and

collating required of families. local Ficilitators and myself. Many interviews took over an
hour to conduct llnd several hours to summarize. Surveys and questionnaires are less time

consuming but are not ;ls personal nor do they enable interviewers to ask clarifying
questions. Mostly importantly. they cm be inappropriate for semi-literate or illiterite
people.
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4 - 4 2 Ouestionnaires

I chose questionnaires to gain information about local facdita~ors.Questionnaires rather
than interviews can be completed at one's convenience and considering that facihtators had
many responsibilities. this tool seemed to be more appropriate. Facilitators were candid in

their rzsponses and perhaps more candid than they would have been in face-to-face
interviews. It also enabled me to unohuusively document English writing skills indicating
proficient y levels.

I designed h e questionnaire (Appendix C) which included queries about local i:dcilitators'
educational and employment backgrounds. their responses

LO the

participatory process and

to the nohon of family literacy in the Bukas Palad community. Facililators completed the
questionnaire independently over several days. A11 responses were recorded in English.
.As with interviewing. using the questionnaire as a research tool resulted in some

prohlems.Though encouraged. none of rhe facilitators askcd me for slariiication of my
questinns which may have lead to qursuons being potentially n~isinvrpreted.Also. some of
the facilitators had difficulty writing at this lcvel in English. Thus thcir responses were

more limited than if they had completed the questionnaire in Tagalog. Upon reflection, I
realize h a t having the local facilitators writc in the language of their choice should have
been an option because accurate and detailed information was more important than
obtaining individual English writing smplrs.This was an oversight on my p u t and nor
recrilied during the research process. Finally, though questionnaires offer more rigorous
consistency in questioning. I suspect t h a ~some Filcilitutors collaborated together on
answers.
4.1.3 I .oc En t r i e ~

I recorded important observations in a log book daily while at the Bukas Palad Socid
Cmter. At the end of most days. I recorded impressions on my computer of the day's

events (including actual sessions as well as facilitators* planning meetings), any significant
informal conversations, and broader reflections (Appendix D). These enuies resulted in
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thick descriptions of my experience working at Bukas Palad. Compiling and analyzing data

from these entries at the end of the field work led to uncovering themes about the

participatory nature of the project.
Limitalions of log entries was h e obtrusiveness of m h g notes during informal
conversations over lunch or outside of meeting times. As I pulled out my little green
book, I occasionillly sensed that people thought I socialized with Centre workers only to
gain more information for my research and not out of genuine interest. As well,

summarizing events every evening became a tedious, seemingly inefficient process which
produced copious material that became difficult to analyze.
4.4.4 Session Planners

To document the plan and outcomes of each family literacy session, I designed a session
planner (Appendix E) which was approved by local facilitators and revised several times.

This planner was filled out as we organized each session and at the end of each session.
personal reflections about the session and our own performances were recorded.
Ct~rnpletcdsession planners became pan of the Bukas Paiad Family Literacy Program
manual and were referred to for idea generation.
Though meant as a planning, reflective and documenling tool. the session planner did not
serve our planning needs well. Often the planner w u completed after the session had u e n

place md by myself as other fucilitators found the task onerous and difficult to do during
discussions. However, the "Reflection-Action" section of the planner was effective as it
stimulated much dialogue. Filcilitiltors discussed their experiences, reflected on their
performances and discussed methods of improving slulls. When I suggested we stop using
the planners. local facilitators insisted we continue the process for planning and
documentation purposes. They also agreed to take more responsibility for completing the
session planners.
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3.3.5 Attendance Collection

Attendance was taken by one of the facilitators during every session. Participating mothers'
and childrens' names were recorded as well as those names of families that did not attend,
llnd

if laown by other participants. reasons for their absences.

Collecting atrmdmce was the only quantialive method we utilized. It required minimal
tffon ro record at~endanceeach session and enabled us to see parucipation patterns quickly
and easily.

1.1.6Consent and Anonymity

In keeping with my ethics proposal, all n~embersof the research project. including local

facilitamrs and participating mothers. signed a consent form giving me permission to use
infomation collected through using these research tools. Though the consent form was in
English. the infom~ationw u umsluted and explained before participanrs signed i t In order
to pnltcct the anonymity of local facilitators and panicipants. I have used pseudonyms. 1
have k c p ~all direct quorrs taken from inrcrviews and qursrionnaires u exact. without

correcting for English usuaye and spelling. I have not altered the quoies because I feel they

are more authentic and informative in their original form.
4.4.7 Validation of Rat4

As discussed in Chapter 1. both McTirggart 1 1991) and Fals-Borda ( 199 I ) argue that
knowledge gained from the PAR process should be shared and validated by local
panicipants. In an attempt to accomplish th~sPAR principle, all local facilitators and Edith
Villamor. the executive director of the Bukas Pdad Foundation, read and responded to the
first draft of the case study. These women. withaut exception, reported that my

interpretations of the development and implementation of the Bukas Palad Family Literacy
Program were accurite and valid. One local facilitator asked me to delete a particularly
sensitive comment she had made about another Facilitator (which 1 did). No other
participants asked for changes to be made. I will send a copy of the thesis to the Bukas
Palad Foundation as they also own the knowledge acquired through this research process.

This chapter has provided im understanding of the Bukas Palad Social Centre as it is
iocatrd in the Filipino context. It has described and critiqued specific research tools
employed to address my thesis question. A description of the actual research project will

occur in the next chapter.

C h a ~ t e r5

- The Bukas Palad Familv Literacv Pro-

With the generous support of a Canadian International Development Agency (C.I.D.A.) Canadian Bureau of International Development (C.B.I.E.) Innovative Research Grant. I

spent sewn months in Manila conducting tield work. I M v e d mid- October 1998 and
returned to Canada mid May 1999.
Reconnaissance
.Uttrr reading the literature on participatory action research. and listening to the advice of

5.1

other researchers. I recognized the importance of spending the first few weeks in Manila
acquainting myself with the culture and functions of h e Bukas Pillad Social Cmue. Fern
(not her real narnc). a Buku Palad worker, became an excellent 'ambusador' over these
k w weeks, explaining the history and present functioning of the multitude of progrdms

ot'lercd by this social centre to the cun~n~uniiy.
She was also a conduit to how and why
people live as they do here.
My log cnmrs indicate thal during uur first meeling. we discussed issues of sustainability
of this fimily literacy pro-ieri. Fern mentioned another foreign special education teacher's

reccnt involvement in the Bukas Palad community. describing how this woman had
worked ~vithchildren b r six months in a play therapy group. At the md of her experience.
thc ieachrr asked Fern to continue the program. Fern shared with me her regret that she did
not have enough knowledge to continue the teacher's work independently. I emphasized
that I did not want to be the "'expenresearcher" in this case but wanted to participate in
research with the other local facilitators. However. Fern's understanding of the importance
of engaging in 'participatory research' remained unclear to her because she then asked,
"When will yori start the progrm?". I responded with. "When we decide what the
program will be." And the panicipatory nature of the project began.

I spent several weeks. between typhoon days. interviewing B u k u Palad facilitators.
shadowing community workers. and visiting the local elementary school. We convened as

a group several times before commencing our first family literdcy session on November 10,
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1998. During this reconnaissance period. I expressed several concerns in my field notes. I

was aware, from the first planning meeting onwards, of my perceived position of power to
the local facilitators. I was concerned that we were pushing to begin the program without

sufficient dialogue. planning, and training. As well. I wondered if the program
requirements would srretch personnel and resources too far as each of the local facilitators
had other significant Bukas Palad responsibilities. Finally, I was conscious that I would
find it personally challenging to remain focused on just h e family literacy project as there

were a variety of critical needs. including malnourishment. sickness, and unemployment.
m o n g Families in the community that seemed more pressing than literxy acquisition.

Local facilitators willingly shared information and precious time, between their many
community responsibilities (as outlined below). during this reconnaissance period. A brief
description of their backgrounds will follow before moving on to the development and
implcmenution of the family literdcy program.
5.2 M e e t the Local Facilitators
Edilh Villamor. executive director of the Bukas Palad Foundation. delegated three local

hsiliralors to the filmily literacy pro-ject with Fern being my key connection to the
organization and community. All women had other significant Bukas Palad, Focolare and
personal responsibilities. They were chosen for their respective skills and strong facility
with English.Three months into the projecr. the family Litericy p r o g r m became more

developed and required more planning timc. Edith decided to assign two additional
facilitators. Tara and Darcy. to the project. They joined us in mid February. Below is a
brief background on each facilitator and their perceptions of their contributions to the

program. This data was collected from the questionnaire that facditators completed as well
as from my log entries of observations: all quotations have been lifted lrom the
questionnaire. As in Fern's case. pseudonyms have been used to protect confidentiality.
Fern: Fern came from Quezon province and had lived in the T r m o community for ten
-

years as a Focolare member and employee of Bukas Palad. Fern learned to speak English
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in public school and through foreign friends. Her roles at Bukas Palad had many and
varied. with her most recent responsibilities involving caring for the elderly in the

community and orientating both local and foreign visitors to the Bukas Palad concept

Fem's educational background included four years at college pursuing a Bachelor of

Education. Fern was single. in her mid 3O's, and lived in the housing complex. She was
directed by Edith to "prepare the mother from community who will join the BPFLP (Bukas

Pdad Family Literacy Program)". Fern considered herself an important contributor to the
planning and implementing team because she was responsible for initiating rapport with
new mothers. visits mothers who had n ~attended
~ t
sessions. and made suggedons for the

'Parent Talk'(discussed more later in this chapter').
.After sr veril months of demonstrating significant commitment to the family literacy project.

Fern seemed the must likely of the ficilitators to assume full program responsibilities after I
IrA the Philippines. However, in February, Fern announced that she was leaving the

organization to pursue a catering business. The next few months were spent wondering
who would assume Fern's many and unique Bukns Palad responsibilities, especially her
Bmily literacy program commitments. A few weeks prior to my departure. Fern met with
me again to infonn me rhal she had reconsidered her original plm. She stilted that because

she valued the family literacy program and knew it might not be sustainable without her

support. she had decided to postpone her en~epreneurialplans until she felt comfortable
orhers had hrrn rained to fully assume her t'amdy literacy and other Bukas Palad
nsponsihilities. I was delighted by the change in plans and felt Fem's interest in foregoing
her own plans was testimony to her deep commitment to h e concept of h e family literacy
program.

Zedna: Zedna came from Aklan province and had lived in the Tramo community for one
and hall years as o Focolare member and employee of Bukas Palad. She had a degree in

Bachelor of Elementary Education and had recently passed examinations enabling her to get
her license to teach in the Philippines. Zedna had learned English in school and college and
while working as a nanny and teacher with a family in Greece. She was responsible for the
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education program at the Bukas Palad Learning Centre. She oversaw three schools and
twenty-lour teachers. Zedna lived and managed a house next to the social cenue with
several other Focolare members. She was chosen by Edith to work on the family literacy
project . Zedna reported that I was a little bit afraid to face all the responsibility bu! then I
"

realize what I am doing is not for myself but for my love to those people who wilnls to be
part ..." She considered herself an important contributor to the planning and implementing

team because she shared her ideas which "[was] a big help to contribute and make the plan
be more organized imd well done".
Zedna's commitment to h e filmily litericy prcigrm was inconsistent because of her other

Bukas P f a d and Focolare responsibilities. She was forced to arrive late and leave early
frrom srvcral planning md uininp sessions and from hmily litcracy sessions. Zedna left
the organization in April to return to her province as a public school teacher.
Shan~n:Sharon was brought up in Nurna Esya, a province north of Manila and had lived

in klanila for six years. Sharon l e m e d English through her relatives who adopted her and
hcr siblings when Sharon's father died. Her relatives did not speak the same dialect as
Sharon. thus they communicated in English. Sharon began both midwifery and computer

programming degrees but failed to complete the courses for undisclosed reasons. Sharon
had worked at Bukas Palad Social Cenue for ~hreeyears. Her employment experience

included working at B u h s Palad ;IS a teacher md teacher asistimt to five and six year olds.
Sharon was a wife. mother of two. and lived in the housing complex. She was asked by
Zedna to join the family literacy project "since the program was for the family, there should
hc at least experienced person [ i r . u rnnthrrfro~nthe co/nmrtnin]so that there would be a

reference on dealing with family lives" (italics mine). Sharon considered herself an
important member of the planning md implementing t e r n because she acted as "a reference
around family relations and provide songs and some activities."
Tam: Tara was working as a volunteer teacher assistant at Bukas Palad when she joined
h e family literacy project in January. She started earning a salary two months after being
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involved in the project. She was born in Manila and l c m e d English while attending
college. She remained in college for one year and then started a family. She had worked in
a variety of jobs such as an enumerator and typist before volunteering at Bukas Palad. Tara

became responsible for Child Care sessions. Tar3 claimed "I've also l e m e d many things

and ideas to share to others and developed self-confidence more with a great help from
God".

Dxcv D m p came from one of the provinces. She finished high school but stated that "in
:

rhr province low standard oleducation. That why I am ashanled because I'm pour in
English. But I can read and write well but not good in English". She moved to Manila in
1967. and after having seved jobs and a family, begiln working at Bukas Palad in 1988.

Darcy nlllnagrd the Production Centre where she taught women how to sew products to be
sold and she became a member of the fanlily literacy project in January. She considered

herself an important mcn~l;erof the team because she was responsible for millung weekly
home visitations to rccruit families and ensure families continued to participate.
5.3 Planning Meetinrrs
r1lic.r gaining a general sense of the community. local facilitators and I convened as a

group. Once the program began, we met frequently to plan individual sessions and develop
long range p l u s . The first lhrer planning sessions were audio taperecorded and later

tr~nscrihed.Throughout the rest of the planning meetings. I took notes which I
summarized in the evenings. I stopped audio recording meetings because the background

noise at the social cenue vias making many segments of the recordings inaudible.
Str~teeiesto facilitate undenlandirg and p w d. h. o n during m e e w
*

.

.

Throughout the seven month period. I used specific strategies to foster understanding and

.

participation during meetings. For example, as the meetings were conducted in English I
encouraged the hcilirators to ask for clarification when they did not understand and asked
them to cue me to slow down my speech when necessary. I wrote key words on a black
board or piece of paper which offered a structure for the local Ficilitators to follow.

I05
Showing local facilitators the transcript of our second planning meeting was an effective

srrategy for increasing participation. The transcript clearly demonsuited that I had done
most of the taking. I expressed my hope that others would contribute more in subsequent
meetings. Local facilitators were able to readily see the qumdtative difference in their
individual contributions against mine. They understood the difference immediately. As trust

and knowledge became better esublished over the succeeding months. local facilitators
spoke more freely and with confidence. However. in the context of participation. I must
add that despite the local facilitators' comparatively few contributions initially, I was
impressed by their candor during the planning phase. For example. during the very first
mc'cring. Sharon clearly stated her concern about setting too many gods. I wondered about
the source of the candidness; was it due ro heir familiarity with working with foreigners,
their cultural confidmce. or other variables? Without question. the local ficilitiitors'
openness helped make the planning phase productive.
Writlng agendas and tilitlng minutes. from my perspective. can lead to controlling what

issues are discussed and doc~lmrntedat meetings. Sharing this responsibility seemed to me
to he an important rlxcrcisr to mcourage participation by all facilitators. However, though

local facilitators wrote agendas several times. they did so reluctantly. They also shared

minute illking hut found this task difficult: heir difficulty in summarizing what was being
said impacted the tlow of thinking during our meetings. I. for one. became impatient with
both processes and found it easier to c m y out the tasks myself. justifying my impatience
with the h c t that in this very oral society, perhaps agenda writing and minute taking was a
Western construction. Perhaps these procedures served my research purposes alone in that
they allowed me to document decisions made as the program evolved. However.
requesting that l a d facilitators participate in these activities seemed to inhibit rather than
t'oster the participatory process.
Despite efforts to relinquish control over aspects of meetings, I was instrumental during all
planning meetings throughout the seven month research period, in deciding what decisions
had to be made and when they needed to be made.

During the initial planning meetings. I briefed the three original local facilitators. Fern.
Zedna and Sharon. on the concepts of family literacy and participatory action research. I
shared my definition of literacy and family literacy as outhned in Chapter 3. 1 listed
activities such as numrrxy, oral starytelling, drawing, g m r playing, and songs as
examples of family Literdcy. Local Pdcilitittors began to understand that Camily literacy
behaviours and practices does not have to be limited to practising the written word. I
explained participatory action research (PAR) (Appendix F) by creating a two page
handout defining the methodology md summarizing the phases. The handout seemed too
complex for the P~cilitatorsto absorb quickly but they agreed to read it on their own h e .
When I summarized the handout for them, they seemed to g i n more understanding.
During these initial meetings. we also made impomnt collective decisions about literacy
needs. the program model. target participants. and language of instruction.
Discoverinc- Literacy Needs and Skills in the Community
During h e initial planning meetings. we brainstormed what we perceived were the specific

literacy nerds in his con~munirp.Canieso-Doronila's ( 1996) ethnographic research on
literacy in the Philippines, as discussed in Chapter 4. was somewhat informative to our

discussion. We asked ourselves h e same questions posed in Canieso-Doronila's research:
"What meaning and value do Filipinos' a~trihuteto having literacy skills'?"(CaniesoDoronila. 1996. p. 130). The ltxal facilitators' perspectives on this issue was critical to our
program design and implementation. Zedna stated that she felt people needed Literacy skills
to work in Manila. Others agreed. Fern reported that many of the adults did not necessarily
want ro become literate themselves, but hoped that their chldren would become literate
which would enable these children to assist their parents in managing literacy activities.
According to Fern. many children read the Bukas Palad form and leaHets to their parents
rather than vice versa. Parents were also reported believing that the more literate their
children became. the more capable they would be to care fur their parents later in life. AU
three Picilitators agreed that most adults in the community were not necessarily interested in
learning to read and write at tius stage in their lives. I elaborated here, stating that perhaps
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many parents. particularly women in this community, had developed a fear of the written

word aftrr so many years of being unable to access it. I argued that if we were to have an
impact in this community, we needed to be cognizant of the attitudinal wall that these
people have erected around their own capacity to become literate. The other facilitators
appeared to find t h s information both accurate and insightful.
.4s stated in Chapter 4. Canieso-Domnila (1996) w m s us that many governmenr agencies

and NGO's tend to disregard the complexity of h e reasons for illiter~cyin the Philippines.
Obviously members of this comn~unitymake up the poor of Manila. Yet, the local

hcilitators' varying opinions about the literacy needs in the community indicate that the
issue is indeed complex. We cventuuily agreed. during the tirst planning meeting, that we

needed to survey community members to better clarify what their literacy needs were. We
would dso have to accept that some parents would only be interested in developing their
r
children's' literacy skills and not skills l i ~ themselves.
Determinine the 'El'l'ectivcness' of r he Bukas Palad FamilyLiteracy Progum
During these initial planning mee~ingswe also discussed how we would determine the
c'fltcu\-mess ofthis program over a period of time. As will be explained in the next

chapter. local Ficilitators and I agreed that formally assessing pre- and post-program
literacy Ir\~elsof parents and children was beyond the scope of this project. We hoped that

Pimilies would l c m family Literacy skills and attitudes and practice them in their homes
(i.e.actively reading books to children) as well as realize hat behaviours they presently
engaged in fostered literacy skills and should be practiced more (i.e.singing songs. telling
family stories): the local facilitators and I agreed that evidence of these activities occulTing
in homes would serve as indicators that the family literacy program was effective.
Therefore we agreed that interviewing parents at the beginning and end of the research
project as well as recording our observations throughout the project would be our methods
of data collection to determine whether or not the prilprm was effective.

Who Should Parricinate in the Bukas Palad Familv Literacv Pmeram?

During the first planning meeting, Sharon asked me if aunts could be members of the
program. This prompted a discussion about who should be our target participants. Based
on my experience and the reading of the literature, I suggested that the defmition of
"family" is very different in Canada rhan it is in the Philippines. For example. Filipino
families include the nuclear family plus grandparents. aunts. uncles, and cousins. The local
facilitators agreed that our program should reflect a socio-cultural definition of 'fmily'.We
decided thar at least initially parents. regardless of literacy levels. who had children under
the age of seven. would likely benefit the most from our progrim. Our assumption was that
bough many parents in the community may he at least semi-literate. they did not

nesessaril y engage in literacy-enriching activities with heir children because they did not
rcsognize the importance of such activities or could not afford to purchase books. crayons.

paper. erc. useful in carrying out literacy activities in the home. Including extended h i l y
members such as aunts and grandmothers was also agreed upon. As will be elaborited on
latcr in this chapter. we briefly discussed fathers as participants but 10cd facilitators felt

heir participation would he unlikely.
.\lthouph we discussed target participants during the first planning meeting. I had already
communicated with Edith Villamor about recruitment. In my haste to commence the
program. I had emailed Edith hcfure arriving in Manila, requesting her to organize the
process of recruiting Families. I made this request unilaterally and without having detailed
information about the nature of the program. This was a mistake md led to confusion and

rmharrassrnrnr on my part later on. However. in fulfilling my request. Edith solicited
Fem-s assistance in identifying families that would benefit from literacy initiatives. Fern
developed a relationshp with nine Families by visiting them in their homes several limes
before my arrival, informing them of the upcoming literacy program.

.

What Familv Litencv Model is Appropriate for Bukas Palad?
As discussed in Chapter 3, Nickse (1990) conceptualizes family literacy programs as direct
aduitkhild: &ect adulhdirect child: indirect adult/ direct child :indirect adultlindirect
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child. Though I have reservations about the broadness of this typology, l&e most
rypologies it served my purposes well in terms of clarifying different family literacy model
possibilities for local facilitators. I articulated my bias towards pursuing a largely family
xdvities program that would be categorized as an indirect adult 1 indirect chlld modrl. I
contend that family Litericy programs should provide some form of direct instruction to
families, and to parents and children separately: however. I pushed for a more indirect
approach as our initial model with the hopes of working more direclly with individual
family members as we gained skills and confidence. I was quite intlexible in my comments
during this discussion because I felt I needed to provide direction on this issue being the

most knowledgeable of h e group about hmily literacy programming. The local facilitators
agrccd with my suggestions. stating that many o f their community outreach programs

began small and developed slowly. Over the seven month period. as we became more
skilled in our respeclive roles. the model evolved wilh more direct instruction being
provided for both ihc children and the mothers.

Pilininil or Enrzlish '.'
.As discussed in Chaplrr 4. Pilipino and English are both official languages. Yet. premised

on American colonization. English is considered an elitist language spoken only by the
middle and upper class. Speaking English illso Pdcacilitates obtaining employment in the city
or as comparatively well-paid overseas workers. As well. in public schools. English.
Mathrmalics and Science is conducted in English wilh Pilipino being the language of

instruction for all other subjects. However. because of poor English spedung models in
schools. students seem able to read and write in English hut are unable to speak it well.
Although we recognized that most of the parents and their children did not speak English
well. local hcilitiitors explained that there was a strong motivation by community members
to learn English. Local F~cilitatorsreported that parents in this community typically want to
improve their own and their children's' English spedung opportunities.
What. then, should be the language of instruction*?We debated this question at length

during the first and second planning sessions. The debate continued over several months.
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Initially, we decided that because we were focusing on family litericy and not English as a
second language instruction, we would conduct sessions in Tagalog (the dialect spoken in
Manila), but that some children's' books and information would be shared in English.
Eventually, all sessions were conducted in Tagalog kcause it was the language families

were most comfortable with. During the sessions. Fern or Zedna translated for me.
However, evidence of omitted information was obvious during these translations.
Typically, because of the pace of discussions. a long conversation was summarized and
uilnslatrd to me in one or two sentences: I missed many subtle interictions because I did
not speak Tagalog.

In terviewinv Families

During the second planning meeting. we decided to interview families in their homes.

following the practice of community workers in other Buku Palad Foundation outreach
programs. 4 s discussed in Chapter 4, lhcse meetings would serve as a way of recruiting
Pimilies to the program u well as uncovering infi~m~ation
from h e community about
litcrac). levels and needs. target participants. language of instruction. and the program
model. We agrcrd h a t I would design the question sheet to he used during i n t e ~ e w s
(Appendix A). Local facilitators approved the question sheet during the thrd planning
session. We decided that all filcililators should be involved in the interview process and

hrnilies should he interviewed in their homes as practiced by other Bukas Palad community
ourreach programs. The families Fern had contacted and other tmilies identified by
community workers were the families we initially interviewed.

Outcome of Pre-Research Projgct Intewiewg
Initially. the interview pnlcess began with me asking the questions while Fern translated.
Then. in keeping with theoretical principles behind participatory action research which

indicates the imponance of local community members participating in data collection. Fern,
Zedna llnd later Darcy conducted the pre-program interviews themselves. Below is a

summary of the information obtained tiom these interviews.
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We conducted fifteen pre-program interviews in total. Nine of these interviews were carried

out with families that Fern had identified before the program began. Six other families were
interviewed later on in the project afkr atknding sessions one or two times. Though we
asked to interview both mothers and fathers, in every instance. mothers answered the
interview questions alone and on behalf of their husbands. In some instances. fathers
looked on but did not piutiticipilte. This brhaviour seemed to reflect the division of labour in
t h ~ scommunity: mothers were responsible for and knew the most about their family's

education and needs.
Most families who were interviewed moved to Manila from a province hut have lived in the
Tramo area for at least five years. One mother had resided here for thirty-five years. Only

two rntrlhrrs spoke English well enough to converse with me.Other parents spoke Tagdog
(thc national language) as a second language with their first language being a provincial
dialect.
Parents' rducarional background sernied to be limited by poverty. Though education is
accessible and free to all. the cost of uniforms and supplies prohibited many parents from
ardduating
z

from high school. Molhers interviewed attended school for an average of five to

six years. One mother reached third year college while another received only two years of

schooling. Background educational cxpcrience of thinrcn hthcrs (two households were
headed by mothers alone), as reported by their wives. indicaied that generally fathers had

ublcuned higher levels of education than mothers. One father had im engineering degree

while seven others had at least started hrgh school. However. one father had not attended
school ar all. Reasons for dropping out of school included "too expensive". "too many
ctuldren in family". and "needed to find work". Though it appeared that poverty alone
explained poor public school retention. one mother's comment indicated that the situation
may be more complex. With one more year of college left before obtaining her degree, this
mother was forced to drop out of the program because the grant she had been awarded had
been used to support her siblings and parents. As she stated (in English) during our
interview. "I had to walk to school. No trmspon How can I go to school when my
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stomach is empty." Her father's response to her having to leave college was, "I grew up,
didn't study. it's okay, no big deal". This mother's comments may indicate that education
was not perceived as necessary by some individuals' parents. It is important to note, that
based on this small sample, those parents who had received the most education appeared to
he less 'at risk' to the threats of poverty than other families.

.As indicated in Chapter 4. information fron~these families matches. to some extent,
nationwide statistics on education. Both the women and men, like other adults in the
country had equal access to school at an early age. However, as we will see, some of the
adults we interviewed support Canieso - Doronila's statement regarding literacy atuition:
"(i] t is reported that eventually most of thrse drop-outs (students who leave school afrer

four or five yeus of insrruction) slide back to semi-illiteracy" (Canieso-Doronilit. 1996. p.
17).

Prc-research project in~ewirwsshowed that Literacy levels of mothers ringed from well dcvr loped English reading and writing skills to no literdcy shlls at ail. Data on hthers'

skills was nor ubtainahlr. Later on during session Parent Tilks (elabordted below). most
mothers were observed reading short stories in Pilipino md writing a business letter.

blothers were asked what types of literacy activities they and their husbands engaged in at

home. Most mothers reported enjoying comics and Filipino 'pocketbooks' (similar to the

Harlequin romance series in Nonh America). One mother read the newspaper and English
books regularly. Fathers read comics and the newspaper. Neither parent engaged in writing
activities except to occasionally write letters in local dialects to relatives in the province or
overseas. In terms of other literacy related activities, five parents reported singing to their
children while two parents told childhood stories to their own children.
All chldren participating in the family literacy program at least half of the time were
attending the Bukas Palad learning centre (pre-school) or public school. Most families were

benefiting from the 'Adoption at a Distance' program which paid for the children's
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uniforms. supplies. and dady snacks. Three children were reponed to be having difficulties
in school. Mothers reponed rarely communicating with the teachers unless their children
were misbehaving.
Parents were almost unanimous in their desire for the program to be offered twice weekly.
Most parents wanted it to be heid for a couple of hours in the afternoons after chores were
completed. Mothers with sn~allbabies were assured that their babies could also participate
in the program. When asked. all mothers stated it was unlikely their husbands would

participate in the family litrr~cyinitiative.
We saw books in three homes we visited. Six homes had televisions, one home had a

radio, and two homes had it ghetto blaster.
During the pre-research project interviews. mothers' reported interest and need for literacy
skills for themselves varicd. Those mothers with some shll in reading and writing already.
were keen to improve heir literacy shlls in both Pilipino and Tagalog. However, beyond
personal satisfictiun. mothers were not necessarily able to see the benefit of developing
these skills. For example. during letter writing lessons. few mothers saw merit in learning
how to write letrers of complaint because they felt that such letters would not be taken

seriously. ,4swell. illiterate mothers were very focused on their lack of slulls and not able
ro imagine the benefits of being Literate.

Upon reflection of the pre-research project interview schedule. it became evident that we
had neglected to ask a very importarit question: 'What did pitrents perceive as their family's

literacy needs as marginalized members of an urban community'?'. No explanation, other
than simply an oversight, can be provided for this omission. Importantly though, over the
course of the seven month project, mothers' perception of their family's literacy needs
became clear . They. without exception. wanted their children to at least complete high

school. As one mother stated during a Parent Talk. "[It is] every mother's dream seeing her
children finish college". Mothers felt more education would lead to better jobs (though this
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was not necessarily their own experience). it also became clear through Parent Talk

discussions, that mothers were generally concerned about how to support their children in
their academic endeavours. One mother explained. "I really want thrm to fiish college but
how to support them'?". By completing high school or college. individuals would become
at minimum functionally literate and it would be unlikely that these well-developed skills
would be lost.
Returning now specitically to the nine hmilies Fern had identified as interested in a
'literacy program'. we decided alier conducting interviews, that only the needs of seven of
the families could be met by our program model. The other two mothers. interested in
developing literacy skills for themselves had children in upper elementary school. They
agreed that they would not gain from the pmgranl as heir children were too old. We

encouraged chese mothers to pursue adult literacy programs in the community (at the rime I
was under the impression such programs existed but later learned this was not the case).

However. turning parena away after they had sustained interest in the literacy initiative
over a two month period. was awkward. inappropriate. and inrgely my responsibility.

Buildinn Resources

During this initial planning phase. using monies from my research grant, we purchased
books lor our Bukas Palad Family Literacy Library. By thc end of h e seven month period.
we had purchased or had received donations for over 175 books. puzzles, and toys. I had

broughr some popular North American children's' books and nursery rhymes with me to

Manila that I considered culturally relevant (for example Hrnn_v Penny, a nursery rhyme
about a hen). Some of these books were also available in Manila but at exorbitant prices.
We purchased the bulk of the children's books at a local bookstore because they were more

culturally-appropriate and very inexpensive. These books were produced in the Philippines
by Filipino authors and illus~atorsand were in Tigdog with some books having an
English panllel text. Content of books typically centred around children's' issues such as

not wanting to go to school or washing regularly.The text was usually simple, humorous
and accompanied by large. colourful illusuations. Once the program was established, we
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asked mothers what types of books they wanted to read. They suggested dictionaries,
books on nutrition and health. and books about Filipino history. We purchased books that

matched most of these topics. Local facilitators covered books in plastic and monitored use
by employing a book lending system and following up when books were not returned on

time. As predicted. some of the books and toys went missing or were damaged while being
borrowed. Local facilitators were very concerned about the danlage but I suggested it was

more important t h a ~resources were being well used.
5.3.2 Januanl P l a n n i n- ~Meetin~s
We spent a week in early J a n u q planning the next twenty sessions and setting goals.

These planning sessions moved slowly us facilitators seemed less interested in working

afier a long, relaxing Chris~milsbreak. The local facilitators asked if I would develop a
hmily literacy manual to he used by them as a resource after I left in April. I suggested that
this task could he achieved collaboratively. I agreed to design a 'session planner' to be used
as u guide for planning. reflecting. and documenting our rxperierlces (Appendix E). The
other ticilitators agreed to use this planner to prepare for each session. We also agreed to

include the session planner. copies of all teaching materials and an inventory of resources
in the m~lnuul.

During this week. wc carefully plan~lcdfour sessions and designated responsibilities.
5.3.3 March Planning Meeting

This meeting was organized as one of the training sessions (elabordted later in h s chapter).
Its purpose was to plan the summer session (April to June, 1999) of the family literacy

progrim. We agreed there would he eight sessions. once a week, and we determined
acrivities and designated responsibilities. Facilitator planning session dates were scheduled.
As my role in the project was soon over, Sharon offered to take on the principal facilitating

responsibility and Fern agreed to assist her. At the end of the session. local facilitators
stated they felt relieved, knowing that a specific: plan was in place for the next two months.

5.4 Structure and Content of the Bukas Palad Familv Literacv Prosram

We conducted thirty sessions between mid-November and the end of March. Typical

program panicipann included mothers and one or more of her children under the age of
seven and occasionally extended family members (aunts, cousin, grandmothers). For the
first ten sessions we adapted ideas from a Canadian-based family litericy handbook (Core
Literacy. 1992). As the program evolved we developed more locally-appropriate activities.
We began each session with 'Parent Talks' with parents while their children played with

toys and hooks in mother space. Then parents and children participated in activities
together. We closed each session with storytelling, songs. and a book exchange. Below is
a description of each of these aspects of [he family litcrdcy program.
5.4.1 Parent Talks

The 'Parent Talks'. comprising 30 - -15 minutes of'rach one and hall hour session, evolved
as the focal point of each session with the Chlld Care and Family Activity plans connecting
lo

Parent Talk topics. Inirially. rhc Parent Talks were exactly that - parents tlllking together

and wilh us about the importance of literacy in their homes. Specifically. talks centred
around the importance of parents as their children's first teachers, the significance of
p m n u (regardless ol' their literacy levels) modeling literacy bchaviours. and various
mehods of reading hooks

to

children.

Aficr Christmas. the P m n t Talks took un a more specific role by encouraging participants

to prilctice reading and writing skills for their personal litericy development. Parents

responded positively to these tasks regardless of their literdcy levels. The content of the
talks dso changed. becoming more focused on sharing knowledge around child-rearing,
health. and nutrition.

Over the seven month project. we experimented with different methods of communicating
with parents during Parent Talks.During initial sessions. we wrote an agenda in both
English and Tagalog on the blackboard. This prictice lapsed into disuse because facilitators
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did not see the benefits. Later on. we generated 'concept webs' where we wrote a topic in
the middle of tbe blackboard and recorded mothers ideas and connections as extensions of

ths topic. Parents were able to read back their thoughts and use the web to help them write
paragraphs. We also found that explaining family activities to the parents before children
arrived was a very successful technique. When there was a misunderstanding around a

family activity. we modeled the strategy for parents using an actual student from the Bukas
Palad preschool. Showing the end product, such as a completed puppet or Valentine's
c u d . was also very effective and hcilitiltcd parents undersunding of expectations (see

Appendix G for photographs).
5 4 . 2 Child Care

The Child Care sessions began ;IS a daycare facili~y.Children up to the age of seven were

provided books md toys to engage in for 30 - 45 minutes while parents participated in the
Parent Talk. Beginning wirh the f i k e n t h session, wc planned specific activities for the
Child C u e component that were linked to Parent Talks. Despite children being so different

in age and ability. local t'acilitators were able to design activities that engaged all cfuldren in
lireracy learning - no easy task. Though these activities required careful planning and
preparation. this alleviated suess and confusion for the f~cilitatorsduiing Child Care and
Ied to skill development among the children.

5 -4.3 Family Activities

Generally, family activities ran lor 30 to 45 minutes each session, md included
storytelling. songs. and book exchange opportunities that were connected to the Parent
Talks. The activiries included making l m i l y books: puppet making: engaging in prereading. pre-wriring and pre-math activity centres: playing fmlily games: and making
cards. We found that generating ideas around family activities was relatively easy with locd
facilitators having many ideas.
A theme was designa~dfor each week. Themes included pre-reading, pre-writing, and

pre-numerdcy skills: letter writing activities: herbal medicine: nutrition; and child rearing
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practices. This theme linked discussions and activities in Parent Talks with Child Care and
Family activities.

Unlike Parent Talks and Child Activities. the Rmily Activity p u t of each session was
particularly valuable in allowing facilitators to observe mothers intericting with their
children. These observations enabled us to suggest alternate ways of working together as
well as afforded us the opportunity to mode1 more appropriate interactions. For example.
dur~ngone session. we noticed mothers were doing the crafts lor their children rather than
asslsdng the children in the activity. During the next session. we discussed the imponance

ol'shildren 'owning' the finished product. regardless of its appearance. We demonsuated
how mothers could work hand over hand with their children to cut paper. draw and colour.

Mi~thcrsxemed to readily understand rhe irnponimct. of children participating in the
iic tinry 's

process. and demonstrasd their knowledge during su hsequent family

acrh-i1ics.tSee Appendix H for photographs.)
5.4.4 Ficld Trips

We planned ibur tield trips throughout the seven month project. Each trip increased in

popularit!.. The [rip to MUSL'OMmbata (the Children's' Museum) had forty participants. a
r c c ~ r dtumuut when compared to all thirty Family literacy sessions.
5.4.5 Facilitator Resnonsibili ties
At the beginning of the project. we agreed that each facilitator needed to feel competent in

managing m y one of the different components. Fern. Zrdna and I took on different
responsibilities each session whereas Sharon, because of her teaching responsibilities, was
only able to participate in the Child Care or Family Activity components. After mid

February, Tara organized Child Care activities while Darcy supported all of us where
needed. When questioned, facilitators had definite role preferences.
Responsibility changes:
Between the tenth and twentieth sessions. there was confusion and frustration about which
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facilitator should be responsible for what. Sharon crystallized the tension by saying during
one meeting: I think we are doing successfully though sometimes we really need to help
"

each other especially when we have many responsibilities to deal with aside from the family
literacy program". In J m u q and February. the time commitment and expectations for
success seemed to he increasing while other Bukas Palad responsibilities were also
intensifying. The conflict was very apparent to me during the weekly planning sessions
when local facilitators would volunteer others h r jobs. The conflict was evident for several
weeks and the tension subsided only after I had long talks with two facili~torsand then

designated a panicular responsibility to each facilitator.
5.5 Facilitator Training
In January. I began to offer weckly training sessions for interested facilitators. We held

scvrn sessions and covcred a variety of topics, as dictated by the local facilitators. I
provided information on family literacy concepts and stritepies found in the literature, the
writing process. and letter writing techniques. We discussed and wrote about recruitment

and retention concerns (see Appendix I a and b for local facilitator suggestions). These
sessions Facilitated Parcnt T a k s as local Facilitators felt more informed about how to

conduct these talks. In hindsight. training sessions should have been offered before the
hmily literacy progrdrn began as h e knowlcdgr gained significantly impacted the
Pacilitators' pcrlbrmance and contidencc.
5.6 rlrchievin~ Goals

Upon my initiative. during two of the planning sessions, we set goals. This activity proved

fruitful as facilitators were able to see that their intense efforts were leading to specific
accomplishmmts.
In Ocwber. for the fist ten sessions. our goal was that at least six families would attend the

family literacy sessions regularly. We agreed to limiting our objectives to just one goal in
keeping with the notion of starting small. By the end of the tenth session, five families
were attending almost every session.
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During the January planning sessions. we set additional goals for the next twenty sessions.
These goals were more ambitious than the g o d for the fist ten sessions. They included the
following:
1. regular attendance by eight families

2 . encourage the deepening of the relationship between mothers and mothers, mothers

and children. and children and children around Pmily literacy activities
3. focus Parent T a k s on information relevant to mothers through reading and writing
activities
4. continue developing family literacy behaviours at home.

After the thirtieth session. we revisited these goals and felt that much had been
accomplished. We had achieved the first goal: eight families were attending regularly.
Several sessions in March were attended by thrteen families. An average of seven fmllies
atvndrd each session for the last twenty sessions. The second goal was also obtained. All
f~cilita~ors
had noticed bonds developing among several mothers (see Appendix K for lener
wnttrn by one mother explaining her absence h a t day to facilitators and other mothers),
and mt~thcr-chldinteractions gcncrally improved in families that had been attending often.

In two cases. children across families were developing friendships through Child Care
activities.
Upon reflection of the third god. facilita~orsrecognized that we provided more writing than

reading opportunities during Parent Talks and towards the end of the thirty sessions, we
did not ask mothers to read and write consistently. We did not quantitatively measure

mothers' reading and writing slulls nor their retention of relevant information. However,
interviews. observations, and writing samples indicate that mothers benefitted from
practising literacy slulls.
In response to the fourth goal, we did not specifically meitsure changes in Literacy

behaviours in the home but relied on parents' responses to interview questions. Based on
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these reports. all parents began engaging in more literacy behaviours in their homes. AH
parents reported reading books to their children, an activity that most had not engaged in

previous to participating in the family literacy program. Parents also reported singing songs
learned in the program at home and taking more to their children when going to the market,
shopping, washing clothes. and cooking.
5.7

Recruitment and Retention

We found both recruitment and retention issues significant challenges to the Bukas Palad

family literacy initiative. Attendance fluctuated significantly over h e course of the project.
Twenty five families attended at least one family litericy session. Fourteen families
dropped out o i h e progrdrn after attending at least one session. Over the five month period.
s h families attended more Lhan half of the rime. Our first live family literacy sessions were

attended by an average of lour families while the last five sessions of the project saw an
average of eleven fimilies.

5.7.1 Recruitment

Based o n rhe aforementioned data. on average. one new b n ~ i l yattended the program
almost every session. Recruitment was an ongoing process and concern. As discussed

rarlier.visiting hmilies several times and interviewing them became our first recruitment
srrategy. It was adapted from methods other Bukas Palad community workers employed to
recruit community members. This method was successful for initial recruitment purposes
but required extensive time and personnel.
During the initial stage of the project, we were satisfied with having a small number of

participants in keeping with the Bukas Palad pracdce of starting programs slowly and
keeping them small. Hoivever, during our January goal setting discussions. recruitment

and retention among families b e c a r a concem. These issues were also discussed during
the third training session.
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Several potential barriers to recruitment practices as well as creative ideas to stimulate
recruiunent emerged from these discussions. Ginger, a training session participant and
spokesperson for the community, recommended that 'dayuhans' (foreigners) should not
recruit because "mothers do not think an Arnericano can undersmd their problems. need,
and they are shy and embarrassed about their poor skills". Ginger also alerted us to reasons
why some families do not want to join the hmily literilcy program. These families were

unct)n~fort;ibleabout the religious narurc of sonic Btks Palad community outreach
programs. Ginger expressed her own concerns about joining the f i i l y likrdcy program
suting "I have a fear that I might not religiously attend the seminar md I wonder if it will

still he possible for me to join'?"

Beyond home visirs. we discussed other recruitment suategirs. One facilitator suggested

creating and distributing flyers or notices about the B u b s Palad Family Literacy Program.
Another suggested h a t wc organize a formal meeting with parents of children in the Bukas
Palad Preschool Program to otTcr a "deep explanation" of the family literacy program.

blothers participating in the Family literacy pnjgram could attend the meeting md share their
experiences with other parents.

During the rnonrhs of Februury and March, the mothcrs created u poster advertising the
family literacy program which was posted in the social centre. We recruited one mother
through this method and tieldrd questions from other mothers. We also solicited the
support of other community out-reach workers and Bukas Palad pre-school teachers to

develop a list of firnilies with young children. Fern and later Fern and Darcy then visited
Lhrsc Families informing them of h e program activities and schedule. They visited the

families two or three times before the families attended a Pamily literdcy session. At the end
of the research project, lcxd facilitators were planning to organize recruitment meetings at
the beginning of the school year with parents of the pre-school program.

5.7.2 Retent~on
Over the course of the thirty sessions, where possible. I documented in log entries and on
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session planners reasons why families were absent from a session and why families
dropped out of h e program altogether. This process of documentation was neither
rigorous nor necessarily conclusive. Only some mothers offered explanations for absences
and even then seemed uncamfortable. perhaps feeling the queries were invasive and

judgmental. Of the fourteen mothers who attended only one or two sessions and then

dropped out. eight responded to our queries about their apparent disin~erest.Below is
inc~~rnpletc
information explaining why familics were absent from sessions and why
families opted to drop out of the program after attending only one or two sessions.
As reported by some mothers to local fiicilitators, reasons for missing sessions of the

program included family dcaths. jeepney accidents. rit bites. rye conjunctivitis, dengue
fe~er.embarrassment about poor writing skills. iaziness, heat, rain, census collection. and
temporary work.
Though on average. a new Family joined the program almost every session. many of the

filmilirs did not continue attending the program regularly. Only six fmilies attended at least
half
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the thirty sessions. Reasons fmilies attended the program for a few sessions and

then droppcd out included children needing to sleep in the afternoon, cluldren being
naughty during sessions. mothers feeling children were too young to benefit from
activities. rnohrrs feeling uncomfortable attending when their friends no longer did.
mothers finding the course material too difficult. and mothers having too many
responsibilities. Two mothers dropped out because they obtained paid employment. We
were panicularly concerned by mothers feeling their children were too young or poorly
behaved to benefit from the program. We were also disturbed by those mothers who found
the activities too difticult. We attempted to convince these mothers that the program could
be more d o r e d to meet their family's needs but none of these mothers returned to the

program.
Edith Villamor offered another explanation for the high drop-out rale. She said that our

poor retention rates may have been partially explained by "ningas cogon" which when
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translated from Tagalog into English means -'grass bums quickly and then dies down"
(Villamor, personal interview, Feb. 2. 1999). Ningas cogon is considered a characteristic
(with negative connotations) typifying Filipinos and may clarify why, after establishing
initial bonds with local facilitators, mothers and their children attended the program a few
times and then soon lost interest.
5.8 Particimtion bv Fathers

Before my arrival in Mimila. Edith Villamor had discussed the importance of including both
mothers and fithers in the family litericy program with local facilitators. Based on literature
reviewed. I strongly concurred with Edith. Local facilitators and I discussed this issue
during initial planning meetings, agreeing that including fiihrrs was going to be a very

chailrnging exercise for a multirude of complex reasons. primarily related to the
'machismo' mentihty m o n p men. Among o h e r responsibilities. according to local
Lcilitators. childcare. childrearing. and education ilre considered the sole responsibility of
mothers and ather women in d ~ Cm~ily.
e
To become involved in such duties as a man
would cause a loss of stature and respec[ among male counterparts.

Wr made sr.\*eralr ' f f o r ~to include fathers in h e Bukas Palad Family Literacy Program.

These endeavors included organizing field trips around hthers' work schedules. and
assigning activities for hem to do with their children at home. Unfortunately. over the

research project's thirty sessions. we had very little direct or indirect panicipation by
fathers. Two Fithers attended field trips over the six month period and were very
uncomfortable when they were the only fathers participating. According to mothers,
reasons for fathers' apparent disinterest in attending the program included needing leisure
time after a week of work, viewing educdon of children being the sole responsibility of
the mother. and embarrassment over their own lack of literacy skills. To counteract this

Lack of interest, the Bukas Palad administriltive suff stated a commiunent to hiring a male
family literacy facilitator in the future. However, finding a rnm in the community who is
able to overcome the pressure of being machismo, and is interested and skilled in the area
of family literacy may prove very difficult.

Though fathers did not participate directly in the program, evidence suggests that they did
endorse its objectives. Mothers reported that fathers enjoyed books borrowed from our
Library both for themselves as well as to read to their children. They were also interested in
hearing about session activities and field trips. As will be discussed next, more fathers

'lingered' during post - program interviews compared to pre-program interviews. Most
importantly. with the exception of one man. all fahers supported their wife and children's
pmicipauon in rhr t m i l y literacy program. in some cases tidung on extra household or
ctuldcare duties to allow their families to attend h e progrim.
3.9 Post

-

Research Proiect Interviews

.4ftrr the thirtieth session, my involvement as one of the I'icilitarors came to ;m end. The
pnlpram con tinurd after this session. but it was an appropriate time to conduct interviews

b r h e purpose of this research. inlomalion from these interviews contributes to
addressing the effectiveness of the Bukas Palad Family Literacy progrm. 1 suggest that the
only data relevant to addressing the effectiveness of thc Bukas Palad Family Litericy

Program is data obtained from those hmilies who participated in the program with some

regularity. Hence though we interviewed eleven fimilies. I have only included information
ahout six families as they were the only families who attended the program for more than

half of thc sessions.
.As with the pre-research program interviews. interviews were conducted in Pilipino.

However. I conducted all interviews while Fern translated. Four of the interviews were
conducted in homes and two occurred at the B u k u Pdad Social Centre. Only mothers
answered the questions, though in four instances, fathers listened and provided additional
information through their wives when they deemed it necessary. Fathers' new interest in
the interview process. compared to when we conducted pre-research project interviews
may indicate their increased interest in h e program. Below is a summary of information
obtained from these interviews-(Refer to the interview schedule as Appendix B.)

Essentially, interview questions can be categorized into two themes: questions about h e

format and structure of the family literacy program, and evidence of changes in literacy
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behaviours in the home. I organized questions around program sncture in order to
evaluate the structure and gain feedback for future sessions. Documenting of mothers
reporting that literacy practices and skills within their families had changed after

participating in the family Literacy program was also important to determining program
impact. Both sets of questions addressed the effectiveness of the BUku Palad Family
Literacy Program. Our observations of families will be discussed as they relate to mothers'
responses during Ihr poscrescllrch pn).jrct inlrrviews. The intrrpretiitiun oC his idormation

will be discussed in the next chapter.
Rrsnonsr to the Bukas Palad Fdrnily Literi
I was inrerested in exactly why mothers wanted to participate in the Buku Palad Family
Lilerilcy Program. All mothers provided specific and definite reasons for pluticipating.
Their responses ranged liom "I want to be happy" and "we never experience this with our
hushunds" to "interested because I h o w I can learn a lot". All responses indicated that

hmilics enjoyed and learned by a~tt'ndingthe program.
blothers were asked what p u t of fanlily literacy sessions they enjoyed the most. Four of'
the six muthcrs reported -1kng' the Parent T
alk activities. As one mother staled. "it really
has helped me a 101. I have to think. what 1 have to say, how do I correct. Challenging.

Herbal medicine I dso learned a lot". Yet onc mother claimed "it is really difficult for me. I

ask my daughter for help and feel ashamed. I will do h e assignments done if I can" (Note:

interestingly, all ficilitators agreed this mother had become noticeably more verbal and
confident since we first inlerviewed her six months before.) Mothers' responses generally
indicated that they considered Parent T&s enjoyable and beneficial. One mother found
family activities challenging. According to this p ~ c i p m t . I found it really hard to
"

encourage children. they don't want to follow me. don't listen". This mother's response
derted us to the possibility that some mothers may f i d the Fmily Activity pan of the

session frustrating: a recognition that must be addressed through candid discussions and
strategizing during Parent Talks.
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Mothers reported their children most enjoyed playing, borrowing books. Listening to
stories. and participating in the Child Care activities. One mother shared that her son asks
to go to the Centre every day, even on weekends!
.

.

Literacy Sh'11 Chances Within FarnrIles
Mothers specifically reported skills they md their children learned by attending the Bukas
Pdad Family Literacy Prugrilm. h ~ thrmsrlvcs.
r
mothers had l r m e d "how to supervise

children". "business irtter formats". "working together with my children to teach them".
and "to learn reading".

I considered inrerviewing some of the older children to determine if they could aniculate

what they had learned by attending the program. However. I realized that many of these
children lacked sufficient language to express their learning. Instead. while interviewing
mothers. I had some children draw pictures (see Appendix J for example). Most children
scribbled or drew pictures about stories they had read from the hmily Literacy library which
indicates that they were able to rememkr aspects of the stories. Mothers reported their
children learned skills including how to "say sorry to each othei'. "play with other
children". "read", and "lisren more to stories".
..Ul mothers reponed that. through their participation in the B u k s P a l d h m i l y Literacy

Program. they had l e m e d several literacy-related activities which dley were now engaging

in with their families at home. A sample of activities included reading to their children,
being better able to help their chldren with homework. giving their children more attention
and being more patient with them. Most mothen also reported that they themselves read

and wrote more at home now.

Most mothers were able to readily articulate what morr they wanted to learn and what they
wanted their children to leam. Responses included wanting to leam how to read, how to

make handicrafts to e m money. how to write stories. practice higher math skills, sew,
become better at cooking, and learn proper child rearing practices. They wanted their

children to learn more about reading and math and how to be 'good' children.
Facilitators' Observation5
Our observations, as documented in the reflection section of session planners and in my log
book, confim mothers' responses during the post-research project interviews. We

witnessed most mothers tinding heir 'voice' and becoming significantly more articulate

during Parcnr Tdks. 5losr mothers responded cnthusiastic;llly when solicited for input on
particular topics. Discussions became informative, lengthy, and animated.
Though parents appeared to become more confident during Parent Talks. we did not
witness significant changes in literacy levels among mothers. However. some mothers
claimed that h e assignments allowcd them to demonstrite litericy skills for the lirst time
since their own school days. We were unable to confirm likriicy levels of mothers during
the pre-research program interviews, but were able to get ii sense of mothers' literacy skills
during Parent Talk activities. Of the six morhers included in our data. lhree of them
appeared to have basic literacy skills. They were able to read both children's books and
books intsnded for adults. They were also able to write a one paragraph business lerter

during one .)f the Parent Tlks. Two other mothers appeared semi-literate because though
they could read simple children's books. they were unable to write one or two sentences

ahout themselves. One woman appeared illitmite as she did not demonstrate any reading
and writing skills.
Wc noted improved skill level in the regularly attending children during Chld Care

activities. Many were able to interact with their peers more readily, increasingly attend to
stories and illustriations, answer story comprehension questions. use scissors. and work
with crayons and pencils.

Improved mother/child interactions were obvious m o n g several mothers during Family
Activities. Mothers began to assist their children on activities rather than doing activities for
their children. Some mothers began disciplining their children using techniques that were
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discussed during Parent Talks. For example, Alice began quietly tiillung to April when she

wanted to leave Alice's lap instead of pinching her as we had observed her doing
previously.
One of the srrongest pieces of evidence of changes in literacy brhaviours is that our family
literacy library was very well-used. At the end of each session. almost without exception,
mothers and children s~gnedout books. During most Parent Talks, mothers were

informally asked if they had been reading to their children. They always reported in the
afiirmative and their descriptions of the stories and their reading experiences confirmed
hooks were being read at home. Many mothers also cited examples of their children

reading to parents. to other siblings. and to neighbours children. Fathers were also reponed
interested in both the chldren's' books and books for parents. Avid response to borrowing
hooks began with the very first session. Pre-pn~praminteniews indicated that parents were

not reading books to their children.
5.10 A ttemptinc

Other Connections

In an cfli~nto connect our family literacy proprum to other p r ~ ~ g r i existing
n~s
in the
community and Manila. I interviewed N O directors of education and health projects and
Ftm and I spent several afternoons at the local elementary school. Meeting expens working

on in-country development projects proved informative to me personally but unfortunately
led to little established connections with Bukas Palad Foundation.
A large Austrdiim ;lid projecl entitled

P.R.O.B.E.(Philippines-Austrah Project in Basic

Education) had been operating for four years in several regions in the Philippines. I
interviewed Peter Deacon. the Ausudian project leader, to learn about this basic education
devrlupment initiative and perhaps establish some links for the Bukas Palad Foundation
and h i l y literacy program. PROBE'S purpose was to develop resources and share
innovative strategies with public school teachers in im effort to support the quality of
insmcrion in schools. However, PROBE was nor operating in Metro Manila b e c a w , as I
learned during the interview, the level of resources and i~structionin Manila public schools
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far exceeded what exists in other regions. Disappointingly, lhough learning about the
project was illuminating, it appeared that no links would be possible between Bukas Palad
and PROBE (Deacon, personal interview. Dec. 5th, 1998).

Assuming NGOs pursuing nunformill litericy initiatives would more closely parallel the
Bukas Palad Fdmily Literacy program. I contacted Frank Lopez, the executive director of
Association for Non-Traditional Educauon in

the Philippines (ANTEP). I-hs project.

funded for several years by C.I.D.A., included both

im

early childhood education program

for children three to five years old and a functional literacy pnlpram for thirteen to thirtynine year olds. Programs ran twice weekly for a total of 150 hours and most adult
panisiplmis were able to read the newspaper and write a paragraph about themselves by the
end of' the course. Curriculum in the form of locally developed modules have been created

for each program. B o h programs paralleled aspects of our Pimily Literacy project in terms
of objectives. content. and challenges. Like the PROBE project. the ANTEP project

operates in several marginalized regions but does no[ cxist in Mcuo Manila. Mr. Lopez
concurred wilh Mr. Deacon regarding comparauve resources in Meuo Manila. He stated

rhar poor people living in Meuo Manila have access to schools. hospitals and many
gorernmrnt and NGO agcncics. According to Mr.Lopez. "squatters" simply needed to
Larn how to access these resources. Elsewhere in the counuy. education and health

resources were limited. However. despite ANTEP not func~ioningin Manila. I assumed
here would be some mutual benefits to these organizations establishing a connection. Yet.
upon this suggestion. Mr. Lopez stated that "Bukas Palad should not come to ANTEP for
ideas about literacy unless b e y had exhausted all other government agencies" (Lopez.

personal interview, Dec. 8, 1998). As with PROBE,there appeared to be no possibility of
lmks between ANTEP and Bukas Palad Foundation.
Other education initiatives were currently operating in Manila through the Asian

Development Bank md World Bank. However. any connections I made with these
institutions resulted in gaining updated information regarding education in the Philippines.
Links were not established with Bukas Pdad Foundation.
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Based on Parent Talk discussions. it became clear that parents did not communicate with
their children's' teachers. All mothers expressed frustration with not knowing how to best
help rhrir children achieve in school. To address these concerns. Fern and I observed

classes in the local elementary school and met with the principal to investigate the
possibility of fostering better communication linh between parents and the school.
Spending time in primary classes indicated h a t teachers approached instruction in a lecturestyle b r n ~ a and
t appeared overwhelmed with classes of 15 plus students. Both teachers and

students lacked sufficient resources. Students received very little individual attention.
The principal confirmed what mothers participadng in the hmily literacy program were
saying. Though a parent-teacher association had recently been established in the school.

pnrcnu rarely interacted with teachers directly unless their child was demonstrating
hehavioural or academic difficulties. Parents were prohibited from being volunteers in the
classroom. Parenrs were able to solicit teachers to provide exua help for their children but
only as tutors outside school hours at a rate of PlS(l0 a m o n h (if families in this

community are working. they da not generally make more than P150lday). According to
Mr.Sonano. who has many years experience as a Filipino educat~r."in all my history

ncvrr have I known a parent to get help from a teacher to do homework with their
childV(Soriano.personal inrervicw. Dec. 14. 1998). It seemed parents in the community
would have to create other ways of helping their children when they experienced difficulties
in school.

Mr. Soriano also alluded to a remedial literacy and job trdining program for youths and
adults that was commencing in a month's time at the school and funded by the non-formal
education department of the Dcpimment of Education. Culture and Sports. Fern and I

expressed interest in working with teachers of his program to encourage participation
among local community members (i-e.adults interested in pursuing literacy for

Ihemselves). We collectively agreed the family litericy program had taught Bukas Palad
community workers about the difficulty in recruiting community members to literacy

progams and our new knowledge ccouid inform the public schools' litericy initiatives.
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However. rhough we began helping the local school recruit out-of-school youths and
poorly literate adults. because the program was poorly managed and organized and required
a minimum of twenty students to operate. it never actually staned up. Again. we were
disappointed that no sustainable connections were made between the local school and
Bukas Palad Foundation.
I also contacted M k e Jmais of the Remedious AIDS Foundation. I made h s connection

hoping that Mr. Jamais' organization would be willing to work collaboratively with Bukas
Palad community workers. and if apprupriate family literacy facilitators and mothers to
inform them of health issues, particularly asstriated with sexually transmitted diseases.

Mr. J a m i s was interested in establishng a connection with the Bukas Palad Foundation
and was willing to meet with B u k u Palad community workers and members of the

community. Due to the lack of wnspilrcncy regarding aniticial binh control and AIDS in
this country and our of respect to the religious nature o f the Bukas Palad Foundation. I felt
Edith Villamor. the executive director of the ti~undation,needed to make additional contacts
with Mr. Jamais. I passed along Remedious AIDS Foundation i n k ~ m a t i o nto her: she
opted to not pursue the contact.
Finally. our most successful collaborative efforts occurred wilhin B k a s PaIad Foundation
itself. I shared information on successful literacy programs k)r new mothers with the social
centre's midwife. Together we wanslated Albena Speech and Language Association
pamphlets into Filipino which outlined techniques for stimulating language for babies and
toddlers. The midwife began distributing these pamphlets to new mothers and discwing
the importance of establishing Literacy activities in the home when children are very young.
Mothers are responding positively to this information. As well. an additional proposal is
being considered by the foundation whereby mothers will be given information together
with baby books and educational toys in a "Book Bag" soon after babies are born.

5.11 What Next?

My involvement in the family literacy program ended in late March, after the thirtieth
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session. However, Sharon ils principal facilitator, along with Fern. Tara and Darcy
continued to develop and monitor summer sessions. I had the opportunity to attend N O of
these sessions and was impressed by the preparation and content of each ac~vity.Seven or
eight families participated in each session.
Edilh Villamor and other administrators were supportive of sustaining the program,

recognizing its impact on the community. Plans have been made to recruit more parents
through the pre-school when school reconvenes. The program has sufficient funding to

operate for another year without relying on the Bukas Pdad Foundation for financial
support.

This chapter summarizes thirty sessions of the Bukas Palad Family Litericy Program. It is
a mere sketch of my experience over h e seven monlhs of field work.The fial chapter of

this thesis analyzes the data colleclrd throughout this process and attempts 11) fully address
[he rrsr arch question.

6 . M e r w Theory With Practice

. .
- Flndlngs
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In this concluding chapter. I will determine how my thesis question relates to data collected
through the literature review and casc study. Firstly. it is important to restate the thesis

question:

How does participatory action research (PAR) enrich the process of
developing and implementing an effective family literacy program in
an urban poor setting in the Philippines?
Two parts make up this quesrion and though lhese parts are inherently related, in the

interest of clarity. I will discuss them separately. Although a complexity of tindings were
revealed in my research process. I will rlaborale on those findings I consider most relevant
to ihr literature on pamcipatory action research and literacy programs. Firstly. I will
address participatory action research. as the methodology used in this thesis, md how this

methodology has enriched the development and implementation of the family litericy
program in the Philippines through iis participatory and reflective nature, and its emphasis
o n valuing different people's knowlrdgc. Secondly. I will discuss findings associated with

the Bukas Palad Family Literacy Proprim itself. 'Effectiveness' for the purpose of this

research will be delined and discussed. I will outline findings related to recruitment and
reLention as well as gender issues. Finally. I will elahorite on significant lessons learned as
a result of engaging in h i s research.

6.1 The Findinns
Associated with PAR

Using participatory action research as a methodological research tool enriched the process
of developing und implementing the Panlily literacy program in Manila. Philippines in

several important ways. Local facilitators became committed to the notion of family
literacy. Both local Ficilitators ilnd I became skilled in implementing the program.
However. though PAR proved an effective tool, it was not without its limitations. Before
elaborating on these findings, 1 will discuss the level of participation evident throughout

the Bukas Palad Family Literacy Project.
6.1.1

Panicination Leads to Trust

People p h c i p a t e at different levels in development projects. As delineated by McTaggart
(1991) in Chapter 2. local faciliutors were not merely involved or "included" in the

research project, they actively puticipated by "sharing. taking part" in the process. As
discussed in Chaptcr 5. local hcilitators were part of most decisions made around the

design of the program. They piuucipaied in implementing every session, and took part in
researching. reflecting about. and evaluating the program. In particular. as will be
discussed later, local f'itcilitators' influence around issues such as recruitment and retention
suatrgies and activity choices directly impacted the effectiveness of the project. Over time.
his pmcipation led to uusr being established between myself, local facilitators. and
mothers. Considering this type of participation, using Pretty cr al.'s (as cited in Moetsabi.
1999) panicipation typology discussed in Chapter 7. 1 argue that local ficilitators and I

interacted at the 'functional ' level of puticiparion whereby we formed a group to achieve
predetem~inrdobjectives of the pro-ject. As discussed in Chapter 5. local hcilitators initially
relied on rn)* knowledge as external researcher. hut ns a result c!f using participatory
mcbods. arc now able to independently implement the family literacy program.

6.1.2 Local F;1cilitarors See Benefits of PAR

Sot only did I perceive local facilitators as lull participants in the project. they generally

perceived themselves in ths way. Based on the questionnaire completed by local f;lcilitators
(Appendix C), they generally felt b a t working collahoratively with me was beneficial to the
projec~because of differing areas of expertise and group decision-making practices. Fern
stated that "now I can see result we had done our program better". Tirn reported that "when
there is mrrring session and evaluations, we shared ideas to make the preparations good,
while Sharon crystallized the rewards and challenges of collaboration by stating " it's really
hard for us at first to build this tern. I mean there are so many problems that we encounter.

But here we are." Though initially local facilitators felt some unease with the participatory
nature of the project. by the end of thirty sessions, all five local facilitators demonstrated
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increased comfort in this process. T h ~ was
s evident in their confidence in malung
contributions and disagreeing with me and each other. However, as alluded to by Sharon,
we experienced challenges inherent with a diverse group of people working together. These

challenges will be expanded upon later in the chapter.
. .
6.1.3 Not Fullv Particinatorv

Though local facilitators and I engaged in a participatory process that they endorsed, local

.

facilitators did not take p u t in identfiving the individltul m ~ dcollecn'vr project a key
principle outlined by McTaggan (199 1) in Chapter 2. 1 was able to conduct research in
Manila because I was awarded an innovative research grant lion1 the Canadian Bureau of
International Education (C.B.I.E.). The C.B.I.E. research grant proposal forn~at.as with
mosi development pro-jec~proposals. requires clearly stated project objectives and goals.

and a methodology and work plan outline before prdnLs are awarded. This requirement

may limit potential researchers from carefully collaborating with local people about the most
important needs in the community. In my case. Edith Villamor. the Bukas Palad
h~undauon'spresident. and I briefly discussed h e feasibility of a literacy progrdm within
rhe Bukas Palad community bclbrr I wrore the research proposal. However. if the PAR

process had been followed more authentically. I should have deternlined the pariameters of

thc.project in collaboration with morc representatives of h e the Bukas Palad community.
6.1 .-ICorn mi tted ro Familv Literacy

Despite h s lack of initial collabora.ion. local iacili~atorsindicated their commitment to the
notion of family literacy in their community in the questionnaire. Fern stated tha[ "parents
from community have a big problem how they can help their children in their school
acdvities esprcidly on their own assignment. Because many pxent were not able to reach
higher education even up to high school." Shamn considered Family literacy programs
important "because it was for the family ... Although the parents are aware of the
importance of education for their children it is still a major pan that they don't know how to
help their children because in their own self they are lacking of it. Education must start in

home and it should begin from the parents. nliterdcy is one of the biggest problems in this
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counuy. It is really a big help that BPFLP (Bukas Palad Family Literacy Program) is
staning to break the illiteracy in our community ". Towards the end of the project. Fern
provided the most significant example of facilitators being committed to the program.
Months before, Fern had decided to leave the family litericy project and the Bukas Palad

Foundation altogether to pursue her own entrepreneurid aspirations. However. the person
meant to fu1tiI.i Fern's B u k u Pdad commitments was unable to do so. Just before the
thtrtieth session. Fern decided to postpone her plans as she realized that. in particular. the

Fimily literacy program needed her skills and direction in order to be sustained after my

commitment had ended.
6.1.5 Local Facilitators Acuuired New

SZulb

The panicipatory nature of the research project enabled Iwal ficilitators to become skilled in

recruiting. implementing. and evaluating the program independently. Locd facilitators
learned data collection techniques for recruiunent and evaluative purposes, and how to
c o m p k ~ esession planners. They learned how to conduct interviews using an interview

schedule. Some local facilitators not only began using the interviewing technique in other
aspccts of their work. but they also taught other community workers how to conduct

interviews in this manner. This type of skill umsference demonstr~tessignificant
proticirncy by the Ficilitators in using the tntervicwing skills learned.
Local Facilitators also lemed family literacy hciliution skills through the panicipatory

action research process. As a group. at h e end of each session. we informally discussed
uur own and each other's performances offkring encouragement and. if necessary,
recommendations for improvement. These reflective sessions built trust among the
Picilitators. They also led to demonstraled skill improvement. For example. Fern facilitated
a pretzel letter making activity with mothers early on in the program. She had not prepared

for the lesson appropriately which led to mothers using wrong ingredients and children

being at risk of burning themselves on the hot toaster ovens. As a group. we reflected on
how the lesson may have been conducted differently. Several sessions later, Fern facilitated

another cooking activity which was well-thought out ilnd organized: Fern demonstrated

marked improvement as a result of our input.'

.

. r
6.1.6 Benefits t o the External Resedrche
Not only did local facilitators acquire shlls. but as an external researcher, I also acquired
new knowledge and skills through the PAR process. Local facilitators were instrumental in

teactung me about the complexities of the community and culture. As a result. I acquired
extensive knowledge about cul tudly-appropriate family literacy practices. For example,
early on in the progrim. 1 designed a puppet rnlllung activity for mothers to do with their

children. However. I became frustrated because parents constructed the puppets themselves
without including heir children in the acrivity. Three sessions later. I coordinated a field
trip to the local fire stlltiun which waz intended for the children. I had assumed mothers

were well-informed about the purpose of fire stations. However. during the activity. it
became apparent that rnorhers had little knowledge of fire sutions or how to access them in
case of an emergency. They appeared to pain more knowledge llnd enjoyment from 11.

experiencc than their children. Initiaily. I had difficulty accepling that parents enjoyed these
types of very concrcte learning experiences. Over the seven month period, the local
hciliators helped me to better understand the nerds of the mohers through their consistent
suggestions of actijfities which I would have assumed more suitable for children. The local
facilitators made sure we planned activities that were at the parents' level and interest.
As stated earlier. the participatory nature of the PAR process led

to uust. The outcome of

this trust was that h o h local hcilitators md I readily acquired knowledge and sWls about
the community llnd family literacy. Though local facilitators may have acquired these slulls

through a wmsmission model of delivery where I instructed md modeled for them
recruitment. evaluation. and Family literacy practices. I suggest that they learned more
rapidly by actively participating in all aspects of each session. As well, employing a top' The last entry in my log hook, dated Mach 23, 1999,demonstrates newly acquired faciliator skills as well
as how mothers in the gnwp bonded: "has k e n one of hose very moving days for me. Fern did a totally
stctlar job preparing t i ~ rthe cooking dzmo .... The mothers seemed s o cohesive together - Nice leaning on
h a b e l l e ... Wendy cdling Remy her best friend. And when I Irn~kedinto the RC. all of the children were
invol\wi despite being multiagrd. Tara l m been excellent at preparing materials and working with these
chicken. The ideas flow rllrougll Sharon to Tara in such a wc~nderfulway. So, every one is benefiting

here...We had I3 mocl~erstoday! and 16 children - 29 participants....".
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down model would have limited my knowledge and skill acquisition resulting in a less

effecrive family liter~cyprogram and significant missed opportunities. I would argue that,
ullimately. using the PAR process. the Picilitators taught me more about cultural
appropriateness and the complexity of poverty and development initiatives, than I taught
them about Family literacy.

6.1.7 Valuin~PeonIr's Knawledgg

Discussed in Chapter 2. the valuing of different peoples*knowledge is at the core of
pmicipatory action research. We endeavored to practice tlus principle when developing and
implementing a cultur~lly-appropriatefamily literacy program. My knowledge of family
literacy rogrthler with local facilitators and participants' understanding of the community
and culture led to new knowledge being created. Mothers. in paniculnr. were instrumental
in gi~in
g facilitators new knowledge abour how poveny specifically implicated them and

thr~rfamilies and how literacy needs were related to this poverty. Shiuing our respective
knowledge led to us designing an effective program structure to meet the nerds of families
in the community. We learned how to recruit and rerain families. We learned how to

address the nerds of women and realized we must be more creative in addressing the
unique needs and attitudes of men. Creating this new knowledge may be the first of many

steps community men1bers must rake to address aspects of poverty and oppression.
Tandon's point. discussed in Chapter 2, that "control over knowledge and over the system
of production of knowledge has been traditionally used as one of the ways to control poor

and oppressed people" (Tandon. 1988. p. 6 ) was evident throughout the research process.

Local facilitators undervalued their knowledge of the community and culture. They were
surprised by how the importance of their knowledge was significandy related to the
rsublishrnent of an effective Family literacy proprim. I stated again and again that it was
their knowledge, not mine. that informed questions surrounding literacy needs, recruitment
and retention strategies. and appropriate activities for mothers. Local facilitators played this

same role as reinforcer with mothers. During Parent Talks, they confirmed that mothers'
existing parenting and literacy pmctices were effective. Like local facilitators, mothers were
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surprised their knowledge was considered valuable.
Employing participatory techniques hiis led to trust being established between participants.
With this trust, existing knowledge was legitimized and new knowledge was created.

However, participation done has not been responsible for this outcome. Praxis contributed
to the creation of new knowledge.
6 . I .8 Reflectir~nLeads to Action

As discussed in Chapter 2. McTaggart (1991) idenrifies 'action m d retlection' as another

key PAR principle. He suggests that PAR projects begin as small initiatives which operate
by planning, acting, observing. reflecting. and then replanning. lurther implementing,

c~bsrrvingand reflecting. Freirc lahels this process of action and reflection 'praxis'. We
engaged in praxis throughout h e family li trracy project. As mentioned above and in

Chapter 5. we retlected on activities. finlily interactions. and our own and other
facilitator's performances ar the end of each session. These reflections were recorded in
session planners. Initially. t'acilitators felt awkward discussing their own and other
hcilitators' perk~rn~unces
hut they k c m e more comli~ruhlcwith the process over time.
These rctlccli~ediscussions led to change and improvement. B s c d on these discussions,
our model evolved from what Nickst. (1990 would rypify as an indirect adultlindirect child
to direct adult / direct child suucture leading to activities becoming more participant
focused. Faciliutors' skills impn~ved.Observations made about families and their needs
were uticulatrd and if necessary. actlon was illken. For example. after one session, Fern
told us she had noticed a mother's extreme discomfort with the writing activity. We agreed
that Fern should speak to the molhrr privately suggesting allemative ways of approaching
the writing tasks.
Personal reflectiim also i d to action. My retlections at the end of each day led to many
changes in how I approached sessions. For example, during one evening's retlection I
noted that "we must teach and model for the parents appropriate ways of working with
their children" and that "we were trying to do tc~omuch in each session". This led to a
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discussion during next day's planning meeting around using a student to model parentchild interactions and lessening our objectives for each session. I had suggested that local

fac&tators keep a retlective journal as well but this task, layered on top of their other many
responsibilities, proved too onerous. We also encouraged mothers to reflect on notions
such as family literacy practices and session activities. Some mothers were motivated to
accomplish thls task. However, we were negligent in consistently requiring mothers to
reflect about the program.
Though time-consuming and sometimes difficult to consistrnrly implement, these collective

and individual reflective elements of PAR led to improved progam implementation. In
addition to the many ways PAR enriched the process of developing and implementing the
Bukas Palad Fmiiy Literacy Program elaborated above, it is imponant to discuss
limitations associated with using the PAR process.
6.2 Limitations of P.4R

McTaggan ( 1997) states. as discussed in Chapter 2, that "if we decide that something is an
example of parucipatory action research. we are suggesting that it is likely to have
improved the Lives of those who have participatedg*(p. 26). I have argued that this Bukas
Palad Family Literacy Project is an example of a PAR case study and as such, although in a
lirniird way. has improved the lives of mothers. their children, local facilitators as well as

my own life. Despite this. as a research methodology, it has limitations. The two most
significant limitations within this project were the time-intensive nature of PAR and the
challenges surrounding h e external researcher- local Facilitator relationship.
6.2.1 PAR is Time - Intensive

According to Bernard ( 1995), the data collection phase of some hypothesis-testing research

may be completed in a matter of weeks. Even applied anthropological research, using rapid
assessment methods. can be completed in weeks or months. The data collection phase of
this research was, due to financial consuaints, conducted over a seven month period.
However. I argue that seven months was not sufficient time ior us to maximize the
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potential benefits of PAR. As discussed in Chapter 2, if we agree with Tandon that, "the

primary objective of participatory research is the production of knowledge and encouraging
the poor and oppressed. and those who work with them. to generdte their own knowledge

and control the means of produclion of knowledge" (Tandon, 1988, p. I?), then local
Filccilitators and I only just began to accomplish this objective over the seven month period.
We did produce new knowledge, and as I argued in Chapter 2. this new knowledge can

lead to some form of social transfornation. Ho~vever.withmore time.additional
knowledge around building a filmily literacy program in the B u k u Palad community may
have been acquired which may have, in turn. led to further social transformation. Sharing

more skills among bcilirarors. collecting quantitative measures of effectiveness. and
encouraging mothers to become more involved in goal setting and reflecting about the
progrim are examples of aspects of the process that may have evolved with more time.
6.2.2 External Researcher - Local Particinant Rclationshi r,

Not only is PAR time-intensive compared to other li~rmsof research. the external
researcher-local participant (i.r. local ililitators and fimilies) relationship is also
challenging. .ks discussed in Chapter 2. the literature addresses some of the complexities of
this relationship. However. m y experience with this project suggests h a t proponents of
PAR are somewhat unrcalistlc in the cxpcctlttions they have of external researchers. I agree

with RLlhman (1991) "that it is not easy to establish a uuly subject - subject relationship at
the very ourset wilh people who are traditionally victims of a dominating slructure ..." (p.

17) and would go furrher to argue that it map not be possible to ever tmly esrablish this
subject-subject relation. I am more in agreement with both Vio Grossi and Tandon's

arguments which essentially state that psychological, emotional. and social class barriers
will always limit extemal researchers' undersmding

ilnd

adopting of local people's

perspectives. The reasons I challenge the notion or an authentic subject-subject relationship
are based on my field experiences and are discussed below.
ternal Tensmu
As external researcher. I was often frdught with internal tension. In the reflection section of
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my log, I made approximately forty enuies. 01 these forty entries, twenty enuies were
around researcher-local facilitator tensions. Examples of entries include "I don't want to set
up or perpetuate the bosdworker dynamic but feel this may be happening" and "the
[tension] between taking on too much conuol and sharing my knowledge. Should I be
comfortable with leading the sessions at first - modeling what I m talking about. with the
expectation that the other facilitators will follow md continue

I leave'? I dunk I must

show some of what I am tlllkinp about with the capectation that the other Fdciiitlctors will

mc~nitorits appropriateness". I struggled daily wilh how much direction I should provide: if
I should challenge other facilita~ors'methods: and how I should ensure that lad
Piiciliutors also conuol the process. I was not sure how ro reconcile my roles as external
researcher and 'equal' piuucipant. The tension hctween these roles was perplexing;
esrahlishing a balance was diflioult.
Different Ciravs
"Huw can I reconcile my own nerds with those (sometimes differing) nerds of the

Focolare movement. Bukas Palad organizers. [he community'?". This log muy, recorded at
the beginning of the process. illuminates the tension between ex~rrnlllresearcher and local

participants ~denlifiedby Vio Grossi and Tmdoa. I was psychologically. rmolionally, and
socially different from local hcilitators and lilrnilies. Thcsc di fferenccs resulted in having to
accasionally forfeit i

q ircly.

despite my sense 01' it being thc on!\.

\t-(qV,

in order to reach

consensus within the group. For example. during the Jmuary planning meetings. I
suggested partidly adopting an adult literacy prtrgrurn to guide our Parent Talks. Local
hcilitators wanted to run the Parent Talks more informally. I was reluctant to agree to this
suggestion. because I feared a more informal appn~achwould lead to more work.
However, I accepted the local facilitators' suggestions and Parent Taks remained informal.
In rhr end. it is Likely that Parent Tdks were equally effective and involved the same
amount of work as a mare structured adult literacy curriculum.
Another more challenging situation arose around religious differences. As a predominantly

Catholic organization. the Buku Pdad Foundarion was active in promoting natural binh
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conuol and opposing ~ i f i c i dmethods among cummunity members. Local facilitators
suggested we have community workers responsible lor promoting naturdl planning make a
presentation to mothers during a Parent Tak. I strongly oppose advocating natural birth
control techniques, yet remained silent during this discussion and, if necessary, would
have agreed to having the guest spekers in the hmily literacy program. In both instances.
in an effort to accept all people's knowledge as valid. and to reach a consensus. I had to
rejccr my techniques and withhold my bclicfs.
Patience - Not AIwavs

Facilitating the PAR process requires patiencc and diplomacy. especially when worlung
with a diverse group. In the Bukas Palnd espt2ricnci.. I had to pncticc' patience. especially
around session planning ;md recruitment ac~ivi~ics.
For cxurnple. we had frequently
discussed the importance of preparing well in ad\.;incr for sach scssion. However, local
hcilitators repeatedly disregarded this step. resul~ingin ~e\~c.l.al
.\c.ssions appearing poorly
organized and haphazard. As well. local fnci1it;~torswere rcsponsihlc Tor the recruitment
pnlccss yet were not always active in this rcsponslhility. This rcsultcd in some sessions.

despite our e f i r t and time. heing poorly a~tcndcd.I was no[ surc how to respond to these
personally frustrating situati~~ns
and r ndra~oredtt r palicndy and diplt~maticallyrevisit these

issues with local facilitators.
Perceptions r)f Pr~wsr
As an English-speaktng. Caucasian k~reignzr.I \\.as perceived as different and superior by

some local facilitators and community rnembcrs. Thcse assumptions were challenged
lhrough the participatory nature ol PAR, and local F~cilitatonbcgm to understand that

there were more similarities than differences bct\veen us and that all members of the group
were equally valued and valuable. However. this pcrcrption did not altogether disappear
w i h n the group both because i~was historically rooted and because some of my actions
conuadicted it. In a note addressed to me. Tara illustrated this perception. She wrote, "at
first I was nervous when you were around. .... I felt you're s~rictand I'm ashamed if ever

my performance is not good. But later. all m y ~vonicswere gone because you really happy
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and appreciated very litde things I did for rhr program whichcd helped me a lot to improve
and develop my self-confidence more". From this note, it seems Tam relied on my

reinforcement done, as the person in power, ills \!eritication of a job well done and may
have considered the opinions of orher r n r ~ l ~ h sof
r s the group as lcss important.

Tara's reference to my "strict" nature stems lio~nher wimessing my unmasked frusrntion
and anger. I uccasionally let't my emotions unchcckcd which resuitcd in tidung on the role

as the most powerful participant in the group h!. lclling othcrs how sessions should be
conducted. Afterward. I becanlr h s u a t e d with myscll for forgetting the panicipatory
nature oK the process and abusing m y position oi pri\.ilrgc. As a culturally-appropriate
coping strategy. I learned to amculale my concerns to other peoplc who would then inform
local ficilitators of my concerns. However. with somc local Ficilitatars in some instances, I
may have partly eroded the trust h a t wc had i~orkcdso h i d to cstahlish as a group.

C r m i n ~Stratcr~itls
As well as coping sua~egiesmentioned abo\:c. I Jc\~clopt.dsc\*cralother effective strategies

to deal with the inherent difficulties of being hoth all catcrnal rrszarcher and an equal
panicipan~.and thc challcngcs of working u i ~ ha Ji\-c'negroup o f people. My evening
rellcctions of the day's events. discussed carlicr in dlis chap~cr.tlllowed me to view
interactions and ilctivilics more objectively. Thcsc r~I1ectionsled nw to apologize when

nrlcessary and approach future situations wi th morc undcrstandin g.
On another level. I choose my living environment around the porcntial challenges of being

immersed in tl~rBukas Pdad community. At thc beginning 01' the project, I opted to live
in tl~rB~lkasPalad housing
with friends outside of the community rather iluln li~~ing

complex. This led to me enjoying a 'privileged rxpa~riateexistence' at times. which
included eating at expensive restaurants and going tu beach resorts on the weekends.
Though I stmggled with living 'between worlds' and felt that this living arrangement may

have limited my understanding of the Bukas Palad ci)n~rn~nity
and i& people (for example,

I learned less Tagalog than I would have if I had lived in the housing complex), in
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hindsisht I realize h a t enjoying moments of h't~sthAmerica I'amiiiluity with Nonh
American friends enabled me to return to my research with energy and renewed sensitivity.

I argue that the findings discussed above indicate that. for rhc purposes of this project,

panicipaiurj ac'li~~n
rrsrluch w u an enieitivr nlrthocl of cle~clopinpmd implementing the
hmily Literacy program in the Bukas Pulad community. Thc panicipatory and reflective

nature o i Pt\R along with i~ emphases on relcgirimizing popular knowledge and creating
new knowledge enriched the process of developing and implc.n~t.l~ting
the family literacy
program. Local facilitators endorsed the PAR process and rrcog~~ized
the importance of

individual conuibutions ro group decision making. This rndorsemrnt led to local facilitators
becoming committed to the nodim of family literacy. The PAR process led to trust being

estltblished m o n g all puticipllnts in the proccss including local t'acilitators. mothers and
myself. It also led to knoaflrdge owned by both local facilitators and rnolhers being
relegirirnized and to the creation of new knowlcdgc. Thn~ughparticipation leading to trust.
local facilitators acquired slulls and confidcncc that now enahlcs them to develop and
impien?cnt h e Pm~ilyliteracy program independcn~lyand ct'lccti\.c.ly.I acquired knowledge

about the community and culture i~swell us skills around cul~urally-appropriatefamily
literacy practices. With continued adrninistrutiiscsupport of pcrsi~nnrland resources, the
Bukas Palad Family Literacy Program will he sustainahls. Though PAR is not without its
limitations. if a more ~aditionairesearch approach had been employed. where I had
positioned m y x l f as the on!\. expert. and local hcili tat(] rs assistcd rather than participated
in the research. I a g u e the program would not have bccn as eitective or potentially
suswnable.

I have attempted to demonsrite how PAR has enriched the development and
implementation of an effective family litcracy program in a developing environment. Before
defining and elaborating on the notion of 'effectiveness'. I ivill discuss how this thick

description. alone. informs the family literacy literature. Xficr arguing the effectiveness of
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the program, I will address gender issues as they offer new insights to Family Literacy
initiatives.
n o f the Bukas Palad Family Literacy Program
6.3 Descrl~tlo

Many family litericy practitioners turn to the Litcr~turehciorc dr\.clloping and implementing
prugranls. As discussed in Chapter 3. outcomes of adul~li~rlraryprograms in the South

may be informative ro funlily literacy practitioners. As upc.ll,program descriptions and
evduations of North American and European Bmily lilc'rilcy pn)grams can provide valuable
information. However. there are only a few programs in the litel-arure that offer thick
The description of the
descriptions of hmily litericy programs in developing comn~uni~ies.
Bukas Palad Family Li t m c y Program will augnlent discussions such as the Early

Enrichmrnr Project in Turkey (Kagitcibusi. 1997) and [hi. PSL)!*CCLUPadres r h j o s
operating in Chile (Filp and Valdes. 1993). Tl~oughpcicllltonsrs must be aware of the
Limitations of grafting one model of i:in~iIylitrnlcy onro ;I ditli.rc.nt context. thls research
project may add to their ability to effectively dcveltlp and implcn~rntP~milyliteracy

programs in similar settings.
6.4 The Effectiveness of the Bukas Palsd Family Literacv Program

Many literacy programs discussed in the literature use quanrit'iahlc measures of improved
literacy slulls to determine program rfl'ectiveness. Ho~vc\.er.;is mentioned in Chapter 5,

such measures were not used with Bukas Palad participnna. Duiing Lhr ini tid planning
meeting. I had argued against formally assessing liternc!. lcvrls of program panicipants for
several reasons. Firstly. as a teacher trained and espcricr~ccd111 using various assessment
tools. I was aware of the cultural limitations of using tuols nomrd on North American
chiidren (for example, the Brigance Diagnostic Battery) with different populations.

Creating normed. culturally appropriate instruments \\;as hzyond the scope of this research
project. Secondly. the short term nature of the research prcucct precluded being able to
identify significant literacy dilfercnces. This notion is confim~cdby studies such as
Philliber et al. (1996) and Abadzi (1904), discussed in Chapter 3. Thesc studies indicate
that a minimum of 150 - 2(X) hours of instruction should he provided before quanufiable
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differenczs in lileracy skill will be evident. Thus, even if the prqiect would eventually
positively effect literacy skills among fmiljes, this change could not be qumtifiably

measured over a maximum of sixty hours of instruction. Thirdly, considering the cultural
nature of the community and based on Canirso-Don~nila's(1996) rescarch indicating
Filipino's considerible and deep-rooted em harrassment ahou t poor literacy skills. I
predicted that hcilitators. parcn ts. and children \vould

hcl

\.cry u ~ ~ c ofortable
m
with

piirticipating in a li~eracyskill asscssmcnt. cspt~iallyhclorc. dtxclopi~~g
o rapport with one
another. I was particularly concerned that collecting pic-pn)gram literacy skill data before
progrdm involvement would have discouraged hmilics from participating in the program.
For these reasons. using quantitative measures of skill improvement appcared not to be the
most valid form of determining efl'ectivenessol' illc Bukas P;dild Family Literacy Program.

During the initial planning phase. local Pacilitators supported my rcsons against formal
assessment.
1 argue. however. that the eNectiveness of the program to the thlrzicth session was still

possible to drtrm~inc.using qualitative mrasusc's sucll 3s inlcrvicws 2nd log entry records.
For h e purpose of this research. rfkcti~encss'01' the progr;lrn will hc de~crminedby
r\*idmcr ofc.onfirr~tirtg,
incrrrisi)~~
trnd/clrrrcc~i~ii-i~r:;p~~lti!\
lirrr.iic:\. pr-trcric*e.s.AS outlined in
- ~+o,yrlirive,
r ~ c ~ i e saffective,
Chapter 3. 1 define literacy as: "rllr rtrit:;r r,f'skilI.\c t r t d i o ~ ~ ~ ~ c t t ~

co~dbrho~iiorrrl- which rnoblrs i11dividircr1.sm firrtcrion ~:g(~(.ri\*c~l~
in .vocirnbwithin the
cSonte.rtoj'thr \tiCr coi~o~~ltrrin.
(locirl. rttcyio~r(~l.
~irrtio~url.
t r r d glnbtrl) ill order to improve
the q~rulicof'lifr cmrl that oj'.socir~*".I also dclinc f ~ m i l yliteracy as: "the entire range of

octi~itie.\*and prucrice.~that iirc intrgnrtid into ti]c drrilj, l f i [,f*cr~irrnil!.,incl~tdingpareno,
children und ertended~iin;ilynttntbc~rs.ro pr-on~ortjlirtv-trc!.". I consider activities and

behaviours around reading.writing, numcncy. storytelling. ph) ing games driwing. and
playing music as all examples of activities dlar promi~tclitcsaicy.
Based on post-research project interviews and log entt-ics. the Bukas Palad Family Literacy

program was effective in confirming. increasing. and/or dcquiring family literacy practices
within the home by members of all six Families participating in at least half of the thirty

sessions. This data will be reviewed and interpretlltrd below.
Confirmation Leads to Increase

It appeared that families were simply unaware that in many cues they were idready
practising filmily literacy activities in the home. For csamplc, mothers were surprised and
pleased to discover that activities such as making Christmas decorations and telling family
stories with thrir children were all examples of Family literacy acticitics. Confirming
existing parenting prac ticrs appeared to bolster thesc \ ~ ~ o n ~conliidrnce
c ~ ~ ' s us competent
parents and seemed k r l y to lead ti) mothcn prac tieing t1lc.s~activiucs more often in the
home.
Acuuirinc Shlls
.4s evidenced by post-research project in tcrvicws rcponcd

in

Chapttr 5. all six families

reponed that they now read to their children at home and that tivr of thc six mothers did not
do so before participating in the program. hllost signillcandy. all families reported and

demonstrated a sheer delight in readily and consisten~ly reading. rereading, and discussing
children's books in the home. As well. fathcrs read

ti)

children. childrcn read to parents and

other adults. and families read to their neighhours. As discussed in Chapter 3. research
indicates parents readins to young childrcn at home is one ol' the most crilical readiness
shlIs parents can provide thrir children t i ~ fu
r turc liicmcy dc\.c.lopmen~.Research also
demonstrates h a t many illiterate md semi-liremu palents arc. ~ypicall! rc1uct;mt to engage in
storybook reading.
Other examples of acquiring new literitcy shlls becamc evident among both mothers and
children. Most mothers became more contident and verbal during Parent Talks and some
mothers enjoyed prictising already developed literacy skills. Tney reported being better
able to support their children while completing homework. conversing more among family

members. and singing new songs learned at h e family literacy program. Children

improved in ccmcenuating, attending to stories and reciting songs. With continued
participation by these mothers, more literacy skills may have been acquired by individuals
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within a family and families as a whole.
Most significantly, though most difficult to measure. thcse six mothers and their children

seemed to acquire new ~ninrdesabout the notion oT i u - ~ ~ iliteracy.
ly
Mothers recognized
that not only were they already practicing many effecriie family literacy skills, the new
shlls they had acquired such as daily stoty reading, supporting homework. talking through
prob1r.m~.md going on short uips to thr: park ar zt)iI wcrc wcli within their capacity to
accomplish a poor and poorly educated families. Bclie\*ingin their own abilities to practice

these skills may l e d to these shlls being sustainable. Atti~udesaround family literacy
appeared to change among these families as a resu!t ot' regular paniciparion in rhe Bukas
Palad Family Litcracy Program. These altitudinill changes, generally the most difficult ro
alter among individuals. will lkely be sustained whcthcr or not the program continues in its
present fmm.
The first thirty sessions ol' the B u k u Palild Family Litcmcy PI-ogram were effective in
promoting Lhr acquisition of new and reinforcing esis~ingliteracy bchaviours md attitudes
among Families attending h e program regularly. h,lothcrs and children practiced and began
acquiring Literacy skills l i ~ themselves.
r
Findings ahout the eifectivcncss of this program

may add c o n f i a t i o n to h c notion h a t filrnily literacy initiatives arc capable of addressing
complex litemcy issues in comrnuni~icsin thc South.
6.5 Recruitment and

Retention

As discussed during progranl descriptions in Chapter 3. litrruturr on adult literacy and to

some extent literature on Family literacy init~ativcslocated in uommunides in the South,
addresses recruitment and retention P~ctors.Ahadzi's ( 1994) literature review on adult

titerdcy programs indicates that recruitment of illiterates is problematic and the drop-out rate
among adult litericy progranls in developing communities can be as high as tifty percent.

The Chilean Family literacy project discusses recruitment striltegies and identifed the drop
out rate at 204 during the 1992 year. Our experience with recruitment and retention may
add new information to the Literature. especially with respect to the Philippine setting. As
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with my literacy project in any communir)r. understanding these issues is critical to
designing and irnpkmenling a more effective and sustainable firnily literacy program.
6.5. I Recruitmea
As stated in Chapter 5. over the thirty fanlily literacy sessions. on average. one new family

joined the progrm each session with a total of twenty-five families attending the program
at least once . Though w e

strove 111 develop altrrnaliw. less time-intensive recruitment

methods. we found that like other Bulias Palad community out-reach programs. frequent
home visitations seemed the most effective recruitn~sntmethod. As evidence of this

tinding. four c)f the six fmilies attending over half of the ramily 1iter;lcy sessions were
recruited by Fern bctbre my anivd. There arc difkrenccs in the way these families were
recruited compared to the o h e r twenty-one i'amilics who participated. Fern visited the
hmilirs in their homes s n y r o i times over thc six wcrk period. We learned that a
relationship was established in a nun-thrcataning cnvironmcnt which eliminaled the need
B r parents to initially go to the social ccnue. As onc fi~cilitatorstatcd. "individuals [need to]

share experiences from cl~rnmunityw~rktrs"hrli)re ~ h c yk c 1 ct~n~ft)rt;lble
joining the
program.
Committed mothers then~sel\!eswere also cffccrivc at 1-ccruitingrela~ivesand neighbours.
Of the twenty-five Families that attended at least onc session. Len ot' them came to the

program because they knew one of the parLicipating muhers. Son~r:ol' these families had
been pmicipating in the program over several weeks hy the m d of the data collection
period.

As discussed in Chapter 5 . another finding around recruitment stralegies relates to
comments made by Ginger. a training session participant and spokesperson for the
community. She st;ued that foreigners should nor recruit because they do not understand
families in these communities and intinlidate them. Shc also made us aware that the
religious nature of Bukas Palad community propranls inhibited some fanlilies from
panicipating in the family literacy program. Though local hcilitators did not recognize my
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presence or the organization's strong Catholic affiliation as barriers to rhe recruitment
process. 1considered Ginger's comments worthy of further investigation as she lived in the
community but was not weil connected to the Bukas Palad Foundation. and thus was
perhaps more objective than local Pxili~ators.
6.5.2 Retention
As stated in Chapter 5. attendance fluctuated signitisan~lyover the course of h e project.

Over the seven month period. six P~n~ilics
attended hall' of rhr: time.Fourteen families
dropped out of the program after attending one or two sessions. The first five family
literacy sessions were attended by an average of lour hmilirs while the 1 s t five sessions of

rhr project saw an average of eleven I';lnmilies.
Few explanations for poor retention are provided in thc Panlily literacy literature in

developing communities. Abadzl ( 1994 ouLlinrs SPL'CII'IC program- and p;lrucipmt-related
reasons explaining why adults drop-OUL
of literacy programs. Some of Abadzi's
explanatit~nspra~idcvaluable insigh1 to why retention \via challenging for the Bukas Palad
Family Litrwcy Program while h e Bukas Palad experience may offer new insights to adult

and family literacy initiatives.
As explained in Chapter 5. data on reasons l i ~ ahscnccs
r
and for dropping out of the Bukas

Palad program is informa~ivebut perhaps incon~pl~.
LC. .\lothers idc'ntilied a spectrum of
reasons ranging from iaziness to a family d e a h k)r k i n g absent from ;Isession. Eight
mothers who dn~ppcdout provided facilitators with csplanations. These mothers reported
that their children were too young or poorly behaved to bcncfit from the program, the
activities were too difficult, or mothcrs had too many responsibilities. Though we
attempted to meet the needs of all participann. we recognized h a t needs of families varied

enormously making our aspirations difficult to accomplish all the time. Reasons for
dropping out are similar to Abadzi's explanations h r why adults, particularly women,

drop out of adult Literxy pnlgrms. As well. rather than attributing retention problems to
program limitations done. Abadzi's discussion around complacency, learned helplessness
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well-developed coping suategies among poor illit~.ratrsoffers additional possible

explana~onsfor why these mothers opted to drop out.

Equdl y significantly though. are the reasons why six Iimilics participated in more than half
the sessions and why. towards the end of thc pri!iect, ninc fmmilies in total were
participating regularly. Thuugh not quan~ificd.mothers ircquendy reported attending
sessions. despite competing priorities. becuusc thcir childscn enjoyed attending and asked
repeatedlyqVWhenis 'F~rnilyliteracy4!". Lou1 hcilitators and I agreed h a t if it were not for
the Child C u e and Family Activity cornponcnts 01' the program which offered engaging

activities k ~ the
r ctuldren and an opportuniry k ~ nmothtrs
r
to esperiencc a break from their
children. the mothers may not have attcndrd sessions as regularly as thcy did. This riding
offers an important new insight to lircru~urcon hoth adult and family literdcy programs.
Abadzi ( 1991) argues that many illitcratcs upillnot join lircruqf programs Tor a plethora of
rcasons including uncomforub1ent.s~w ~ l hpoor li~crac! skills and. in h e rase of women.
o\.eniThelmingchildcare and work rcsponsihilil~es.L i ' i t l ~hmil!' litcracy iniliatives that

support borh parents and heir children. these two barr~c~-s
to initial recruitment and
retention may be overcome: mothers may t~vcrlooktlmcir own perceived inadequacies if they
believe their participation will benefit their children's education. Bc'cause children are cared
I'or throughout each session. mothcrs arc free to csplorc. thcir own literacy interests.
Thcse findings on recruitment md retention offer ncw insight to literature on family literacy
in developing setrings. The initid recruimmcnt process i;lr tin~ilyliteracy programs in

developing communities needs to be carried out tdtrr- tlv tnrgrL audience has been
determined and over a long period of tinw bcybre the pn)gmnm start-up. In the context of an
urban poor setting in the Philippines. repeated home vihits ivhci-c a connection is
established between Facilitators and P~rnilitsis important to the recruitment process.

Encouraging Families to urge neighhours to participate in the program is another effective
strategy. The impact of h e role of external i3cilit;l~orsshould be carefully investigated
before external facilitators decide to participate in the rccruitn~entprocess. Some retention
bamers to adult literacy progrims may be overcome hy family litericy initiatives. Mothers
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may attend the program regularly, regardless of inhibitions ahuui rheir literacy skills.
because their children are able to attend the program. eliminating mothers' childcare
responsibilities. As well. children enjoy and benefit from h e program.
Not only does this thesis augment and add new insights to literature on information about

effectiveness. recruitn~ent,and retention of finlily and adult litcmcy programs. it also offers

new insights lo other gender-related issues.
6.6 Gender Considerations

Unhke other Literacy initiatives. f ~ m i l yliteracy programs do not appwr lo cncourigr
panicipation by luthers. In the majority

01'

programs discussed in Chaptcr 2.mothers and

rheir children most often comprised the program participants. For cxample.the Turkish
Enrichment P n ~ j r c (Kagitcibasi.
t
19971 and thc Proyccio Padrcs c Hijos (Filp and Valdes.
1993) specifically staled that wirh rare csceptions. mothul-s \wrc the only adult participants.

The Bukas Palad F m i l y Liicwcy program was \.c~-ysimilar p~im;irilydue to the

"machismo" atritude of mcn in ihc c~~rnrnuni~y.
In ordcr for family literacy initiatives to be
fully integrated into homes. holh molhers an3 lithers should hc ;lctivrly recruited. As
discussed in Chaptcr 5. i h ~ ~ u glllthers
h
clppciircd to c'ndursc. [I12 i~mil!. literacy program, our
attempts to encourage fathers to actually artcnd rht progsun ihroug h organizing field trips
on weekends and assigning activities for ~ h c mto do with their children at home, largely

filed. However. these Piled strategies add ncw insight ro the lilcrarurc, especially in the
Filipino context. and alerts praclitioners worhng in similar sc~~ings
that participation by
fathers must be creatively addressed at the dcveloprncnt and implementation s t a g s .
Gender issues in family literacy pnlgrarns. panicularly the c~itiqueoffered by Cuban and
Hayes (1996) discussed in Chapter 3. identify concerns family lileracy practitioners should
address about marginalizing women in the practitioners* effons to promote family literacy.

Cuban and Hayes ugur h a t the transmission model 01' Pirnily literacy where mothers are
trained to pass along r e d i n g and related literacy skills 10 h e i r children nlay neglect the

intellectual needs of rnolhers. Mothers may feel their r s i s ~ i n gparcaung practices are not
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valued and they may find altcmative parenting practice discussions invasive. Cuban and

Hayes suggest several ways of increasing the merit of family literacy programs. They argue
for adopting a more participatory approach to program development and in~plemenution
where mothers decide on content and activilies. Using participatory action research in the

Bukas Palad program. as we have discussed. enabled local V~cilita~ors
t o participate in the
development ilnd implementation of the process. It h n also resulted in local facilitators
interacting in a panicipatury manner wirh mothers. Unlike other Bukas Pdad community
programs where community workers iaught parlicipann. the Facilitators and parents in the
family literacy program collectively discussed and dr tcin~inedappropriate literacy.
shildreiuing. nutntion and health practices. This proccss lcd to mothers informing and
sonfim~ingeach other's pracliccs. Mothers were askcd. 2s a gnrup. LO determine the
ctmtent of Parent Talk sessions. Mothcrs ~t.t.si)abIc to ;~~-tic'~~l;~tc
tlii'is i~l~tlrcsts
which led to
hcilitators designing ilc~ivitirsmolhers cn-joyed and considcrcd \.aluahlr. Bused on my own
observations. the PAR process appcarcd ro ho1str.r rnt)thcrs' conl'idcncc and self-esteem.
As discussed earlier. if morhers' intcllcctual nccds a1.e ilddrcsscd 111cyare perhaps more

likely to attend fimily literacy programs and 1 c m literacy shlls plus health. nutrition, and
childrearing skills hat will havr cnommous impact on thcir hmilics' li\rlihood. Our
experience lends confirmation lo Cuban and Hayes assertion that participatory approaches
to family litericy may result in mothers considering family lircrac! programs beneficial to

both them llnd their children as opposed to potcntiall! dc\.aluing and invilsivc.
6.7 Lessons Learned

The process of taking courses. completing u literiture rc\.ic\\.. and csp~cially.conducting

primary research in the field in preparution lor writing h i s thesis have contributed to an
incredible journey of learning for me. 1 have gained many personal and academic lessons

from this experience. Below I will discuss my most signi tican t realizations. These lessons
wdl focus on the project ilself, knowledge gained that may inl'om~hmily and adult literacy

initiatives. the connection between pal-iicipatory adon rcsrarch and litericy as these two
notions relate to development. and the capacity of hoth rnicnr and macro initiatives to be
effective in the developing context.

External Researcher con in^ Stratc(vies
Researchers and practitioners planning to employ participato~yaction research, especially in

a culturally different setting. should be prepared to esperirncc. internal tensions as both
externd researcher and equal pxticipants. They should rsprcL to znpage in activities based
on their own experiences and kno\vc.lcdgc or even on moral grounds with which they
I
pariencr and diplomacy
disagree. PAR researchers should also be prepared ~ Lpracticc

while in the field llnd tind culturally-appropriate ways ~)f'csprrs.\ingrhcir frusuation. As
well. it may be important to develop cffccti\+eperst~nalcoping s~nl~egics
in the field.
Withou~demonsuatinp sensitivity. pa~irnceand diplomacy

de\,cltrping ways of dealing

with ditti'rencc. PAR researchers may risk destroying the trust essential to h e PAR
process.

Rtuuirements of Sustainahilit~~
AS discussed in Chapter 2. one reawn I chose PAR as thc mc.thoJ~)li)gica1
tool for this
research was because I w u intrreslcd in the sustain;lhili~>ui' the pn)-icctafter my role as
external researcher ended. Factors supporting sus~ainahili~!
iit-c ill place for thls project.
Firstly. the Bukas Palad Board of Dil-ccrors and administi-a~i\*c
st;ll'i cndorse the family
litcracy initiative. Resources and n1onc.y arc availahlc 1i)r its cun[i~iuarion.Secondly. local
facilitators arc sufliciently skilled and n~o ~vared
i
to ron~inucrccruitinp and implementing the

program independently. Thirdly. ninc Pdrnilics have dzm onstrated and articulated significant
interest in continuing to panicipate. with at least thrce new bmilics expressing interest in
joining the program. However. thc sustainability of the pro-jcct is in jeopardy. It is in
jeopardy because local facilitators have mimy competing priorities as community workers
employed with the Bukas Pdad Foundatii~n.They cuch art: ilhle to contribute in small ways
to the program but no one hcilitator has sufficient timc lo rnilnapc the recruiting, planning,
and implementing c)f the program. The lesson learned here is that at the beginning of the

research process. the Foundation should have designated onc esisting employee, or hired a
Ficilitator from the community, to uldmately be fully respclnsibl: [i)rfdcilitating the family
Litericy p r o g m . In consideration of thc seeming n1uctimcr iithcrs have to p h c i p a t e in
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family literacy progrms, a hther from h e community would halvebeen the most ideal

candidate. This community worker should have few other Bukas Palad responsibilities.
The employee's salary could have been initially incurred through a budget line in my

Canadian Bureau of International Education research p n t . If the program proved

effective, the Buku Palad Foundation could have assumed responsibility for this expense.
Fdrnilv Literdcy Proprams as a Tr;lnsition;ll Bndce
1have dso come to understand that the notion of fan1ily literacy in the development context
has considerable merit and may address hamc'rs around other li ~el-clcyprograms. As

dt'monsuated in this thesis. Family li[eracy iniliativcs can hc :l'fcc.[i~.c in chmging literacy
pmctices and attitudes, md improving lileracy skills anlung h n ~lies.
i These programs may
overcome barriers ourlined hy Abadzi ( 1904) that af'lkct adult litc'rac! programs in
developing communitirs. Abadv statcs that many illilrrarcs dl) n t j l cnrt~lin literacy classes
bccausr they are cmbarnlsscd about thcir lircracy skills. do not sec ~lii.merits of literacy in
their lives. and I o r . Ibr wtmlcn in pa~~iculilr.
do not join hcciiusc thcy have too mimy other
responsibilities. However. mothers who arc illi~cratcmay hc morc. likcly to join a family
literacy program kcausc heir children ilttcnd the program \\-it11 them and benefit from and
enjoy the activities. Some of thcsc nl~thcrsmay gain c n o u g l ~c~nl'idcnccand interest in the
benefits of litcracy that they will hccomc. n~ohvatcdto Join 1111adull l i ~ ~ ' ~ -program.
ucy
Family

Literacy programs may funcbon as ;l uans~tionalhndgc ~oaccessing adult literacy programs
lor these parents.
Interrratin~
Familv Literacy Initiatiws with Adt~ltLircrac~Procs~~rns

I argue that adult literacy initiatives in communities in both the Sorth and South informed
by the notion offu~nilylirrrl~cj.may he mure successful at illstering literacy in the

community than uaditiond adult literacy pnyxms. I argue that. compared to family literacy
programs, adults can more efticiently and effectively gain literacy sltllls through welldeveloped. participatory-based a d u l ~literacy programs. Yet \vilhout significant

restructuring or reorgnnizing, principles tr f hrnily 1itcrac.y could hc. rcadily integrated into

these adult literacy progrms and this integration could addless 1imit;itiuns of both types of
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programs. Firstly. as Abadzi ( 1994) stated. 1vc;nIrn in pilrticul~rma!* he unable to join adult

literacy programs because of responsibili ties such as childcars. To rcrnove his barrier.
adult literacy programs should not only p~.ovidcchildcarc. bu: also c,pportunities that foster
Literacy skill development among childrcn. X small portion of' each sc'ssion could be
designated to parents and childrcn r ngaping in literacy actiu [ics tilgclllcr. Secondly, adult
literacy content modules may hcsomc more rncanin;l'ul ii n~pissincludrd ways parents can
better support their families. including prom o ~ i n gli~eracyin the hon~c..Thirdly. unlike most
hmily literacy programs. men participate in adult lilcrasy pl.ogmnls. If these programs
provide a Family litrrdcy component. Ilrthcrs may Icam thc imponancc of rheir role in
promoting literacy in the home. Sipnific;int. critical opportunilirs ti)]-learning will be
missed if h e concept of Family litcr~c!~does not becomc an ;~cti~c.
and essential part of
adult literacy programs.
Literacy is not 4 Panacea

Another significant lesson ieuncd i n n )l\.c.sthc. r c l a l ~ o n h h ~hcta.~cn
p
[hc acquisition of
literacy skills and the overcoming ot' po\.cn!'. Firsd y. rc;anllcss 0 1 li [craoy levels. people
in rhe Bukas Palad con~munir)~
drc acutcl!. mVarc01' 111cirs i ~ i ~ a [ iof'
o ~poverty.
~s
Though

these proplc map not he ahlt' to underst;tnd the largcr econonlic. polilical. and social
reasons underlying their poverry. rhcy can aniculalc sonw soiutions. Parents' foresight in
eagerly promoting their children's‘ cducudon. idcall!. Icading LO thcsc. children. as adults.
obtaining secure. well-paying johs. which

in rum mininlizc thc poverty experienced by

their parents. demonstates a solution to piwcrty rn;ln!* parcnls hoid in the community. Yet.
this solution. in iuelf may nut allevialc p o ~ e r ~for
! ~tl~csc'~'iinl~lics.
1 111ctseveral literate and

worhng parents in the communiry who were raising Pin1111c.sIn cxtscmr poverty. In these

cases. even cmploymenr did not lead direcdy ro er;lriic:rtion o i po\.er[y. P ~ \ ~ e r t y .
particularly in rhrse urhan poor dcvrloping community scoi~igs.is i.ssrptionally complex
and literacy is not in itself a panacea. However. I \vould nrguc that li1c1-acyacquisition, at

least in urban settings. is the foundation upon which individuals hccome more capable of

tacbng many barriers of their pmrerty and oppression. Due to thc complex nature of
poverty, literacy initiatives should not take place in isolation. hut ~lsa critical, integrated

put of poverty alleviation initiativrs.
. .
Iecnves
ot PAR

Throughout this research project, I continually wondered whether or not we were engaging
in authentic participation leading LO social tunsfomlalion of oppressed people in this

community? As I argue in Chapter 2. by relcgitimizing kno\\.lsdgc and producing new
knowledge. 1111 participunu in this project were st~isll!*transiixn~rdin some small ways.
But in order for people to change their situations 01' oppression and povrrry. proposed by

some proponents as the ulitima~rl)hjccti\.ei ~ PAR.
f
social trans~i~rn~arion
must occur on a
much broader scale. I realize that cert;lirlly within tl~crealm o 1' this scsearch project.
obtaining large scale. perhaps political. social uansl'om~ation~vouldhe

im ambitious

goal.

However. more importantly. \t90r-ki)lgrowtr~-I/.\.(il~p~-orrdri~tg
so~.itriti-tmsfi,~-~~lation
Irurling to
po\*rrR ulln~iutionwas a valuahk way ti)r loin1 p;lrtisipants and m!.sclf to conceptualize

our actions and actitPities.I arpuc that enpaging in p;lnicipatory*action research is im
efkctive method t i ~ divtrsc
r
groups o t' pcuplc to d c u l n in2
~ and address development

problems.
~
Much like the assumptions about li~crac!. a c q u i s i ~ ~a ho ~ pan.1cc.a.
p;~r~icipatory
action
research cannot. in isola~ion.address thc cornplcxi~i~'~
01' opprt'ssic!~~
and poverty.

Howr\!er. together with lirrnlcy acquisition. 1 suppcsr illat r l ~ c .tirst steps towards achieving
emancipation is oppressed individuals learning thc \.slue 01' pilr~icipaioryprocesses to solve
community problems.
The Merits of Develonment
Before I began the research project. 1 became skeptical about countries in h e North
promoting development in the South. through reading Marlinusscn. Latouche, and Parpart
and talking with people working in thc dcvelopment rnicrpn.rz. I was particularly wary of
religious-based NGO's wd their cvanpclistic, imprrialis~icmoti\,cs. I was disturbed by the
failures of mimy, especially macro. development pro~rcts.Tllrsr iailures seemed largely
related to Northern 'rxpms' assuming a universal nodon OI' ilr\.el~)prncntas well as
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believing they understood the r e a o n s l i ~ and
r complesi~yo i povcny in Third World
counuies. As Latouche suggests, because of thesc. dc\*clopmcniillilurcs. I wondered if we
in the North should be promoting the notion of "pos~-de\.cloprnrni'because perhaps
capable, ingenious people in the South would be beurr than -espcrts' in the North in
solving Third World development problems. Ho\\vt'\.rr. largcly h n ) u p h worlclng closely
with the Bukas Palad Foundation and people in thc sun-(runding community, my attitude
about developmen! has changed.

B ukas Palad Foundation. as an NGO invol\*rd in micri;-dc\-c.l o p n l n t projects. has
significantly lessened ihc cil;.cb

L I pin.cn!.
~

:tnlong !uan!- 1.;111:ilichi n

11111 community.

This

impact has been the resul~ill' estcn Jed rcconnaissalicc mih.\ions early on. and a sustained.
consistent commitment to rhc commut~ityh! its \\.o~-ktxs.
Thls orpaniza~ionunderstands the

layers and levels of oppression rxpc~icnccdby p ~ i l iri~ ~1112
l ~ iommunlty. They realize t h a ~
indifferent families. aster receiving support (for c s a ~ i ~ p l ~ . t h r o umslnourishmrnt
gl~
or health
clinics) from B u k s Palad Foundadon o\.c.r a pcriod u i tirnc. gi\*chack to the Foundation in
money and time. Most hruncning arc rhc personal s1~uic.sr)t. many individuals living in the
community who had. with the support o i Bukas Palid. progrcsscd along the continuum of
oppression lo a place of dignity and agency.

.As u Christian-hased orgilnizatitm. Bulias Palad Foi~~~d;ition
I . mol-2 pcnuinely concerned
~ ~ i gsc'llytlii~hclicl's. The community
with supporting people rhan changing or p r i ) n ~ o ~IIICII'
workers' full acceptance and cndosscmcn~of mc. m!, li l?st!+lc and lapscd religious
pnclices. was surprising and Suunher confil~lledm y scnhc. that po\.t.~~!,alleviation is the

main objective of this organization. Indeed. thc conirnul~i~!.\\,orkcrs' strong spiritual beliefs
seem to foster their compassion and seemingly limitless rncryy to givc to others.
While conducting my research. 1 also hccnrnr kno\vlrd~t.ahlrabout several effective macro

development projects currently under\va) in the Philippines.These macro projects are
managed by hghly-compe titi v r pi-ivatc cntrrprises ;lnd as 'big business*. heir initiatives

are benefiting individuals and c r ~ mpanirs in the North. Ho\vc~c.r.d ~ e s projects
r
are
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attempting to employ participatory processes h a t engage local people in determining their
own development needs. I had the privilege of observing some of these projects 'in action'
and witnessed the many ways people in l a d communities were also benefiting from the

developmcnr initiatives.
Though my experiences hatrc been limited. the Bukas Pillad Foundation, as a locally-based

NGO involved in grassroots dcvelopmc'nt projects. and ~ h scverill
c
effective macro
development initiatives I learned about while living ill Manila. have together transformed
my skepticism about development. I do not share Latouche's view about the notion of

'post-drvelopmmt'. Today. many communilies in the South. partly through participatory
processes. are finding their 'voice' and demanding that donor aid agencies use collaborative
tools in the development process. Instead of 'pt~st-dcwlopmcnt'hen,I argue for authentic
participatory devrlopmcnt initiatives whtlrt: cornmunl~icsin both the South md North gain
economically, socially and poli~icallyin the process 1 1 1 nal~owingthe gap between the rich
and the poor.
6.8

Final Comment$

Based on the findings elaborated on in this chaptcr. pariicipatory action research has

enriched the process of developing and iniplcnienting a family iiterdcy progrm in the

Philippines in many ways. 1 have ou~linrilthe cfkctiwncss of this endeavor and how the
research augments and adds new insight to the literature on literacy programs. particularly
in developing communities. Because macro li~eracyinitiiltives of previous decades
essentially failed. they art' rarely supporlrd by drvelopcd government foreign aid programs
today. Yet. Literxy acquisition remains a crirical first s ~ c pto for many communities
overcoming poverty. Thus. Sunher exploration of the rclalionship between literacy and
development should be undertaken. Studies should focus on longitudinal research
investigating the potential of family literacy progrims in developing settings. Research
should also be carried out on how the notion of Frl~l~ily
i i e r c y can enhance adult literacy

hitiatives.
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Freire speaks about the capacity of the oppressed to liberate their oppressors. In some
ways, through my resemh with the Bukas Palad Foundation and the community it works

with, I have become more liberated. For example, I clearly recall. after spending my third
day waking through the squatter community. meeting friends for a drink at the swank

Peninsula Hotel in the evening. I was appalled at the rceliution that our bill mounted to a
year's 'tuition' (uniforms, books. supplies) at the local school that many families in the
community could not afftird. Thc disparity between illcsi. two worlds, only ~ o r n e t r ~ s
apim. was incomprehensible. Further, without any intention of romanticizing, I was struck
by the ability of people in the B u k u Palad cornmunit!. lo live life at a slower pace while

valuing and celebrating simple pleasures and small m~s~clrs.
As a result of my research
expmence. I now uy to look more critically at my acLions and activities. especially as they

may further the oppression o l others in m y community and in the world. I am learning the

an of living slowly and apprcc~aringthe wonderful peoph: and pleasures that surround me.
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dix A
ukas Palad u
F
ag
m
nr;. Ouestioll~
pre Research Pro~ect

-

Date of home visitation:
Interviewers:
Name of mother:

Name of father:
Childrens' names and ages:

----------------------

Address:

How many years has the family lived in this community?
Where are the parents from originally ?:

mother
father

Why did they moved to Trarno?

-------------------------------------Educational Background of Fmilv;
.A. Mother

Educational background of mother (include years in school, reasons why
she left).

What did the mother enjoy and not enjoy in school?
.
_
_
.
R
_
_
C
d
-

What types of literacy activities does the mother do?

read ? (what types of books)
write ? (for what purpose)
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solve math problems (sums)
tell stories ?
sing songs ?

talk to their children about
B. Father

Educational background of father (include years in school , reasons why
he left).

What did the father enjoy and not enjoy in school?

------------------------------------------------------------What types of literacy activities does the father do?

read ? (what types of literature)
w r i t e ? (for what purpose)

solve math problems (sums?)

-

tell stories ?
sing songs ?

__-__---

_ _ - -

talk to their children about

C. Children

Educational experiences of children?

Do any of the children have difficulty in school? In what ways?

D. Home Environment

Does the family have a T.V., ghetto blaster, and lor books (if yes to books,
what kind?)

E. Reasons for wanting to participate in the BPFL program?
What would the mothedfather like to learn at the BPFLP?

What would the parents like their children to learn?

Is the father interested in attending any of the BPFL sessions. field trips.
or in helping the children with family literacy homework?

.ire there any questions we did not ask or anything else you would like to
tell us?

Balad Palad FanljJv Literacy Program
Post-am
Ouestiom

lkmdLEB
Date of home visitation:
Lntcrviewers:
Same of mother:

Childrcns' names and ages:
(star * children names who panicipate in BPFLP)

We would like to ask you some questions about your fmilies' participation in the Bukas
Palad F w i l v Literacy Program (BPFLP).Your responses will help us to improve h s
program . [twill also Sacha with her research about family lircracy programs in poor
cornmunitics. This interview should take about 20 to 30 minutes.
1. Why do you attend the BPFLP?

2. What threc things have you leamed by attending the BPFLP?

3. What three things have your children leamed by attending the BPFLP?

1 .What do you like the most about the BPFLP ? (eg. parent talk, borrowing the books.
listening to the stories. working on the family activity).Why?
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5. What do your children like the most about the BPFLP? (eg. working with Tara in the
RC, working with you during the family activities. singing songs. listening LO the stories,
reading the library books at home?)

6. What more would YOU.as the parent and person, U e to learn in the BPFLP?

7. What more would you like your CHILDREN to learn in the BPFLP?

Literacy behaviours in the home and how thev have cha@
8. W h a ~activities (reading. writing. counting. talking, singing. dancing) do you and your
childrcn do at home that you learned at the BPFLP? Give me two examples.

9. How aften do you read books to your children now'? How often did you read books to
your children bcfore attending the BPFLP'!
--

lU.Whcrc and when do you read books to your children in the home?

I 1. Do you read books or write more often at home now'?

12. How do the Parent Talk assignments make you feel? Any comments?

13. Can your husband attend the BPFLP? If he can, what stops him from coming to the
program'?

11. Would your husband attend a BPFLP field trip? Where would he like to go?

i 5. HOW does your husband parricipate in the family literacy program ar home?

blother's educatit)niil ~lsniritionsSor their childicn and their educational involvement

16. What educational level would you like your children to reach'? Why'?

17. Besides educadon. wha~do you want for your children'?

18. Do vou think a child's school success is due more to the teacher and school or parents'?
Why'?

19. Do you d o anything specid when your child receives a good school report? What'?

20. Do you do anything special when your child receives a poor school report? What'?

21. Do you hclp your chld with hidher homework'? How?

Ideal Family Views

22. What is the best age for a boy to marry'?

23. What is the best age for a girl to many?
24- What is the best number of children to have?

25. Should women work inside or ourside the home? Why or why not?

Conscientization
26. From most important to less important. what are the three most serious problems you
experience as an individual in h s community '?

17. How can you and/or people in your community solve these problems'?

18. Is dcvclopinp better Literacy skills as a woman going to lead to solving some of these
problems'?

29. We will continue the BPFLP on April 8, lYYY! We will organizing one
session a wcek for the surnmetimr. We plan to make geobouds. go to the zoo, wri~e
family stories. make puppets. etc). Do you think you will continue coming to h e program?
Du you know any orher families that would like to join us'?

**

Don't forget to be ready for your family performance on Tuesday or
Wednesday. **

Comments/Questions/Questionswe didn't ask?
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Dec. 10, 1998
~endixC

Bukas Palad Family Literacy Program Planners
REFLECTIONS ACTION
We have been working together for 9 weeks now! I need to know a little more
about you, and how you are feeling about the Family Literacy program and your
part in it. Please answer the following questions by yourself and as honestly as

...

-

...

possible. I will only share what you write down with others if you agree.
If you have questions about the questions!, please ask the others, ask me
tomorrow (Friday), or phone me at home on the weekend (895-5433).
Please write your response on the back or on another sheet of paper ! I will p~ck
them up on Monday! Thanks !!!!
A.

Personal Data

1. Name

2. Age
3. Educational experience
4. How did you learn to speak, read, and write in English?
4. How long have you lived in this community?
5. What other jobs have you had?
6. List all of your responsibilities at Bukas Palad.
7. How long have you worked in Bukas Palad?
8. How did you become involved in the BPFLP?
6. Bukas Palad Familv Literacv Proaram [BPFLP)
1. Why do you think the BPFLP is important for members of the Bukas Palad

community?
2. What roles do you enjoy the most in the BPFLP? Why?
3. What roles do you enjoy the least in the BPFLP?Why?
4. Do you feel you contribute to the decisions being made about the BPFLP?
How?
5. Why do you feel comfortable working with me? Do you like the participatory
style of setting up the BPFLP? Why?
6. What more would you like to learn from me? Write at least 3 specific things.
7. Why are you an important member of the BPFL program planning team?
Include at least 3 reasons.
8. Why do we work together well as a team?
9. Would you consider keeping a journal for 10 of the next 20 sessions? After
each session, you would take a few minutes (at your convenience) to think
about the session by writing down information such as what you learned that
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session, ideas that came to you, ways you could improve your performance, etc.
The journal would be private unless you wanted to share what you have written
with us.
Thank you so much for your time! I am enjoying working with each of you, both
individually and together, immensely. I am impressed by your commitment and
hard work!

Sacha

Reflections, Questions

......

Appendix D

Feh. 16th - should I continue to feel frustrated by the lack of families when cvcry
session we nave has a new lamiiy join us. ihc: sessions are improving each time? Is
this that I am not satisfied or that f:dmilies and practitioners are not satisfied?

why is it that Fern and Zedna do not see the natural opportunities to promote family
Literacy'? Fern did not (immediately)realize that the opportunity with the Agda
children on sat but was very heipful once we got the children togerher and I asked
her what to do? Z d n a did not want to include the family literdcy initiative in the
Family Fun Day wilh 150 families !!!! Could she have advenised in some way'?? is
t h s being territorial or simply an oversight'? Not sure but I think an oversighl.
Feb. 16th -this program may not survive without the likes of Fern after i leave.
Feb. 17/99 do Z and F and the others see me as not being able to have fun. not
being rewarding enough md only wanting the job to be done correctly (my way)
and always finding something wrong rather than celebrating what is right1?

Feh. 17/99 1 urn finding that because I am forced to document the happenings daily.
ihal I gain much better insight into what is happening. The computer is my end of
Ihc day "rant" and limes me to rellect twice on the daily happenings. How can I
incorporate this time-consuming t s k more melhodically into my life when I am not
doing research?
Fcb. 23 - not sure the scssion planncr is worlung as it is intended to . See Feb. 18th
session planner. Feb. 25 Fern assures me that it will be very valuable to them even
later even though thcy du not use to conduct thc sessions.

Fch. 21 - Anubcl is a very strongly skilled parent. Should she become more
in\lolvcd in our program planning '? ? I spoke to my cultural interpretator.Jenny and
she said that it would not be a good idea. The other mothers (ie Shelly and Remy)
would wonder why they were not chosen .
M u c h 2 . 1999 - discussing disciplining problems and soiurions seems. more than
any ol~tertopic. very invasive to me. How one brings up their children is deeply
and culturdly ingrained and I really dont think the mothers ever thought that there
are othcr ways. beside their way. to bring up their children. Can encouraging them
to listen and talk to their chldren be useful info? Do we have a right to talk to
mothers ahout how they raise their children? Though thcy askcd us to taUr about
discipline. did they really want to talk about it or change what they do?
March 20/99 - has this program had more or equal impact on the local facilitators
compared to the families? Equal evidence.

Appendix E
ukas Palad Familv Literacv Proacam
Session Planner
Session Title:

Date:
Objective:
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Preparation: (include materials needed and who is responsible for preparing
them)

Preparation
Person responsible:
o Organize fifth floor for activities

o Write what we will be doing today on blackboard .
o Write joke

on black board.
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Attendance:
Families present: (Include names of parents and children and indicate if this is
the first time the family has participated with a *)

Reasons for absences:

.

.--------------..----..----.---.--*.----*.----------

-

2:OO
2:40
Parent Talk

Topic

-

----------------------------------------------------P e r s o n ( ~ ) Responsible:
1. Discuss joke on the blackboard.

2. Ask some parents what they enjoyed/disliked about the last session and
what they learned.

3. Literacy activities at home: ask some parents what activities they are doing at

home that are literacy-related

4. Lesson:

5. Explain, perhaps through demonstration, the family activity to the parents.

Eva1uation:

-

2:OO
2:40
Child Care

Person(s)

responsible: -

Activity and/or book to read:

Evaluation:

-

2:40
3:10
Familv Activity

Evaluation:

3:10

- 3:30

Storytellina and Sonqg
1. "Hello"song and one other song (new song).

Song title:

2. Story title and person responsible for reading.
Story title:
3. Families borrow books.
4. Closing song. ("Paaiam Na")

Reflection and Action
Evaluate your personal performance :
Fern:

Sacha:

Zedna:
Sharon:
Other volunteers:
(rev~sedJan. 27.1999)
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Appendix F

Partici~atorvAction Research (P.A.R.) Princi~lesand
Process
began in 1970's in A h c a by groups fighting against colonization
practices

process which combines three activities - research, education, and
action
"Participatory research attempts to present people as researchers
themselves trying to find answers to questions of their daily struggle
and survival"
"Participatory research is a way for researchers and oppressed
people to join in solidarity to take collective action, both short and
.*
long term. for rahcal social change ...
closely linked to social movements
participatory research is about the right to speak and take action
a poor person is better able to see the whole problem than someone
from the outside.
interacthe: dialogue is very important
Basic Features of Partici~atorvResearch
Goals: to bring about a more just society in which no groups or classes of
people suffer from deprivation of basic human needs, freedoms and
dignity. It aims to help the poor who are oppressed and powerless become
self-reliant. self-assertive, and self-sufficient. In this process, poor people
often become more aware, more critical, more assertive, and more active
both psychologically and politically.
Participatory research involves ordinary people with problems to solve
forming a partnership with a researcher. This form of research puts
ordinary people in charge of both knowing and doing.

The Research Process:
The Beginning:
participatory research begins with a problem
a researcher helps to identify this problem and must participate in
the struggle of the people
the researcher works with an organization already committed to the
community (Bukas Palad)
the researcher must know the community well personally before
starting the participatory research
the researcher must explain the purpose of the project and find key
people (Edith. Fern, Sharon. and Zedna) to help her put the project
into action

Initial Organizing Phase:
people in the community take part in the research process as active
members
through community organization meetings organized by the
researcher and key people, the community decides on what the
problem is. how it should be stuled. and what action should be taken
for some poor people, it is very difficult to discuss what their
problems are
Research Design and Methods:
community participants decide on how information is to be collected
and how
people in the community learn how to do research (and will use this
knowledge to solve other problems later)
interviews are the most widely used for gathering information
dialogue - is very important because it makes people come together
and participate in all parts of the research
key people help to make up and give interview and questionnaires
facts gathered from the research can be used to organize community
actions
finding practical solutions to the problems is also a result of
gathering the information
one purpose of participatory research is to provide a
method for oppressed people to use their intelligence to be
critical and creative in order to build a world without
domination and exploitation.
Source: Park.P., Brydon-Miller, M.. Hall, B. and Jackson, T. (1993)
Voices of Change. Toronto: OISE Press.

Appendix G
PARENT TALKS

Business Letter Writing Activity

Cooking Activity
(note conept map on blackboard)

APPENDIX H

Appendix I (a)
'Word Power' as a Recruitment Method

Problems are difficult to overcome in the Bukas Palad family
literacy program. We have had several ways of recruiting. We
thought of encouraging mothers to share the things they had
been learning and experiencing from this program. Parents that
are already in the program would be successful in recruiting
friends, children and neighbors.
By sharing methods, the mothers in the Bukas Palad Family
Literacy Program will be spread through word power and it
will be like a chain of people who can truly help us recruit.

by 'Zedna'

(Note: I typed all local facilitator's recruitment paragraphs [with the
see next page] because these paragraphs became part
of our manual. In the process, I corrected some English usage and spelling
mistakes.)
exception of Fern's
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Appendix I (b)
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